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SUMMARY.
At the present time the development of the ,o smiridium
industry in Tasmania is almost entirely of a superficial
character, attention being directed almost exclusively to
concentrations in alluvial material. Although attempts
have been made to extend exploration to the particular
kind of serpentine rock in which the mineral was originally contained, the lack o( knowledge regarding the tru~
nature and origin of osmiridium deposits has led ,
in many i nstances, to much useless expenditure
and the discouragement of the operators. In a few isolated cases, however, success has attended the efIorf:e of
some who have continued the search for rich deposits in the
serpentine rock. The successful exploitation of both
alluvial and rock deposits depends largely on the
initiative possessed by the operators to apply the most
suitable methods to the requirements of the particular
case in hand. The peculiarities of these deposits-their
erratic nature and distribution- and the consequent unique
problems that they present in exploration and development,
create such conf:usion of ideas that prospects are sometimes
abandoned which, under more expert control, might have
proved profitable enterprises.
It has been definitely established as the direct result of
t~e recent investigations of the Tasmanian fields that the
occurrence of osmiridium is intimately related to the
chemical and physical characters of serpentine rocks
derived largely from bronzite rich in alumina , consequently the distribution of this mineral is determined by
that of a particular variety of serpentine. For instance,
in all the fields the osmiridium invariably accompanies
serpentinised peridotlite (o.livine and bronzite), while the
serpentines derived from pyroxenites and gabbros are
barren.
H i. noteworthy that in these peridotite. all
metallic elements other than those that occur in combination With silica are found in alloy with one another
or uncombined with other elements. It has been determined also that the deposits of osmiridium in the peridotite
serpentine are almost exclusively confined to pockety
accumulations distributed irregularly along structural
planes in the rock. These structural planes are sharply

2
marked and continuous, and their seeming regularity has
given nse to the mistaken idea of the occurrence
of these precious metals III vein Or lode formations.
It will be perceived from the foregoing that
not only is it possible to distinguish the osmiridium-bearing
serpentines from those that are barren and accurately
delimit their boundaries, but the precise location of the
deposits in these rocks can be fixed without difficulty. The
practical considerations arising out of this discovery are

evident.
Recent exploration and development have revealed enormous deposits of Dsmiridium- a'nd gold-bearing gravels in
the valleys of the large·r rivers of. the \Vestern Division.
The bulk of this material is of fine grain -size, but the prop,ortion of "point metal" increases as the workings
approach the parent serpentine. As already pointed out,
the development of the rock formations will follow the
advancement in knowledge of the peculiar features of these
deposits, and the ability of operators to distinguish
between peridotite serpelltilles and those derived from
pyroxenites and gabbros. The best kn own rock-formations occur at Bald Hill, Mt. Stewart, and Wilson River.
Those in Renison Bell and Dundas areas were not examined in detail owing to lack of time, and for the same
reason no attempt was made to penetrate the almost inacessible country north of Bald Hill. The deposits in the
Gordon Division are sma)l, comparatively poor. and difficult of access, and the northern field in the neighbourhood of Beaconsfield is not likely to become prominent.
Tasmania is in the happy position of being the sole producer on a large scale of <f point metal " osmiridium) and
there does not appear to be any likelihood of her position
being challenged by foreign competitors for many years.
The proposed use of alloys, stated to be produced at -half
the cost and alleged to be satisfactory substitutes f01
osmiridium, and the reported discoveries of more important sources of supply in Papua, J apau, and Borneo may
be regarded with equanimity, as there never has been
such a strong demand as at present, and the ~ontinued
advance in price can be interrupted only by the manipulation of the markets by speculators; in fact, the production of these metals is so far below the pre-war output and
the requirements of all civilised countries are- increasing
f:O rapidly that it has been suggested that their distribution be placed under international control.
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TASMANIA is, to-day,
the largest producer of n free "
osmiridium in the world. This pre-emmcnt position has
been reached in quite recent years, and since 1910
phenomenal progress has been made in the development
of the industry. An idea of the wonderful expansion in
the production of the mineral may be gained by compa.ring the statistical returns for 1910 with those of succeeding years. During the war period there was a COD siderable slump in the market. and a corresponding fall
in production, but since then the recovery and advancement have been extraordinarily rapid.
This increase is
primarily due to enhanced prices, following the great
demand for the crystallised, course-grained I f metal .,
found in commercial quantities only in Tasmania. The
incentive thus given has so stimulated mining activity
that remunerative employment is found for over 250 men.
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Owing to the great interest manifested by the miller~
in the obgin of this mineral, and the possibilities existing of exploiting the primary deposits, an endeavour has
been made to determine the location of the rich segregations. In these investigations very important data have
been gathered, which not only throw light on the obscure
origin, and occurrence of this mineral, but, in addition,
provide material information of economic value. Tb,.ese
investigations have revealed the presence of "free "
platinum in the osmiridium deposits, the magmatic origin
of the gold, and the occurrence' of dia.mond i n !l itlt in the
olivine-bearing rocks of Bald Hill. The importance of
these discoveries will be apparent when it is recognised
that osmiridium, platinum, and diamond are genetically
related , and the study of the origin of one will throw light
on the conditions existing at the time of the formation
of the others.
At the present time attention is directed particularly
to the rich concentrations in alluvial and detrital depositd
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derived from oSmiridium-bearing serpentines.
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Many of

these deposits are already seriously depleted of their mineral wealth, and the time is not distant when attention
must be given to the parent rock for future supplies.

Recognising this fact it becomes evident that a satisfacory
knowledge of the origin and character of osmiridium ate
absolute essentials in considerations of the future. It is
the aim of the writer in these pages to give an explana.-

tory sketch with that object in view
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GENERAL STATEMENT.

This publication comprises reports OIl all the important
osmiridium fields known in Tasmania. The several areas
examined are grouped. for convenience of description, in
three divisions, namely-the western, including the
Heazlewood, Long Plain, Wilson River, Renison Bell,
and Dundas fields; the Gordon (or Southern Division),
including the Styx, Florentine, Spero, Birch's Inlet,
Boyes and Hamilton Range areas; and the Northern
Division, comprising the Salisbury goldfield.

On the locality map (Plate 1.) the large outcrops of
serpentine are shown by full black lines, and the positions of the several fields are indicated by numbers , thus--

No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
No.9
No. 10
No. II ...

Western fields by Lieutenant J. Temple Riley, and to the
Gordon (or Southern) fields by Mr. J. Innes, as field
assistants. It is a pleasure to place on record the splendid
and efficient services rendered by these gentlemen. Some
of the long and arduous journeys were carried out under
extremely trying conditions, .yet they willingly set out and
accomplished the· work assigned to them.
Information relating to the OCCurrences of the platinum
metals in their respective countries has been generously

furnished by the Geological Survey Departments of the
United States of America, Dutch East Indies , New South
Wales. and Papua.

Heazlewood.

Long Plain.

on the history of the fields; James Ramsay, for samples of
osmiridium; Geo. Warner and Thomas Pursell, for general information relating to the Heazlewood district; and
to Messrs. Martin Healey and Frederick Kershaw, who
accompanied him on special trips to outlying areas.
The writer was accompanied on the expedition to the

J

Wilson River.
Western Division.
Renison Bell.
Dundas
Spero River.
Hamilton Range.
Boyes' River.
Gordon or Southern
Florentine River
Division.
Styx River.
Birch's Inlet.
Salisbury District. Northern Division.

The investigation of the Western fields was made during

the period extending from 8th November, 1919, to 8th
March, 1920, and the Gordon, or Southern, fields between

7th May and 10th June, 1920.
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CHAPTER

in the mineral osmiridium comprise the group of so-called
platinum metals:-

I.

HISTORICAL.

Motal.

(') In 1803, in the operation of purifying platinum,
Wollaston isolated a new metal, which he named palladiwn. The same year that palladium was discovered,
Smithton Tennant, a Briti~h scientist, found that " the

black powder

which

remained

after

the solution of

platinum did not , as was generally believed, consist chiefly
of plumbago, but contained some unknown metallic
ingredients. "C) In 1804 he announced the discovery of
two new metals-iridium, named (( from the striking
variety of colours which it give!'. while dissolving in marine
acid": and osmium, !'o called because of the penetrating
odour of the acid obtained from the oxidation of the ele-

ment. when it is heated in a finely-divided condition. Later

:i

was found that thege metals are habitually associated
and the alloy was named iridOEmlinQ, or oS'miridium.CS)
A few days after Tennant's announcement WollastOt,
reported the discovery of an element in the •• fluid which
remains after: the precipitation of platinum by ammonium
chloride," and sugg<.8ted the name •• rhodium/' from the
rose colour of a dilute solution of the salts containing, it.
(4.) In 1826 Osann claimed the di~covery of three new
elements in platinum alloys. These he named ruthenium.
polinium. and pluranium. Later he withdrew the daim
In ] 844 Claus~ found that there was an unknown metal
in tho mixture of substances which had been called by
Osann •• ruthenium oxide," and for it he retained the
name ruthenium. derived from Ruthenia. i.e., Russia,
where the substance was first found .

CHEMICAL A!'I.'U PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PLATINOJD
h-iETALS.

Occurring 'l.lmost invariably associated with platinull1
and usuall)' alloyed witb it, the rare elements contained
(') Phil. Trans
Phil. Tnn •.
(*) Phil. Tr&nl'l.
(4) Amer. Jour.

(r:.

Roy. S'lC. ( 1,",03). XCnI., 290.
RllY. SM. (lR04), XC[V., 411.
Roy. Sne. (1804), XCIV., 419.
Sci., XLVIlI., 401.

RutllPnium ..
Rhodium

FuJlHdiulII .....
OsmIUm ..... .

Iridium .......
Platinum .... ..

!:5ymLoL

Atomic
WeijCht.

Hu,
Rh.
Pd,

101·7
102'9
106·7
190·9
193'1
195'2

0,.
Ir.
Pt.

~p(l c iHc

Gru.vity.

Celltigrade
Melting Point.

12'26
12 · 10
11 50

18000
2000°

22'48
22'42

25QO"
2:,)UOo

:,H '00

1775.)

15000

It is seen that these metals may be divided according

to their atomic weights into two groups of three each, and
a.coording to the periodic law they fall into the same series.
Furthermore, these met.als fall into the same vertical
column as iron, nickel, and cobalt, which have similar pror.erties, form similar compounds, and give similar reactlons, and because of the oonditions last mentioned they
generally have a similar origin.
Thus, the platinum
m.etals are seldom found apart from one another, and iron,
nIckel, and cobalt are frequent associates.
The latter,
however, of much lower atomic weights, are relatively more
abundant.
All of these elements almost invariably
accompany rocks low in silica, such as peridotites and
pyroxenites. No explanation has been given heretofore
for their preference for ultra-basic rocks, but this is largely
due to relative solubilities.
Ruthenium.-This metal is found dark grey to black in
colour, but in its purest form it resembles platinum. Like
iridium , it is hard and brittle, and after osmium it is the
least fusible metal of the group. Ruthenium undergoes
oxidation more readily than the other members of the
family . with the exception of osmium. Acids, or mixtur~
of acids, do not attack ruthenium· it is soluble however
in aqueous solutions of alkali hyp~hlorites, and' in a mix~
ture of fused caustic potash and potassium nitrate.
Rhodilm~.-This is a white metal resembling aluminium
in appearance, and is slightly Ie..."" 'ductile than platinum.
When pure it is practically insoluble in all acids, but when
alloyed it may be dissolved in aqua regia.
Of all the
platinum metals rhod ium is the most easily attacked by
chlorine. It has the property of absorbing hydrogen.
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Palladium .-A lustrous white metal with the physical
charact.ers of platinum. It is malleable and ductile, and
is the most easily fused of the platinum group . It is commonly found in the metallic stRote, and somet es in alloy
with gold and silver. Palladium is dimorphous , and erys
tallises in the isometric or in the hexagonal system, One
of the most striking properties of the metal is the facility
with which it absorbs hydrogen. At the ordinary tempera .
tureit absorbs 376 yolumes of the gas, and at a red heat
935 volumes; all the hydrogen is lost when heated in a
vacuum. It is difficultly soluble in boiling hydrochloric
and sulphuric acids, but is readily soluble in nitric acid
and in aqua-regia.
Osrtl:.inm .-A bluish metal, harder than glass, infusible
in the oxyhydrogen flame, and the heaviest oj all
known solids.
It is dimorphous crystallising in
cubes or in rhombohedra which are insoluble in all
acids. In the finely*divided condition, however, it is
soluble in fuming nitric acid, and dissolves slowly in aqua.
regia. At a temperature somewhat above the melting*
point of zinc it undergoes oxidation, producing the vola*
tile and · highly poisonous tetroxide (osmic acid) OsO" .
This compound is volatile at 100 0 C.
IrirIiu~.-This is a hard, white, lustrous, brittle, metal,
resembling steel. It is malleable at red heat, and melts
only in the oxyhydrogen flame. At a dull red heat it absorbs
oxygen from the air, fonning an unstable oxide, but this
decomposes at a higher temperature, and there is no effcc*
tive oxidation a,bove 1140 0 .
It is a powerful catalytic
agent when fi nelY' divided. It is neither attacked by fused
alkalis, nor by acids or mixtures of acids; even aqua· regia
is without action on it. Fused potassium bisulphide ~ how*
ever, converts it into an insoluble oxide.
Platin·u 11l.-The most abundant and the most important
member of this group is a tin-white el.e ment as soft as cop*
per, and after gold and silver, 'is the most malleable of all
metals. In mass it is infusible in the gas furnace, but can
be melted in the oxyhydrogen flame, and it can be welded
considerably below the melting*point. The metal does not
undprgo oxi.dation when' heated in air or in oxygen, and is
very resistant to the action of water and acids. Concen
trated sulphuric acid attacks it very slightly above 200 0 .
whilst aqua*regia dissolves: ~t readily.
Platinum forms
easily fusible alloys, with many metals, such as lead ; ann

,
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these metals should not he heated in platinum vessels. The
same caution applies.to alkalis, cyanides, nitrates, charcoal,
phosphorus. and arsenic.
MINERALOGY OF OSMIRIDIU),( AND THE ASSOCIATED
MINERALS.
~

Osmiridium, or (using if:6 more euphonious synonym)
iridosmine, is a. native alloy, consisting essentially of
the metals iridium and osmium in varymg proportions.
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Two major varieties, depending on these proportions, have
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been named as species, but they are isomorphous, as are the
metals themselves. Rhodium, ruthenium, and pal1adium y
other members of the platinum group, are usually prooent,
and when in appreciable amounts give rise to complicated
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and indefinite varieties. The two major varieties only are
generally recognised-nevyanskite, containing over 40 per
cent. of iridium; and siserskit&, in which the iridium coutent is less than 40 per cent. Sometimes the name of the
most prominent of the accessory constituenta is prefixed
in order to add further distinction.
Thus are known
rutheniuJU nevyanskite, rhodium .aevyanskite, platinum
nevyanskite, ruthenium siserskite, &c. This list might be
extended by further subdivision, but the relative proportions are so indefinite that the increase in names would
only result in confusion.
Nevyanskite is the familiar tin-white substance with Ci
bright lustre so commonly met with in Tasmanian fields.
It occurs in fiat scales. and in shotty form with the prism
faces fairly well developed; also in crystal aggregates and
in massive nuggeta. The heaviest nuggets recorded from
any part of the world have been found in the western
Tasmanian fields. The official record of these is given in
the subjoined tahle:-

;..

Discoverer.

£c

~

Gu~. Nf'I~on

'•"

"•"•

~

..
0

Weight-Troy.
oz~.

Locality .

dwts. gn.

M. O'Mallev
Cbas. ProuSe

2
2
2

8
6
3

8
5
0

J as. Sweeney

1

19
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W&rnf'r CTN;>k, Hf'lU;If'woon di~trict
Wa.rner Cr6f'it, RetlzI ... wood di~tri('t
L\'inptppn-milr Creek, Hea.zl .. wood
diCltrict
SWf'ellf'Y Creek, Wilson River

district

II

10
~n

addition to the foregoing, nuggets of the following
weights were unearthed in the Heazlewood district durillJ;;
the year 1913.--

.oz.

dwt.

grll.

Oz.

dwt.

11'1'11,

Oz.

rlwt.

The following selected analyses from foreign sources
represent the great variation in the composition of native
osmiridium : Loc~lity-Hu .... ia.

gl'll.

16
16
I
5 21
I
o 0
I
14
21
1
2
10
o 15 12
1
8
18
1
I
12
o 12 22
Many of the nuggets found here appear to be built up
of crystallised particles, other.s are massive and cellular,
while some are solid with rounded edges. The Sweeney
nugget purchased by the State and exhibited III the Vic1

toria .M useum , Launcestou, consists of clusters of crystals
with interstitial chromite. These crystal aggregates are

easily broken up into their constituent partic1e'3.
Siserskite is the dull, steel-gray to bluish-grey variety,
a.nd is comparatively rare. It occurs in the Mt. Stewart
area from fine-grained particles to solid nuggets, some of
which
shotty
lumps
coated

are angular and others are rounded. Commonly
material is fOllnd embedded and encased in large
of chromite, and the larger particles are us~ally
with either chromite or limonite.
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Nevya.nsklU> ............ 77·2,21·00·00·2 ...

1'1 0'1 ... 0'4
0'1
0'9
J?llto ............... 43.9 14 .... 9 J'7 4'7
0'20'6
1'1
Rho(h~m-Nevya.ni!kife 7U'417'212'3
0'1 ... I
1
Ditto ...... ......... 164.529.97.5 ...... 2'8, 1'4
0'9
PLt.tin~IIl-Nevy8.nskite 5~·227·3 1'8, 5'9 '" 10'1 ... /
trace
J)1~tO ...... ......... 5.,·2:!7·a 1'5 ... tl'acel0'ltrace
trace

D!tto

.......... ... .. 46'849'4

;1':2

j

Rut~emum-Nevytln_

I

I

1

sk, ...................... 43·3,40·1 ,,'7 8'5
D,tto .. ............. 57·83;j·5 0'6' 4'7

0'60'99 ... 0'78
. ., 0'10 ...
'06

The specific gravity of siserskite is from 15'32 to 15'65.
Locality- Co!OI'lbia., South America.
MINERALOGY OF OSMIRlDJUM.

Crystallisation.-Rhombohedral, in hexagonal prisms.
Habit.-Usually in irregular, flattened grains 01'
minute graphitic lamellre ; commonly in H shotty Jt form
from very fine particles to rounded nuggets weighing over
2 oz.; also in large crystal aggregates,
Cleavage.- C perfect.

Hardness.--6 to 7, slightly malleable to nearly brittle.

I

Rhodiu!ll-Nevyanskite 170'4117'2112'3," ' 1 0'1 0 ' 1/
Ruthemllm-Nevyttn_

skite ........... ......... 57'835'1 0'6 6'3 ..... .

1

1

Locality --Ca lifornitt, U.S.A.
N evyanskite

Lustre.-Metallic. dull to splendent and glistening.
Colour.-Usually tin-white to light-grey, silver-white,

bluish-grey and yellowish-grey.
Specific gravity--19'3 to 21'12 (nevyanskite), and 15'2
to 16'3, siserskite}.
Aspect.--Opaque.
(5)

0001 A IOIl = 58" 27' Rose
Form.: c (0001, 0), m (10"10, I) , r (lOTI, R)',
z (Orn, - I)', r (22'8, ! - 2)
Axis C

= 1'4105;

ATl2'lf's: ex

= 6:1°, "' = 95° 8 f , XXi = 52° 24'

(') Ed. S. Dana: " Text Bnnk of Mmeralogy,"

I

---

Locality-Borneo.
N evy~nekite

A ~um.ber of samples of osmiridium were submitted for
exammation to yr. D. Rei~, Government Assayer, who
made the follo~ng observations: -No. I analysia included
here was carrIed out in the laboratories of the Imperial
Institute at the instance of the Agent-General for Tasmania, the late Sir John McCall.
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No. I.-A sample of loose metallic grains varying in
colour from tin-white to yellowish.grey showed the following composition;Per Cent..
Platinum ... ...
Ruthenium ... ...
Palladium ... ...
Iridium ... ...
Rhodium ... ...

Osmium (by difference)
Gold ... ... ...
Iron ... ...
Copper

-

Pt.
Ru.
Pd.
Ir.
Rh.
Os.
Au
Fe
Cu

0·37
8·19
0·21

J

33·80
57·09
0·04
0·30
Trace

No. 2.-A sample of similar material from Ball Hill
yiolded:Per Cent.
Ruthenium ...
Iridium .. .

Rhodium ........... .
Osmium ..... .

Copper ........... .

5·22
58·13
3·04
33"46
0·15

No.3. Osmiridium, consisting of tin-white to lead-grey
grains typical of the Mt. Stewart area contained:Per Cent.
Platinum ..... .

Ruthenium
Palladium
Iridium ...
Osmium ...

.. .
.. .
... _,_
_._

Rhodium ... _.. _.....
Iron .,' .. .

Gold ........... .
Silica

0·13
9·24
Trace

46·12
25.22
4·37
6·30
3·00
3·71

A mineral, resembling amorphous s~lphide of ~r?~ in
appearance, consisting ?f minut~ graln~.
08mIrl~1Um
mechanically involved wIth sulphld~s o~ IndIUm, osmIUm,
and ruthenium, is commonly met with III the Mt. Stewart

O!

I
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area. The specific gravity varies with the osmiridium
content from 6'80 upwards.
No. 4. Ita approximate composition is iIlustrated in the
following analysis:_
Iridium
Osmium
Ruthenium
Rhodium .. .
Platinum .. .
Palladium .. .
lron .. .
Gold ..... .
Silica ..... .
Sulpnur .. .

Per Cent.
41·70
16·10
7·87
0·45
2·32
0·~1

6·50
. 2·18
2·36
15·45

NOTE.-The discrepancy shown in the foregoing analysis
is due to the impossibility of obtaining a uniform sample.
It is probable also that portion of the iron component is
contained as Ferric oxide.
A close survey of these analyses shows that the iridium
and osmium components preponedrate, and that the pro.
portions of both vary greaUy in the alloy.
It ·will be
noticed that a high iridium content is accompanied by a
correspondingly low content of osmium, and vice versa.
Furthermore, the proportions of one to the other are in
such precise terms as to suggest definite mineral species.
For instance, ~he metals are most commonly alloyed in the
proportions of 1 ; 2, thus: Iz: : 2 Os is the prevalent com.
bination, but 2 Ir : Os is not inFrequent.
Alloys of
iridium and osmium in the proportions of 1 : 1 and 4 : 1
are also known.
Rhodium and ruthenium are always present, the latter
sometimes in appreciable proportion ; and palladium and
platinum , although fairly constant constituents, are gener.
ally quite subordinate. Gold, iron, and copper are frequently prominent, but in some samples are entirely lacking. The high content of iron in the Mt. Stewart alloy
accounts for the low specific gravity of the mineral from
this locality. In other respects £he several metals OCcur
in the usual proportions, and the high content of
ruthenium in this mineral is not distinctive of the locality
sa generally supposed.
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ASSOCIATED MINERALS.

Associated with osmiridium are certain minerals which
are authigenetic with the parent basic rocks. Such are
platinum, gold, diamond, chromite, magnetite, heazlewoodite, menaccanite, zaratite, and picotite. There are,
however, many minerals unrelated to these formations
which are found associated by accident of position with
oSID1ridium. Some of these are quartz, zircon, garnet, cassiterite, bismuth, bismuthenite, monazite, galena, and
chalcopyrite. These are derived from the acidic portion
of the original magma as represented by granites and
granite porphyries.
Platinum.-This metal, with other members of the same
group, such as iridium, ruthenium, and platiniridium, had
been repeatedly reported heretofore, but the specimens submitted for identification proved in all cases to be varieties
of osmiridium. The apparent absence of platinum in the
Tasmanian deposits was regarded as a most singular
phenomenon, as in other countries this member of the
group invariably predominates. Analyses of Tasmanian
osmiridium reveal an extremely varied. constitution, but
the platinum. content is never prononnced, and is generally
insignificant. The writer during his investigations of these
fields obtained several small specimens of free platinum.
In all cases this metal was attached to gold. This extraordinary mode of occurrence has been observed also in the
Borneo deposits. The small flakes consist of gold on one
side and platinum on the other, or one half is platinum
and the other gold. This discovery is very interesting,
not only because its occurrence has been definitely established, but also because it provides further evidence of the
magmatic origin of the gold.
Gold.-No feature stands out more prominently in
oonnection with these deposits than the constant association of gold with osmiridium. This association is not accidental, for not only is gold 'found here in the f~ee state,
but also, though in a minor degree, alloyed Wlt~ osm~
ridium. It is, moreover, found much entangled wlth thIS
mineral filling cavities in the larger nuggets. The metal
occurs along structural planes in the serpentine between
joints or walls a few inches apart.
The serpentine is
foliated and fibrous in character, and the gold occnrs
between the folia in flakes up to an inch in length. Commonly the nuggets are pear-shaped, ,?ut ovoid an~ elliptical forms are not infrequently met wlth. Some ple0e6 ar,.

.flat and smo~th, others have rough and even jagged sur.
faces. Gold IS found associated with osmiridium in variou~
siz~s ~rom minute irregular grains, thin scales to nuggets
wel~h.lll.g se~eral ounces.
The proportions of gold to
osmlrtdlUm IS usually 1:2 to 1 :3, but the ratio varies
g.reatly in different localities. In some places the variatl(,n ranges from 1: 8 to 1: 1; in others the proportion of
gold is very small.
In the native. osmiridium aHoy the gold content is fairly
constant, but It never becomes prominent, and rarely
exceeds 3'00 per cent.
.
. . It may be mentioned that gold alloys directly with indiVIdual. members of the platinum group oi metals. Thus)
porpczlte (palladium~gold) and rhodite (rhodium-gold) are
found natlve III platIlllferous sands in Brazil. An analysis of the magmatic gold from Bald Hill hy W. D. Reid.
Government Assayer, shows that it consists of ,95 per cent.
gold and 5 per cent. silver.
Dwmond.-A few small diamonds have been obtained
from gold- and osmiridium-bearing wash in the neighbourhood. of Mt. Dona1dson, near Corinna. Some have been
recovered from Badger Creek and others from HarveY'
Cr~ek. These gemston~s have a light yellow tinge At the
apICes, and are found III octahedral form from one-eighth
to one-third of a carat in weight.
. Much interest has been -?t~nifested in the 'origin of theae
~hamonds, an~ also t.he orIgm of the gold and osmiridium
In that ]ocahty, whIch probably were derived from the
sa~~ sourc~. It was generally believed that the-v al1
on.gmated m the Heazlewood serpentines, but no positive
e~Iqence had been. put fonvard in favour of this suppositIon .up ~o. the tIme of this investigation.
Although
:-lluvlal mlllmg has been earned on in the Heazlewood ml'
trict for a number of years, no loose diamonds have been
found there. nor have any been found anywhere on the
east side of Savage River. Perhaps this may be accounted
for by the fact that the attention of the osmiridjum di~gers
is concentrated on the recovery of that. metal, and they <i.rb
less observant than L. Harvey, T. Batty, and La~\'c;on.
who discovered the diamonds in the Mt. Donaldson area .
The country-rocks in that neighbourhood comist of slate~.
sandstones. and conglomerates of Pre· Silurian age. and
no serpentine is known t.ht're A microscopical examjnation of ~lides cut from olivine-bearing rocks (pelidotite) of
Bald HIll shows the presence of djamond. This discovery
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lie.! between chromite and spinel proper. It is a hard
(II = 8) mineral, lighter than chromite (Sp. G. = 3.5
to 4.1), and like the latter crystallises in the isometric syst~m, commonly in perfectly. formed octahedra.
It has
VItreoUS lustre, and is black in colour. Unlike chromite it
co~?Ionly occurs in pyroxenites, and rarely in rocks rich jn
ohvme. The development of this mineral is due to the
pre-se~ce of aluminium in the basic magma,
.
It IS frequently mistaken for chromite because of the
similarity in appearance and crystallisation. Its distribu·
tion is very wide occurring, as it does in all the
8~reams in the .Heazlewood dristrict, and, in pa rticularly
nch co~centratlons, east of Mt. Jasper mill.
In the
pyroxellItes it is found in indJvidual crystals scattered
through the rock· mass and in gabbros it is particularly
abundant.
Magllet,te.-Magnetite is the magnetic oxide of iron.
~ts co~position is Fe"O", with variable replacements and
ImpUrItIes.
In many respects this mineral bears a
resemblance to chromite, possessing an equal hardness
(?'5)! black c.ol~ur, metallic lustre, and isometric crystalhsatlOll, but It I~ much heavier (Sp. G. = 5'17), and is
stroD~ly magnetic.
It commonly occurs as an original
oonstltuent of the pyroxenites, in which case it is found
in irregularly-shaped hleb. scatwred through the rock .
The occurrence of magnetite in pyroxenite magmas is analago.us to .th~t of chromite in peridotite. As a seco ndary
mmeral It IS formed by the decomposition of olivine and
pyroxene. The primary deposits are due to segregations
in the pyroxenite magma..
Nowhere in the osmiridium-bearing formations is it
found. in . commerci~l qu~ntities, but in the older gabbro·
amphIbolIte formatIOns 10 Long Plain district enormous
coneen trations occur.
M enaccanite (n" Ilmenite, a titanic oxide of iron with
sometimes a little magnesium replacing the ferrous' iron .
The normal composition is FeO , Ti0 2 and the crystallisation
rhombohedral. The hardness is 5 ~ 6, specific gravity
4'5 to 5, colour lron·black, and the lustre is sub-metallic.
With chromite, picotite, and magnetite, this mineral forms
a fairly large proportion of the river sands derived from
the disintegration of serpentine. It is, however, much
less. abundant than its associates, and in some places is
entlrely absent. It occurs as a.n accessory component in
pyroxenite rocks in small grains, assuming the plaoe of

of diamond ill the parent rock, interesting though it
be, does not set all doubt aside as to the origin of the
sto nes found on Badger Plain, It is possible that in the
course of alluvial mining in the Heazlewood district diamonds have been overlooked and discarded , and probably
a more careful examination of the pannings may result .in
some being found there; but in any case, it is not antiCIpated that they will be found in plenty. IIowever, i~
may pay osmiridium diggers to become more observant
than formerly . in order to obtain another marketableproduct from the gravels.
.
It 1S noteworthy that diamonds have boon ?~~cted lD
the gem sands of. Hellyer River, wher.e ~lso OSIDlndlUm. hal;
been found. These minerals. in all hkhhood, were denved
rrom ultra-basic rocks eX'Posed in t.hat locality.
Betweell Long Plain and Hellyer River there is a large
tract of unexplored country which may be the secret source
of the diamonds found in these localities.
Chromite .-Chromite is an oxide of iron and chromium
(Fe Cr 2 O",,), but with variable replacements of Fell by
Mg. and of Cr. by AI. and Felli ~s in th~ other members
of the spioel group. When pure It cont:ains 68 per cent.
o! chromium sesquioride (Cr,O,). It IS a black, faIrly
hard (H = 5· 5) mineral crystallising in the isometric. system, usually in octahedra j it possesses a sub-metalhc to
metallic lustre, and is so comparatively light (Sp. G =
4·3 ~ 4·6) that it can be separared easily from the heavy
precious metals wi~h whi.ch i.t is associated.
.
Chromite occurs 111 pendotite as an aC066sory constltuent
of the rock.
It is found in small grains scattered through
the peridotite , sometimes with idiomorphic outlines, but
generally in crystalline irre~ularlx-shapOO blebs. It occurs
also in the form of
schheren
filling planes developed
in the rock during cooling and consolidation. As such it
is a basio segregation of the peridotite magma., and was
formed contemporaneously with the 08miridium. Many
large pieces of chromit.e extracted from such joints in the
rock were found to contain small scales and pellets of
osmiridiwn mechanically involved in its mass. Some specimens are so rich that the content of osmiridium amountsto as much as 30 per cent.
Picotite (Chrome Spinel}.-By th? reduction o.f the ir~n
and chromium content of chromlte and theIr partial
replacement by magnesi':lm ~nd aluminium, the minera.l
picotite is developed. Th,s mUleral (Mg Fe)
(AI Cr),O"
{f
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(2) )1onoclilllc-

magnetite, especially in the gabbros. Like the others, it
is a. primary constituent of the basic rocks, in which it is
sparsely disseminated.
Limonite.-Limonite has no crystallisation of its own,
but is frequently found pseudomorphous af!:cf other
minerals, such as pyrite. The composition of limonite
is 2 Fe ~ 0 3 H 2 0, with many impurities.
The specific
gravity is 3'6 to 4'0, the harness 5 to 5.5, and the colour
various shades of brown. It occurs in very great abundance in the form of superficial residual deposits resulting
from the decomposition of ferromagnesian minerals JUl"ing the conversion of the magnesian component into
serpentine. Such deposits were lcgarded by the uninitiated as the cappings of lodes, and much useless expend;ture
on exploratory works resulted.
H eazlewoodite.-This is a distinct variety of nickel ore
occurring in the Heazlewood district. It differs from
pentla ndite and its congeners in several important particulars. It is a yellowish-bronze mineral, having a metallic lustre and light bronze streak. The specific gravity has
been determined as 4:61, and the hardness about 5. It is
highly magnetic. The mineral occurs in narrow bands up
to 3 inches w:ide in serpentine rock. A complete analysis
has not been made, but samples have shown a nickel content up to 38 per cent.
Zarat ite.-Heazlewoodite alters readily into zar'atite,
which is a constant associate in the Heazlewood district.
Zaratite is an emerald-green carbonate of nickel occurring
as thin coatings and incrustations on IIeazlewoodite and
serpentine at the Lady Rras!'\ey Mine. 4lthough containing 59'6 per cent. of nickel protoxide, it is too uncommon
in nature to be of any commercial importance as an ore
of the metal.
MINERALOGY OF ROCK- FORMING MINERALS.

pyroxene.-An important family of ferro-magnesian
rock-forming minerals which are well represented in the
basic igneous rocks of the areas under discussion.
The
several varieties occurring here may be divided into twa
definite groups according to their crystallisation, viz. : (1) Rh"mhicP.n~tatite

...

Hrnnzitp,
Hypt'r3thE'n~

M I!' Si() .. , with lc'lo( thHn ~

0/,.,

Fp 0

C\fQ' PI") Si()., with!) to 14°/" pp 0

lJio side
\
"'f
P
Hetlenbergite
Augite...
...

<At Mg (SiO,),
)
Ca (Mg Fe) (SiO")1 ~ Nou·aluminous.
J
Ca Fe (SiO,,)s
(Mg FA) (Sill,),
I with
with (~Ig Fe) (AI. Fe)1 Sit I " \ ulumina.

Ie.

The rhombic .pyroxenes, . especially the enstatite variety ,
are the predommant constItuents of the basic rocks repr&&euted in th~ districts. En~tat~te and bronzite are very
common constItuents of pendot]jtes and the georpentines
derive? from them j hypersthene is less oommon. Augita
and dlallage occur both as rock-masses and as constituents,
with other minerals of various ultra-basic or fernie rocks.
A 11.'phibole.:-The species of the amphibole group fire
chemICally sihed to the pyroxenes, but differ in the angular
measurement, their cleavage, and their larger and morido
blade-like habit. The group, although SO closely related
to the pyroxenes, is less numerous in species, and the mem ·
hers show less variety of form. They vearly all crystallise
in the monoclinic system, and occur generally irregularly
aggregated, but may be fibrous or colUDlJl3r in growth.
luslre they are vitreous to pearly on cleavage faces, opaque
to tra061uoent, and when massive extremely tough. The.
may be divided thus:-

In

(1) With little or no aluminiumActinolite.
Asbestos.
Tremonte.
(2) Containing aluminiumPerga£ite or common hornblende.
ActinoJoite is a green-coloured fibrous variely of amphi.
bole occurring usually! in long slender prisms of the monocliuic system. It also. occurs in large radiating aggregates
of fibrous habit. At Heaziewood it is found in radia.tin.g
acicula.r bunches, and art the 14-mile peg in denre rockmasses ; at Whyte River, near the base of the Mereclith
Range, and at various points in Savage River area, it is
found in its commoll fibrous form. Asbestos of the oommon
white variety, with mountain cork, occurs in Mt. Stewart..
area and in other parts of Hea.zlewood district.
Tremolite, resulting from alteration of pyroxene, in
white compact forms, occurs in veinlete at the Braasey
Mine, Heazlewood Bridge, and in small quantities in many
other places.

(Fe Mg) SiO., with more than 14 Of,., Fe O.
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Pergasite or hOloblende is Ii dark-green to black mineral
occurring in stout lustrous cryst.als in fairly la.rge rockmasses or in granular form as a constituent of other rockd.
At the Heazlewood an extensive mass occurs in acicular
crysLals intermixed with chlorite, forming an almost solid
compact rock of a pale asparagus-green oolour. It occur!
also in stout crystals as a constituent of gabbro-amphibolite
in HuskiS90-ll River area and at Rennson Bell .
Olivin~ or ChrYllnlit e.-A yellowish-green mineral of
vitreous lustre, crystallising in the orthorhombic Bystem,
and consisting essentially of magnesium-iron silicate (Mg
Fe), SiO,.
This mineval is a most imporrt.a.nt component of ultrabasic rocks, increasing illi amount until it constltutes the
whole rock, as in the dunites. In rock form it is ODe of
the hoot. of the platinum metals, gold, chrom:ite, and
di.an"Kmd, found in these district6.
It is an important constituent also of the olivine basalts
of this region.
This mineral alters readily into serpentine. and from this
origin are the large .rna..... of that rock partly derived.
Serpentine.-Serpentine, the mother rock of osmiridium
and its associates, occurs here in very large rock-masses jn
all shades of colour from white, yellow, green, brown to
black, buL most commonly yellowish-green. The lustre :9
resin-like or waxy, and it is smooth and sometimee greasy
to the touch. It has no distinctive cryetaliisation of it!
own, but is found pseudomorphous after other minerals.
Its many fonns have been separated into species according to differences in structure; thus are known massive,
slaty foliated, and fibrous varieties, and these have
received certarin distinctive nl3 mee.
Serpentine occurs: in crystal pseudomorphic form ~s
bastite; massive as noble serpentine. common serpentInE'.
and resinous; lamellar as anti~orite j thin foliated as marmol!ite; and fibrous as chrysotlle and picrolite.
MiCTQ8C0pic examination has established the fact that.
serpentine in rock-masses has been largely produced by the
alteration of olivine and pYl'Oxene and in a lesser degree
of amphihole.
lte composition is hydrous silicate of magnesium 3 Mg
2 SiO, 2 R,O = silica 44·1, magnesia 43·0 , water 12·9
Iron protoxide often replaces a small part of the
magnesium.
All of these varieties of serpentine occur in the 08miridium areas in the form of rock-masses.
J
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PETROLOGY.

Th~ pluto~c forma.tions responsible for the 08miridium
d.ep~te oonstltute a most extraordinary assemblage of sub
SlhCIC rocks.
The many varieties occurring here repreeel:!.t
the several phases of rock differentiation from the original,
n.t~r? or less h.omoge-neou! magma. In addition to the subS~hClC or femlC, the extremely silicic or salic representatIVes of the stock magma occur, and these also will be
refE'Tred to in some detail.
I?- order to facilitate description it has been found convem(.nt to separate these formations into two division~
namely, the" femic and the saHc.
THE FEMIC (FERROMAGNESIAN) DIVISION .

Peridotite Serie8.

r

Dunite (olivine) forste.rite, Mg, . SiO,.
.
( fayahte, Fe 2 810 •.
Ra'7burglte. (enstatite + ollivine).
Plcnto ~ohvmo + augite).
Lherzohte (dlallago + enstetite + olivine) .
Wehrlite (olivine + diallage).
Olrivine is the intermedia.te member of an isomorphous,
group of minerals includmg:_
Fo.rs~rite--rich in magnesium. Mg:aSiO •.
Ohvme-(MgFe),SiO,.
Fayalit&-rich in iron. Fe2 8iO •.

Us?ally ~orsterite and f~yaljte occur in isomorphous mlX .
ture 10 wh~ch the magneSIUm salt generally predomiaates.
~ocks oonsIsting wholly of olivine are oaned dunites, and
lD these 90IDe of the rich deposits of osmiridium are found.
The m~mbers of the oIDv':Ute group all alter readily into
serpentine, consequently seldom are fresh rocks of this
group found in na.ture. The serpentinea derived from them
are light-yellowish to dark-green in colour. They have a
waxy lustre and greasy feel, and can he distinguished with
ease in the field.
The durutes occur on the north-western rail of Bald Hill.
.t the upper end of Loughnan Creek in the Mt. Stewart
area, and in the vicinity of Riley Knob, RileY' Creek, and
Ahearne Croek in the Wilson River district. The Bald
Hill body of dun.ite and peridotite i. bounded on the northwest by Nineteen-Mi1e Creek, and extends from McGintv
to Jon"" Creek. The rock is generally well exposed, bu.
covered in places by a thin mantle of serpentinous soil.
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Under the microscope it is seen to consist of a felted mass
of serpentine with secondary magnetite, and is studded with
idiomorphic crystals of chromite. In not all cases, however, has the alteration been eo complete, and the outlines of
the olivine crystals can be distinctly perceived in some spooi
mens.

A sample of peridotite from Riley Creek, Wilson River
district, analysed by W. D . Reid in the Geological Survey
Laboratories, contruined : Per Cent.
Silica (SiO,)
35·39
Magnesia (MgO) . .
25-32
L;me (CaO) ... ...
Trace
Alumina (AI,O,)
16·71
Ferrous (Feo)
(
9.54
Ferric oxide (Fe,O,) J
Water (H,O)
12·44
This rock is completely serpentinlsed. The high proportiun of alumina is due in a measure to concentration bv
the dissolution of the soluble component, and in part to
the presence of much bronzite.
A similar rock from Caudry's Proopeet, Bald Hill . oontaius : Per Cent.
Silica..
33·56
Magnesia .
... ... ...
17·81
Lime ... ... ...
Nil
Ferric oxide ... ... . .. . ..
10-71
Alumina ...
20·94
Water.
14·84
Bronzite is a very prominent component of this rock~
The high alumina oonrent of the bronzire is extraordina.ry.
and seems peculiar to the osmiridium~bearing rocks.
The peridotitic rock harzburgite oonsists of olivine and
enstatite--both orthorhombic nrinerals.
Micr0900pical
examinations of specimens from the Bald Hill show this
rock to oonsist of fairly fresh enstatite set in da.rk serpe:ltinised olivine. The olivine exhibits the usual mesh-like
arrangement of decomposition lines sharply outlined bv
chromite and secondary magnetite.
In some cases complete alteration haa ensued, and IJUch minerals as talc,.
magnesite, and chlorite have been developed.
In thin
section the specimens taken show varying degrees of alteration to serpentine, and none shows fresh ol~vine. In
extreme cases both the olivine a.nd enstatite have been oonveried into serpentine.
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The hard rock on the road near the 19-mile is a dark
mottled harzburgite, oonsiderably serpentinised and containing a good deal of magnetite. The higher coloured
minera.l is enstatite, and the darker patches are serpelltinised olivine.
Alteration has commenced in minut~
cracks in the crystals of olivine and pyroxene, and
gt"adually the original m~nerals have- been decomposed into
serpentine and magnetite. Marking the transition stage
between perid.otites proper and pyroxenitee are thrlole
olivino&-bearing rocks contruining monoclinic pyroxene.
Picrite and wehr lite are uncommon and may be regardtd
as extraordinary occurrences here.
Lherrzolite is found
bordering the peridotites on Bald Hill and elsewhere; in
fact, this oombination is fairly abundant. The diallage
and enstatite are fresh, and the olivine shows only incipient
serpentinisation. Near the junction I]i Wilson and Harm~n
Rivers a similar variety of the penidotit.es is found. Microscopically it appears to consist of plates of greeni~h
pyroxene, with included chromite in do serpenLine setting(').
L . L. Waterhouse, who examined this rock, makes the following obaervations:-" Microsoopically the rock is seen
to consist largel;j1 of Ihomlic pyroxene (bronzite). with
some monoclinic pyroxene (diaUage), a Htt1e olivine, serpentine, and chromite. The rock is holocrystalline, grairlsize being variable, individual plates and crystals bei!1.g
med ium to ooarse. The bronzite is hypidiomorphic, and in
some instances idiomorphic, while the cH-allage is generall.)T
allotriomorphic. OliVIne is present in small residual grains
with a Httle serpentine, alteration to the latter minet"al
being almost complete. The chromite is idioroorphic and
has evidently been the first mineral to crystailise out. from
the magma, while the rhombic is evidently older than th",
monoclinic pyroxene."
The rocks of the peridotite group show varying degrees
of alteration to serpentine, governed largely according to
the proportion of olivine present. Here this seoondary rock
mineral is represented in all its phases. In colour the
various shades of green predominate, from a very light.
greenish-yellow through greyish-green to a deep greenisnblack. The extremely light-ooloured. varieties indicate that
the original mineral consisted essentially of magnesiu:n
silicates; the others indicate an increasing iron content.
The serpentine is frequently traversed by veinlets of
chrysotile asbestos, from minute to one-inch fibre. III these
(') L. Lawry WlIltel"house, HoE., TttS. Geol. Surv. Bull. 15, p. t1.
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the chrysotile is of the cross-ve;n type, the common habit.
of this mineral.
Chrysotile occurs il1 the Heazlewood
and in the Wilson district, the latter deposits being of OODsiderable srize. One sut..h extends along the southern bank
of Limestone Creek, across Wilson River, and along the
northern flank of Websterite Hill. It has been noted at
various points between Wilson and Hannan Rivers. The
splintery variety of serpentine known as picrolite has been
observed in Nineteen-Mile Creek Valley. The mineral is
a light;green in colour and smooth ('In unbroken surfaoes.
The fibres are brittle and roarse, and exhibit parallel-vein
structure, indicating deposition lengthwise with the walla.
A further stage in the metamorphism of these rocks results.
in the formation of steatite and talc. Steatite constitutes.
a considerable portion of the" clayey " material found at
surface and in the joints and planes developed in the serpentine. At Mt. Stewart a vein 2 to 3 feet wide of very
pure crystallised talc has been expoeed in trenches and
traced for seve:ra.l hund-ed feet. It is massive, compact 1ft.
structure, of a beautiful pale sea-green colour, with R:
shining lustle and extremely unctuous feel. Smaller bodieshave been de:veloped in the serpentine near Ramsay and
Caudry's prospect. Here it varies from a beautiful semitransparent form to a tr3nsluoent wmte and pale gJ.'elen~
Brucite and sch.illerspar also occur as secondary minerals.
Much of the serpentine often contains larg~ quantities of
minute, intensely black, octahedral crystals of chrome
spinel (picotite) and chromite, the latter generally in small
octahedra, but sometimes in large amorphous bunches in
the form of " schlieren."
At the Heazle.wood and vicinity the serpentine frequently
contains a peroeptible amount of nickel silicate, which gives
it a bright apple-green colour, lin which case it approache6
that worked in New Caledonia as an ore of nickel.
An analysis made by W. D. Reid in the G<>ological Survey Laboratories, of dark-green serpentiniaed peridotite
from Bald Hill ahowed the following oomposition: Silica (SiO,) .....
Magnesia (MgO)
Lime (CaO) ....
Alumina (AI,O,)

Per Cent.
36·60
12·31

~:;o~~x~~:d~F.~~~~. ~ F~) 1

..
Water (H,O) ........ .

1"42

19·89

~s the ~ock i~ .completely gerpe.ntinised it is difficult to
.arnve at Its ongmal constitution. Under the micr0600pe
much secondary magnetite . is present and chryeotile is
detected. The presence of lIme and so much alumina indicates a monocli.nic 'pyroxene constituent. The high peroenta~. o~ .aJ~.lmma IS probably due to conoentration durin,)'
serpenLilllsatlOn and the solution of certain original com~
ponents.

Pyroxenites Series.
Diallagite (diallage).
Websterite (enstatite + diallage).
BronZItIte (bronzite).
Websterite-porphyrite (enstatite + diallage).
. The perid~tite passes by almost imperceptible gradations
IIlto pyroxemte, many varieties of which occur here The
several varieti~ ~re developed from point to point in
so.m~ cases conSIsting wholly of orthorhombic or of monochmc p~roxene, in others of both.
The most basic
pyroxelllte outcrops ncar the I8-mile, and, megascopically ,
appe3.rs ~o be co~posed of lustrous, dark-brown pyroxene,
coated With a thm film of limonite. In thin section it is
seen tha.t th.e rock .consis~ solely ~f orthorhombic pyroxene,
the extu:lCtlOn belDg parallel WIth and perpendicular to
the longlt~dinal. cleavage direction. This pyroxene is a
pale ~ro~lzIte, WIth a scaroely perceptible pleochroism.
. A SImIlar rock shows up northward on Bald Hill. ' It
IS. a d~rk, granular rock , composed wholly of bronzite in
~1tstell1n~ crystals. The pyroxene is largely converted
mto bastlte, and contains only small grains of olivine.
. South ?f the 14-mi~e peg near Borne old workings is a
mckel.stamed pyroxemte composed of crystals in both the
orthorhombic and monoclinic systems. These are distinguished by the straight extinction and lower interferenoe colours of the rhombic pyroxene. The enstatite is
undergoing alteration into bastite. Between the more perfectly preserved crystals ·the interstitial material consists
of serpentine, chlorite, and talc.
At the extreme north-east corner of the Bald Hill out~rop of femic rocks, and on the north side of Jones' Creek.
!)s a very large mass of bronzitite in the fonn of a hill
~ising 600 feet above the g~neral level. The rock mineral
18 very coarsely crystalline, and possesses an adamantinepearly lustre and olive-green colour. In it are found
bleLs, streaks, and irregularly-shaped bunches of magnetite
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and, more rarely, chromite. An analysis by W. D. Reirl,
ill the Geological Survey Laboratories, of a clean piece or
this rock showed the composition to be:Per Cent.
55·16
Si0 2
Mgo ..
28·05
10·70
F eO ...
3·50
Al 2 0 3

eaO

Nil

Similar, but much smaller. coarsely crystalline masses
occur at Mt. Stewart and Wilson River areas,

The Gabbro Series.
Gabbro (plagioclase + diallage + augite).
NMite (plagioclase + enstatite).
Gabbro-amphibolite (plagioclase + hornblende).
The gabbros, which consist essentially of plagioclase felspar and pyroxene (monoclinic. as augite or diallage;
orthorhombic as enstatite, bronzite, or hypersthene), are
the granitoid equivalents of basalts and diabases. Basalt
is the volcanic member and diabase the intrusive member
of the group. The felspar component of gabbro is always
basic, such as anorthite, byt{)wnite,or labradorite, the last
most commonly represented here. As the gabbros have
generally succumbed to decomposing agencie~, it is difficult
to find fresh specimens.
In the Heazlewood district there is a large body of a
particularly handsome gabbro extending from Fenton's
track north-eastward to Jones' Creek.
The plagioclase
(labradorite) felspar has been converted into milk-white
saussurite, from which the dark, partly uralitised pyroxene
stands out in contrast. The pyroxene i!l: monorlilllc diallage, and occurs generally in allotriomorphic form, indicating almost contemporaneous crystalli!'lation with the labradorite, which is also without crystal outline.
The
constituent minerals are equiditnentional, and of coarse,
granular texture.
No olivine appears in the thin
section, but idiomorphic crystals of the accessory
minerals, chromite and magnetite, are common
Other
varieties occurring on the east side and south near th~
Mt. Jasper mine are of much finer grainsize, and have
suffered lesser alteration. Under the microscope the rock
appears holocrystalline, with poikilitic texture. the pyroxene enclosing idiomorphic labradorite. Incipient uraliti-

~
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sation of the. pyroxene is perceived, and the felspar is
found to be almost completely altered into saussurite. In
this rock the accessory oxides crystallised first" followed by
the felspar and the pyroxene in that order.
On the east side of IIuskisson River, near the Great
Ben.d,. is a r~ck of very coarse. grainsize, consisting of
hypldlOmorphlc crystals of augite set in saussuritised felspar. The augite occurs in long plates up to 1 inch ill
length, and is remarkably fresh in appearance.
Near Mt. Jasper Mining Company's mill at Heazlewood is a variety consisting of long, bladed, idiomorphic
crystals of dial1age set ~n saussuritised felspar. In parts
the diallage crymals are closely packed together when
hypidiomorphic forms are developed, and there is in the
rock . as .a whole a definite directional arrangement of crystals III hnes parallel to the main structural plane.
A~ the lower end of Jones ' Creek are fine-grained freshlooklDg gabbros, consisting of equi-dimensional crystals of
hornblende encased in partially altered plagioclase felspar.
Small magnetite crystals are scattered through the rock.
SALle DIVISION.

T~e rocks .belonging to this division , consisting of
gramte. graru.te-porphyry, aplite, and quartz tourmaline,
form the bulk of Meredith Range.
.
The hght-col~ured, biotite variety of granite constitutes
the larger portIOn of this great mass, and generally it is
of .a remarkably uniform composition and texture. In
theIr order of relative abundance the component minerals
are orthoclase, plagioclase, quartz, and biot.ite. Orthoclase is the predominating mineral, and occurs in white,
so~etimes idiomorphic crystals.
Plagioclase is )Jot conSpiCUOUS to t~e unaided eye, but under the microscope it is
"een to constItute a large portion of the rock. Biotit.e. in
medium-size individuals, is scattered indiscriminately
throu~h the rock and pellucid quartz in relatively large
crystals is prominent.
Granite of similar constitution, but of finer grainsize,
an~ with equidimentional minerals, is a fairly common
variant from the normal type.
At the Mt. Stewart galena mine a narrow dyke of qnartz'Porphyry iuts out into the serpentinised ferni e formations.
This rock has been rendered schistose, and completely transformed by the enormous pressure developed as the
result of the conversion of the enclosing pyroxenitea
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'into serpentines. Tho alteration i. 80 pro!ound ·tha.t the
schists are with difficulty recognised as metamorphosed
porphyries.

C) Benson, in his paper on " The Origin of Serpentine,"
discusses in detail the many theories advanced by wellknown investigators, and as the result of his own observation arrives at the following conclusion:"The lines of inquiry followed support the view in
regard to the large ultra-basic masses that the chrysotile
or antigorite-serpentine, of which they are composed, IS an
alteration product of an originally intrusive peridotite,
often more or less pyroxenic, and that in some cases at least
the hydration was brought about by the agency of waters
emanating from the same magma that produced the
peridotite, though not generally until a. considerable
amount of further differentiation has taken place.
The
change, however, was completed by the end of the one
orogenic peJ:iod of vulcanicity." This accords with the
views of the writer relative to the alteration of the perido·
tites and pyroxenties into serpentines as observed in Tas·
mania.
The formation of talc, commonly found in the serpentine belt, may originate in a similar way, but according to
(a)Clarke its oommonest derivation seems to be by the
alt.eration of amphiboles or pyroxenes. Thus:

Completely penetrating the serpentine at Mt. Stewart,
and extending well into the glanite , IS a narrow dyke of
quartz-tourmaline. Similar dykes , representing the final
phases of differentiation , have been observed in other parts
of the district.
METAMORPHISM .

The. Serpentinisation of Pemic or Ultra-basic Rocks.
. A t.r~ical production of serpentine is from rocks containIng ohvme. It commonly results from the action of carbonic acid solutions on perIdotite, the probable reaction
being as follows:Olivine.
Serpentine.
Magnesite.
2 Mg, Si O. + 2H,O + COt = Mg. H. Sit O. + Mg CO,
. .under the action ?f hot carbonated waters containing
8lhca, part of the non component of the peridotite is.
carried off, and part converted. into magnetite. In this
case, the change from olivine to serpentine is effected in
the following manner:-

•

f

Olivme.
Serpentine.
S Mg, ::;i 0. + 4H,O + :5i 0, = 2 H4 M"g, Si, 0,.
Peridotites are so prone to this alteration that it is seldom found in the fresh state. The beated carbonaceoussolutions responsible for the conversion of the olivine and
pyroxene components into serpentines accompanied th6J
later granite phase of intrul:Jion of the magma. Serpentinisation commences in minute fissures in the crystals of
olivine, and continues until the whole is converted into a
mass of fine, fibrous material.
Pyroxenes also are converted into serpentines under
similar conditions. This is illustrated. in the following
equation : DiopsideS)lgC.Si,O. +SCO, +2H,O=
~erpentine.
Calcite.
Quartz.
Mg, H. Si,0.+SCHoC0 3 + 4Si 0,
The la.r~ masses of limonite occupying the surface
areas, and the chalcedonic silica. found here and thera,.
are common derivations in the process of the serpentini~3tion of peridotites.
Certain peculiar serpentines in these districts are libealteration products of bronzite.

Rnstatitl!.

4 :'I1g Si 0,

+ H,

°-

'l'ttlc.

CO,

'=

Mg, H., Si. 0I'J

MIlg"nesite .

+

Mg CO,

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

GENERAL FEATURES.

The study of the origin of osrn iridium has excited the
greatest interest among those engaged in its recovery, and
has for many years attracted the attention of geological
observers. The extraordinary fascination attaching to this
study has arisen in large measure from its almost fabulous value from the capriciousness of its occurrence, and
its comparative rarity.
For many years after its discovery the origin of theinineral and the nature of its occurrence remained enveloped in mystery. Now it is generally known to be genetically related to the serpentinised
rocks with which it is always associated. But the procise relationship of the mineral to the parent rock is not
yet fully understood even by those directly ~ngaged in the
industry.
(7) w. N. Beol'on. D.Se.: '·The O.·lgln of &rpt'"tine-.-\ HI~foriral
and Comparative 8 Iurty," Amer. Jrulr. of Se. (P. urth Spriell), Art., XXXVI.
(') P. W. Clarke: .. Data of Geuchl:mlatry," p. 004.
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Osmiridium deposits were contained originally in certaiu
19neous rocks of extremely fernie character, such as dunites and peridotites, which subsequently were converted
into serpentilles. Deposits of this class were primary
constituents of the igneous rocks, and were concentrated
;n their present form by processes of differentiation and
cooling in molten magmas. The differentiation and consolidation of the magmas took place at considerable depths
below the earth's surface, and the resultant rocks have
been exposed by the denudation of the sedImentary cover
Some igneous deposits, like diamond in certain peridotites, occur as irregular disseminations; in other cases
the ores are found in dyke form or in irregular masses
such as those of magnetite and chromite. Again, particularly in extremely femic rocks, the depooits may occur in
the form of ~hort irregular streaky masses termed
.. schlieren," as in the osmiridiuID and platinum orebodies of Tasmania.
In order to submit a clear presentation of the principles
involved in the formation of oomiridium deposits it is
necessary to inquire into the nature of the parent magma,
and to investigate t.he several processes through which it
passes before arriving at its ultimate condition.
MAGMATIC

SOLUTIONS

(9) To begin with, it is M!!umed that jl magma previous

mer,eases WIth the ViSCOSIty, and with the silica component..
L~ tol~ows t~at the silicates in a magma are morc or l~
diSSOCIated mto their ions according to the different
degrees .of their cont:entration Probably the separatIon
ot certalll oxid~, silicates, &c., from cooling magmas may
be ascrIbed to dIssociation. In ordinary solutions two substances having an ion in common diminish the solubility
o! each ot~er. For instance, olivine (Mg::SiO,,) and enstatIte (~·'[gSI03) ha.ve magnesium ions in common, and under
ordinary conditions would be the first to separate.
The successive crystallisation of minerals is dependent
upon their solubility in the fest of the magma, and does
not. fol1o~ their .te~perature .of fusio.n, An igneous rock,
as In ofdlllary lIqUId and solId solutIOns, becomes fluid at
temperatures below the average melting-point of its con~tituent minerals, and sometimes much lower.
But no
mineral can separa.te if the temperature for a given pressure is higher than the point of fusion of this mineral.
Below this point crystallisation takes place whenever the
point of saturation of the solution for this mineral
is ~xoeeded. Some of the components of the magma WIll
form isomorphous mixtures with no eutectic depressions,
but part of it will remain in eutectic proportions,
which ditTer with the varying compositions of diffeJ.·~r..~
rocks. In each case the substances that aTe in excess of the
eutectic ratios are likely to crystallise first, and the groundmass will consist of the eutectic mixture.

to irruption is a mass of rock-forming matter in a state
of fusion, and heavily charged with vapour:s and gases
under enormous pressure. The diffe'rent molten substance!!
constituting the lava are solutions of definite silicare
compounds in
one another, which are, apparently,
miscible in all proportions.
It is considered that
the magma is a solution because there i~ Ii lowerin~ of thp,
freezing-point, as indicated by the order of crystallisation,
and because some of the lac::t residues of crystallisation
have the character of eutectic mixtures. In a molten
magma the solutions of metallic salts are probably electrolytes, and in them the compounds are believed to be dissociat-ed int-o their ions. This dissociation is proportionate
to the degree of dilution. consequently the minor components are more completely dissociated than are the morc
essential minerals. It is found tha.t ~he conductivity
(") The wnrkM I' DatA ot Oenrhemlfttr,V" (P. W. Clftrkf!) Bnd I'M nen1
DeJ'l"llil8" (Waldemar Vndgren) have been COfll'lulted III tho preparation
of this summary.

DIFFERENTIATION IN IGNEOUS MAGMAS.

The problem of differentiation in igneous magmas is
one which directly concerns us in the discussion of the
formation of osmiridium deposits.
In fact, it may be
affirmed that, directly or indirectly I all primary orebodies have a close genetic connection therewith, although
the asSO<.'iation of strictly magmatic deposita is more
apparent.
Petrologists have for long been at variance concerning
the causes of differentiation, and also as to whether there
were more than one fundamental magma from which the
several differentiates have been derived. Some held the
view that there were two fundamental magmas. the
pyroxenic and the trachytic; others considered there were
more than two. but among modern petrologists there is
a concensus of opinion in favour of the idea that there
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importance these prooesses may be enumerated
lowing order:-

original essentially homogenous magma only,

and that the several varieties represent fractional differeotiates from this parent stock. Bowen conSIders that the
original stock magma had the constituency of nonnal
basalt, and that crystallisation-differentiation was largely
responsible for its separation into rocks of such extremely
diverse character. He states that the order of arrival of
magmas from the depths is to be explained on the basis
of a single principal act of intrusion of basaltic magma
with subsequent differentiation practically in place, and
controlled in a general way by the size and rate of cooling of the individual bodies formed.
The sequence of
intrusion observed is the result of a sequence of consolidation of movements resulting in a certain amount of injection of one type into another, which may be wholly of a
minor nature, and quite subordinate as compared with
the main act of intru!'ion of basaltic magma.
The great plutonic fonnations which form the Fubject of
this discussion , although showing a range from extremely
femic to extremely salic, exhibit such a close relationship
that they are regarded as having a common origin.
In
the case under consideration there were two phases of
differentiaion. Firstly , there was the differentiation in
place of the stock magma into a femic and a satic portion:
and, secondly , after intru!'ion, these derivatives by further differentiation, were separated into their respective
groups of rocks. Whatever the conditions were, and by
whatever processes this differentiation was brought about,
certain it is that the femic portion of the batholith, conrary to the usual order , was injected first into tht superincumbent strata, followed after a very short interval by
the intrusion of the relatively large satic portion. It is
noteworthy that the femic intrusive occurs almost always
in proximity to the satic. and its surficial outlines suggest
the form of a dyke_ In some few instances the former
is almost surrounded by the latter. in others apophyses of
the latter intrude the fonner. It is particularly striking
that where the satic magma intrudes the femic very little
resorption has taken place, and the line of contact is 30
sharply marked as to sugge!'t the consolidation of the latter
prior to the intrusion of the former . It is now generally
recognisod that differentiation i~ brought about as the
result of ,a number of processes of more or less importance,
and that to no single agency in any specific case can this
result be wholly attributed. According to their relative

~

-

lU

the fol·

1. Fractional crystallisation aided by gravitation.
2. T~e in~uence of dissolved vapours and gase:).
3. LlquatlOn.
4. Pressure.
5. Assimilation of foreign material.
~Il

addition to these agencies there are several factors
are more or less operative, but none enters largely
ll~to the processes, and consequently none of them will be
dlSCllSSed here.
Bowen, a strong advocate of the crystallisation theory
sta~g that ~h~ most promi~ng p~ocegses for the productio~
of dl~erentlabon are thoS6mvolvlllg crystallisation, and the
relati ve movement of the crystaJ~ With respect to the liquid
from whi~h they S6p'arated. Of these the most import-tant, ~urI.ng the penod when the magma IS still domlllantIy .1lq~lId on account of differences in density. is usually
the slIlklllg of crystals.
During the period when the
~nagma has largel:}' crystal~ised the straining off or squeezmg out of the residual flUid magma is the most important.
process.
The tw~ p:ocesse.s i?-volving relative movement of cry~ tals and hquld-the slllking of crystalS and the sq
"
out o f resl"d ,!a1 I"Iqm"d - aid
" each other in a general ue""lUg
way in
the. productIon of an arrangement of the various diff~r
entla~s, such that the heaviest lies ;It the greatest depth.
th~ hghter ones at lesser depth-in etIect, a gravitative
adjustment.
On the assumption that the stock magma was of hasa1t·
nature the differentiation would result ,"n a co t"
Ie
" d t" ' d
.
n muous
gl a a lun own ward from sahc to fernie rocks S f
the
.
t"
f h
h
.
0 ar as
~~m por 1011 0 t e.bat olithic mass is concerned . such
C?ndltI?nS probably eXIsted; but in the case under COilslde~atlO.n, as .aIr.eady pointed out, there was an ear'
femlc dl~erentlatlOn and injection, for which anoth~~
explanatlOll must be sought. Since the outer pa!1.s of a
,?ody of ~agma .are alw~ys coo~er than the interior, there
IS a certaIn penod clurmg whIch crygtallisation is hkin'J'
place only near the boreler, the interior being still abov~
the temper~ture of beginning of crystallisation This
offers a fe~b~e e:rplanation of the occurrence ·of the
extremely ,lemle nm of the batholith and the femic
apophyses 10 the form of dykes, and accounts for the pre~lllch

"
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dominance of the salic over the fernie rocks. In tnis process the fernie differentiate separated from the magma,
and, practically unaffected by gravitative forces, segregated towards the border. Under the enormous temperature and pressure, separation of the main mass by fractional crystallisation and sinking of crystals was not possible, and the other various aids to differentiation were
comparatively inoperative.
The dissolved vapours and
gases, whose tendency it is to lower the melting points of
minerals, would not, under these conditions, be effective
as potential agents in the process. The partial disruption
of the overlying strata along a line of weakness near the
border of the intrusive mass resulted ill the injection of
the fernie portion of the magma, which , in consequence
of the release of pressure, became fusible and liquified.
The further differentiation of the femic magma aud the
segregation of its constituent minerals then began. The
isomorphous minerals olivine and enstatite, with their
accompanying acce:-;sory elementary metals and metallic
oxides, being the most in!'loluble and least fusible, separated
out first. The others followed in the order of decreasing
basicity.
Although the femic dykes show a faidy continuous
gradation in composition towards the basic margin , and
there is no sharp line of demarcation between the peridotites and pyroxenites. the outline of the gabbro is di~
tinctl.v drawn. That the magma was gabbroid in character
is evident by the occurrence at the lower border of narrow
alternate bands of pyroxenite and saussurite indicating
partial separation from the rapidly cooling mass. It
seems, therefore, that t.his is an instance of ultimate
differentiation in place, although the evidence is not conclusive. It is possible that the dyke fissure served for the
passage of fresh supplies of material of varying \:omposition, or even that the gabbro entered after the reopening
of the dyke by fracture, but in no instance is the evidence
available proof of this sUPP0folition.
Returning to the consideration of the residual magma
after the separation and :inject.ion of the fernic portion. the
resultant release of pr&,:;sure brought into operation the dis
solved vapours and gases which became the chief agent:'!
in the completion of the processes of differentiation . That
they were ineffective in the initial separation is evident hy
the extremely fernie character of the rocks, and the OCCU1'
rence of minerals in the elemental condition. However ,
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they were not entirely absent, as water occurs in pyroxenes, and certain oxides and sulphides are more sol:u b1t
in fernie magmas than in salic. In addi~ion to the. Jlf~
action of the vapours and gases they a~sls~ crystal~lsatI.on
by increasing the fusibility and by dimimshlDg the Vl~COSlty
of the magma. Their action takes greatest effect III the
upper part of the lava reservoir, and according to their
nature are they distributed in the molten mass.
,!llU~
water vapour, chlorine, fluorine, boron, &c., are promment
in the upper extremely salic 'portion, ~hile sulph~r)
arsenic &c. are more abundant III the femlc. Returnmg
from t'his digression the intrusion of the salic mag.rna
resulted in the formation of the great masses of gramte,
and the numerous porphyry dykes represent the final
phase of the differentiation. The valuation of the several
proOO!'lses contributing to differentiation cannot be det~r
mined, but fractional crystallisation. the influence of dll"-solved
. vapours and liquation. are apparently the most
effective, but to these agencies- must be added the .effect
of pre"sHre and the assimilation of extraneoufol matenal.
ORIGIN OF THE DEPOSITS.

The deposits dealt wi.th in particular in. t~is discussion
may be divided for convenience of descnptlOn into two
classes. namely:1. Deposits formed by concentration in molten
magmas.
2. Placers derived from the primary deposits by
denudation and concentration in surface waters.

(1)

MAGMATIC DEPOSITS .

Under this heading are included concentrations of certain pyrogenic minerals which occur as primary accessory
ronstituents of Cemie and extremely fernie igneous rocks.
Among the deposits included in this class are those
of 06miridium, pla.tinum, diamond and gold, certain oxides such as chromite, ilmenite and magnetite
together, with a few silicates such as zircon and titanite
and some metallic sulphides such as pyrrhotite, heazlewoodite, &c. It is particularly noticeable that the primary
metallic minerals found in the extremely f~mic rocks occur,
with one exception, in the elemental condition, while those
commonly met with in the less fernie formations are found
in combination with other elements, such as oxygen, silicon,
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sulphur. and arsenic. Thus osmiridium, platinum, diamond, and gold occur with chromite almost exclusively
in the extremely fernie rocks, brOllzite and peridotite.
Attention · is at onCe dra.wn to the fact
that of these cbromite alone occurs in combination with another element.
In this connection it
may be mentioned that (1 0) Meunier, in studying the origin
of chromite, ob~ained very interesting information bearing
directly u pon the· point at issue, lie obtained chromite
by oxidising an alloy of iron and chromium, and suggested
that such an alloy might be brought up from great depths
and oxidised by va.pours near the surface of the earth.

Another noteworthy

point in

connection

with

these

deposits i~ that the rocks bronzitite and peridotite, in
which they are contained, conSIst solely ot orthorhombic
minerals such as olivine and enstatite. Marking the transi·
tion stage between the purely orthorhombic and the mono·
clinic groups of fernie rocks certain rare sulphidic mineralR
suC'h as laurite and iridium sulphide and amorphous iron
sulphide are found. A little further removed are heazle·
woodite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite, pyrite. magnetite,
&c . • almost universal constituents of fenuc irruptive rocks.
Again , nickel and cobalt mineral~ are pronounceu basic
elements, and are likewise almost without exception found
genetically associated with rocks of the gabbro and
pyroxenite types. Moreover, nickel minerals are found
mechanically contained in pyrrhotite with chalcopyrite.
The metals of the platinum group occur in periodic
sequence with iron, nickel, and cobalt. which have ~imilar
physical and chemical properties, and have also a ~irnilar
origin. The last three, being of lower atomic weights, are
much more abundant, and their compounds are more
soluble. There can be no doubt that the ores of these
metals were primary constituents of the fernie magma.
It has been pointed out that extremely fernie or ultrabasic magmas are particularly lacking in acid.forming ele·
ments such as chlorine (ouelof the strongest solvents of the
platinum metals and gold) and sulphur, and are also defi·
cient in alkalis. It is known also that. sulphides are much
more soluble in femic than in salic magmas, and that their
solution is much greater when the magmas are very hot
than when they are at lower temperatures. The deficiency
of the fernie magmas in water vapour- which at extremely
high temperatures is dissociated, and is a strong acid - and
in acid.forming elements generally accounts in part for
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the occurrence of the met allic minerals ill the elemental
condition. According to Arrhenius the silica compol1ent
of magmas under conditions of enormous temperature and
pressure occurs as hydrates and basic silicates.
These
basic siIicales in their segregation towards the cooler border
parts of the mass carry with them the uon·volatile metals.
and certain sulphides, ar:senides &c. However. even ~uch
volatil e metals as tin, lead, anef bismuth have been found
as I;>rimary constib.lents in fernie rocks. Native tin, accord.
iug to Dana, has been detected in olivine, and it occurs
associated with platinum in fernie rocks in New South
Wales and in the U Tals.
From the foregoing it appears oonclusive that the meLallic
minerels forming the subject of tlris discussion and those
others associated with them originallly. existed in the fernie
magma in the elemental state, and that in some instances
their combination with other elements was brought about
during the progress of differentiation. In support of this
contention the following evidence may be submitted:Free goJd has been found by the writer in the serpentincisecl peridotites of Bald Hilt It is in situ, in the form
of thin scales and flat nuggets, on the walls of joints or
planes in foliated serpentine. Large fiat nuggets, weighing up to 2 ounces, have been shed. frO'l1l these deposits.
(ll)On the eastern side of Jones' Creek. at Gundagi a
deposit of gold in serpentrine was worked. in the year 1881.
Thel gold was 'in the serpentine between two joints or walls:
from 6 inches to a foot apart. The se.rpen.tine between the
walls was foliated and fibrous in character, and, the gold
OCCUl red in ve1
ry fine films or plates, sometimes half an inch
long, between the folia. The deposit was worked down to
a depth of 90 feet, when the gold ran out, the last trace
of it being S'€en in the wall. Gold has also been seen m
serpentine a,t Bingara.
At many places in the osmiridium fields of the Western
DivtiSoion specimens- have been found by the writer oonsisting of gold -and platinum; in fact, the only recorded. occurrences of platinum in Tasmania show this relation.
A
similar association has been noted in the platnniferous
gravels of Borneo .
.In Tasmanian deposits gold is found entangled. with
osmiridium in large and· small nuggets, but in this associ a
tion the minerals a.re us'u aHy f9und unattached.
In Brazil alloys of gold and rhodium (rhodite) and gold
and palladium (porpezite) are known.
(") Ed. F. Pittman: Thtl Mineral Rp!lIlurct'14 of New South Wales,
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tain, New ~Iand, and josephirute (FeNi,) has been round
serpentine detrital material in south·we&tern Oregon and
elsewhere.
Chrormte, the chief ore of chromium, as already
remarked, is found concentrated in the form of
.. schlieren," and as such is an important carrier of
osmiridium. This mineral occurs also in irregular bunches,
disseminations, and blebs. The presence of'a little alumina
in the fernie magma rEsults in the formation of piootitt::;
(chrome spinel), and it actually enters into the composition
of rocks such as chromium-diopside.
In nature the diamond is invariably found in sub-silic~
rocks, and usually! in those of extreme fernie character.
These rocks consist essentially of ferro-magnesian minerals
such as olivine and certain pyroxenes. In meteorites the
diamond has been found in oliwne and also in iron. In the
great diamond mines of South Africa the mineral occu:s
in volcanic pipes consisting almost wholly of peridotite
(")W. Lu'; has shown that when the peridotite .. bIll.
ground " is fused at a temperature cf about 1770 degrees
centigrade the; diamonds which it contains are peroeptiblv
corroded. That is, the magma itself i. proved to be a
solvent of carbon which evidently was not d~rived from an
outside source:. (l.f.)Diamond has been identified by Professor T. W. Edgeworth David in a matrix of hornblende
diabase at Inverell , New South Wales.
In the course of his analyses of hand specimens of chromite embedded in serpentinised peridotite from the Tulameen district R . A . A. Johnston obtruined a residual product from fusion which proved on examination to be
diamonds. e~)C. Camsell remarks « that as far a9 our
knowledge of the occurrence yet goes, the diamonds are asso·
ciated with the chromite, and are not found in other parts
of the rock-mass, so that their distribution depends up(m
that of the cliromite. The matrix of the diamond is a
peridotite of the variety dunite consIsting essential1y and
in some cases wholly of oHvine. Chromite enters in isolated
places . but rarely occupies a more prominent position than
that of an accessory constituent in the rock . " Platinum
and a smaller quantity of gold were also found to be associated with the chromite in these specimens.
The d':scovery of diamond in the peridotite rock of Bald
Hill during the recent investigations of that area by, the
writer is the first recorded instance of its occurrence in
litu in Tasmania. In this case the diamond is contain~d
III

In nature osmium, iridium, rhodium, rutheni.um, p.alla.diuill, and platinum a.re found as a r,ule ':lllcombm,ed with
other elements. These metals occur dIssocIated or III alloy
one with the other in various proportions . . Thus are known
osmirtidium, platiniridium, iridium, platmum, . and pal;
ladium. Seldom is any entirely free from a~~n~:tures c.
other members of the gro~p. Tasmal~ian osmlndlU~ con
tains apprecia.ble an~ounts ,of tllthemum and rhodmm. a
little palladium, platlllum~ tron, oopper, ,and g:ol~. Nearly
all large specimens show mtergl'Owth wIth ohvme. Some
Mt. Stewart specimens are made up of ex~r~n:ely fine-grained osmiridium disseminated through uldlum and
ruthenium sulphideS'.
.
..
Native copper has been detected In the pl8,tlmferous
TaNets of Aberfoil River, New South Wales.
When
~pper is found in extremely. ~emic rocks it is almost
invariably in the elemental <:",nd~bioll.
.
(I2)Minut.e grains of native Iron are not uncommon Ib
certain eruptive rocks, especiall), the basalts. It has been
found by G. H. Cook in .tho trap rock. of New Jersey; b~
G. W. Howes in the dolernte of Dry RIver, .near Mt. Wash f
in ton, New Hampshire; by F. ~av~rr~ III the basalt ?
G!rona. Spain; by F. F. Hornstem 1U oasal.t ne~r Cassll:
Germany.
In the New H~mpshire lo?ahty It occurs
inclosed in grains of magnehte, SUggestlllg a secondary
derivation of the latter mineral from t.~e meta~. E. Hussa~
found particles of native- iron in a platm~-aunferous gr~ve!
. Bra
·1 Z
and
In
l ,A· Daubree and S. Meull'ler
h· have descnben
B
small masses of the metal fflom gold was mgs near erezoosh in t.he Ural. These masses were nota~le because of
the fact that they contained traces of platmum. bu~ no
nickel. The most remarkable occurrence of native Iron,
however. is that at Ovifak, Green~and. Here large m~~
of native iron up to 20 tons in wengh~ had been .weather~
out like boulders from t.he basalt, and 1D the r~k Itself lenticular and disc-like pieces of the metal were ~till em~edded.
The iron at first was thought to be meteonc, but Its :.e r .
restrial nature was abundantly proved by the observatIons
of Steenstrup, who found it disseminated throughout l~rge
bodies of basalt in place. There i~ ~() doubt ~at the lTon
in elemental condition was an ongmal con~tItuent dO~ t~:
rock. It contains from 2 to 3 per cent. of n1ckel an
P
cent. of carbon.
.
1
d I .
Awaruite (FeNi, ) is disseminated 1~ g~ave an a so
small grains in the serpentine and pendotlte of Red ~

8

:8

(") F. W. Clark!': "Oat. of Geochemistry."
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(!') P. W. Clarke: "OataofGeochflluiSlry."
(14) Rept. Ilrit. AIVIC. Aliy. Sci , H~(Hl. 1). 5li2.
(1') C. Caml5,n: Memoir No 2«1, Colmarla Geo. 8urv.
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in oliv~lle (dunite), and is likewise associated with chromite.
Under the microscope it is seen that the diamond crysta~
lised out before the chromite, while the matrix was yet
uncrystallised .
The fo regoing evidenoe shows that not only are the
platinoid metals and gold almost universally associated,
but that they fteque'utly occur with chromite, and diamond
almost invariably accompanies that Ulineral under identical
conditions. Again, diamond is found in the platiniferous
gravels of Borneo. Madagascar, British Columbia, Urals
(Russia), and elsewhere:. l\t[oreover, iron and copper are
not only found in the elemental state associated with the
aforementioned, but with gold they enter into the alloy
of the platinoid metals. It is found also that these elemental minerals invariably occur ill association with
extremely fernie rocks.
Ore depoMts formed by magmatic segregation are
notoriously erratic. They not only show a varying degree
of concentration , but vary greatly in their size , form, and
dist ribution. In this respect the deposits under consideration a re not exceptions to the general rule. They are, in
fact . extraordinary examples of such bodies. and present
many peculiar and intereSitring feature3. These or&-bodi~5
occur in the form of " schlieren" irregularly distributed
along structural planes or lin€8 of differentiation induced
in the rock magma during consolidation.
These planes
occur not actually at the point of contact with the intruded
formations. but on the inside of the chilled portion of the
igneous rock with which also they conform lin strike and
dip. The most prominent planes are arranged in groups
parallel to one another and separated by completely serpentinised mate-rial con-taining particles of osmiridium very
sparsely dist.ributed throughout its mass. Some of these
joints at surface are closed , others are filled with loosE!llyaggregated osmiflidium-bearing ironstone and chromite
while a few are in places open cracks of considerable dimensions. The walls of these cracks show a development. of
steatitic material, which ",,ojth the contained iron~one and
chromite d isintegrates more readily than the massive rock,
and thereby accounts for the open cracks. The arran~p
me nt of the H schlieren" along planes parallel to the
border of the dyke gives them a directional appeaflanoe.
and encourages the mistaken idea of their occurrence in
l od~ form.
I. Placer Depoliits.
The largest pacl. of the osmiridium production of Tss·
man ia has been obtained from placer deposits, ;.~ .• detrital
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and alluvial accumulations. Such concentrations are easily
explored, and can be attacked by prospector. without a
large initial expenditure, consequently these are the first
resources of a district to be explailled.
Th_ deposits are of three kinds:(a) Detrital accumulations;
(b) Surface alluvial concentrations;
(e) Sub-basaltic deposits.
(a) In many places where serpentines rich in osmiridiutfl
and gold are weathered at surface, especial1y in districts
of considerable rainfall, the metals become concentrated m
place by the removal of the disintegrated rock. . The
unequal distribution of the metals in the serpentine result.s
in equal1y irregular concentrations in the detrital deposits.
These deposits are neither doop nor extensive, but they are
easily worked and very rich pay streaks are found in them.
(b) As the erooion of the decomposed serpentine goe.
on the detrital material is carried into depressions, and
ft;'eshets result in its conveyanoe to gul1ies and ultimatel.,
to permanent streams. The tendency is for the· coarser
ia rticles to remain near their source, while the finer are
,~ rried lo creeks and from creeks to rivers. and the finest
"ven to the sea. In steeply-inclined gullies very litHe
., ~lluvial material collects. but as the streams approach grade
lateTal erosion ~ncreases the wid,th of t.he valleys and gravels
and sands accumulate.
.
..TheN" is a strong tendency for osrniridium a.nd gold t('
e work downward through the gravels to the bedrock a.nd
become concentrated in joints and fractures therein. Normal stream erosion. assisted by eddies, cross-currents, and
whirlpools, keeps the gravels and sands agitated, a.nd
reassortment of the materials of the gravels is thereby constantly taking place, and the heavy' metal. gradually find
their way to the bottom. In flood time the greatly
incrf'ased volume and flow of streams results in the removal
of material held in repose under normal conditions, and 1:10
....
the finer-grai ned metals are carried farther and farther
from their sou rce . In this mallne·r hundreds of feet of serpentine may be eroded, the disintegrated rock being carried
away in streams, leaving behind the larger part of the
heavy metallic components of the rock to enrich the gravels
near the original deposits.
~
(e) Detrital and alluvial depoeits may be buried under
basaltic lava flows which covered the lower areas of the
country a.s it then appeared. These lava flows may cover
rich deposits, and one such is being worked in the Nineteen-mile Creek area. at the present time.
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' I I arbour
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. ..lMacquane
serpelle~:~ DI~~~n embracing several
mercially ~Dim~orta:~~ exception all
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. The only locali ty .il~ ~hicb osmiridium is known to
r
In the Northern DIVISIon is the Salisbury field
occhu
mouth of Tamar River.
J
near t e

CHAPTER 1.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEPOSITS ,

•

~

' the Gordon or
IS
isolated outcrops of
of these are com·

The productive areas of Tasm a nia are confined almost
rexclusively to the \Ve3tern districls. They extend from
Heazlewood over 30 miles in a south ~easterly direction to
South Dundas. The country to the northward and south·
ward of these extrt'me points has not been explored , and
possibly extensions of the fields will be disco vered in th ese
directions as exploration goes on .
What minerals lie
hieden in these mountain and for est recesses remain [or HIe
future explorer to reveal.
The areas under discussion enclose a great serpentine
belt about 30 mike long and 1 to 5 mile. wide, It must not
be inferred that osmiridium occurs at all points along this
belt of country. A ctually rich deposits are found only at
ClJrtain isolated points where the ultra-basic differentiate
consists wholly or partly of olivine and bronzite. Thus, in
Heazlewood district the rich concentrations occur in the
dunites, bronzitites, and peridotites on t he north-west fall
of Bald Hill, whereas the monoclinic pyroxenites and gabbros are comparatively barren. ,a s shown by the almost total
absence of the metals on the south-eastern fall. Again, at .
Mt. Stewart the osmiridium is confined to a. small area.
of peridoti,te and bronzitite in the valley of Loughnan
Creek , and the same conditions govern the distribution of
the deposits in Wilson River district and elsewhere. From
the northern e·x .tremity at Nineteen-mile Creek tbe belt
extends unbroken to Castra Plain, where its southern
continuation is interrupted by grauite, which occupies the
surface southward for several miles, ultimately giving place
once more to serpentine. The severanCe of the ' northern
from the southern fields by the granite intrusive has given
rise to these two convenient geographical divisions. The
Northern Division comprises the Lon~ Plain, Heazlewood,
Savage River, Badger Plain, Whyte River , and Mt. Stewart areas ; and the Southern comprises the Wilson River.
Harman River, Huskisson River. Renison Bell, and Dundas fields,
In addition to these there are isolated masses of osmiridium-bearing serpentines on the Arthur River fall about
6 miles beyond Heazlewood,
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lIEAZLEWOOD AND LONG PLAIN DISTRICT ~
.
deserted hamlet of Reazlewo d ·
.
"','

T~e

d lstnct receives its name lies 13 .] °b ' flOm whIch to e
tab , which is connected by rail w~~~ e:h y r oad from WaraAbout 25 years ago the Heazl
d e sea.port of Burnie .
flourishing mining area
e~~ was th e centle of a
nickel , and tin mines w;r6!~n w IC 1 .gold. co pper, lead ,
the r oad to the Long PI·
~perat.lOn. rco; position on
to its prominence but am an I Corlllna goldfields added
ments remaill. A..lthou n~w on y tr.aces of the old settlefrom time to time to e! 1 ~rS:hmod.lC attempts are ruade
?r&-bodies. the chief inte~e~~ in
fl~~~t. ~pper and le~d
ltl th e o.o:miridium and
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ticular the occurrences of osmiridium in the neighbourhood
of Bald Hill, and his observations, together with a geo·
logical sketch map, were published in 1914 as Bulletin
No. 17 of the Tasmanian Goological Survey.
The following publications refer to the district generally:Thureau, G: Pieman River Goldfield, 188l.
Thureau, G.: Report on Mt. Cleveland aud Corinna
Goldfields, 1884.
Thureau, G.: Report on the Ore-deposits in the
County of Russell, 1888.
Montgomery, A.: Report 011 the Corinna Goldfield,
1894.
Smith, J. Harcourt: Report on the Mineral District
between Corinna and Waratah, 1897.
Twelvetrees, W. H.: Report on tb~ Mineral Field~
•
between Waratah and Corillna, 1900.
Twelvetrees, W. H .. Report on the Mineral Fields
between Waratab and Long Plains, 1903,
Twelvetrees, W. H.: The Bald Hill Osmiridium Field,
1914.
Reid. A. McIntosh: Iron Ore in Long Plain District,
1919.

oz. was imposed by the Mint fo:, its removal. All osmiridium recovered in the sluicing operations was discarded,
and most of it thrown away. The diggt:r in his search for
gold traced this mineral up Savage River valley as far as
Burnt Spur, the eastern boundary of the Corinna auriferous belt, beyond which payable gold had not been found.
and exploration' in that direction was for the time discontinued. The tracing of osmiridiwn further up Savage
River to the point of confluence with Nineteen-mile Creek,
an ... along the course of that creek to its source in the serpentine areas of the Bald Hills lays to the credit of a
party of prospectors in the employ of Colonel Hughes, of
Melbourne. Several miles of Savage River and Nineteenmile Creek were leased in 1899 for gold-dredging, but on
closer examination it was found impracticable to e:!:ploit
t he deposits by this means owing to the rock-bound COIldition of these streams, and the leases were ultimately
abandoned. Up to this time all efforts to obtain a market
for osmiridium failed, but several parcels filtered through
to foreign consumers, who, appreciating the good quality
and erainsize of the material, made further purchases. and
so the industry was gradually launched. The pnce offered
(25s.per oz. troy). although very small, gave encouragement to diggers to preserve the mineral. As the pnce
advanced production increased, and soon osmiridium mining became firmly established. Operations, hitherto confined to Savage River, were extended by the veteran pro«pector, James McGinty, to Nineteen-mile Creek, where
the richest concentrations have since been found. Consequent on the advance in price to 90s. per oz. in 1909
miners invaded this country, and also that in the neighbourhood of Wilson River, inaugurating an era of exploration and development which gradually brought about the
highly satisfactory conditions obtaining to-day.

HISTORICAL REVIEW.

So far as can be leanled the earliest discovery of osmiridium in Tasmania was made in the valley of Wilson RiYer
about 45 years ago by Surveyor-General Sprent on or:c of
his early expeditions through the Western districts. It
was incorrectly identified by him as palladium (another
member of the platinum group) which it closely resembles.
and is so recorded on his exploratory charlo In the late
seventies of last century during the boom period of the
Corinna goldfield prospooiors, operating in the neighbouring Wh)"te and Savage, Riv,er are?S, fou~d .au u?known
tin-white. heavy. metalhc mmeral In association WIth gold
in the anuvi~l depoRits. This mineral was so abu1ldant in
certain localities that steps were taken to have it scientificallv identified. and to ascertain whether or not it was
'Of economic importance. It was soon recognised as osmiridium. for which there was no demand at that time. con~equent1.v th? discovery c~ated very little .inter~st. ,!,he
diggers comndercd thls mmeral an obnoxIous ImpUrlty,
because it was so difficult to separate from gold without the
Aid of quicksilver. and because a penalty of 7s. 6d. per

PHYI:!IOGRAPHY.

The rather complex history of the development of the
physiographic features of this terrain will be discussed in
detail in order to present an explanatory account of the
occurrences of osmiridium and gold in alluvial material
far removed from present drainage channels. For instance.
all the osmiridium- -and gold-hearing wash found on Badger
Plain, Brown Plain, the plateau between Savage River and
Nineteen-mile Creek, the hill summit near Warner Creek.
on Bald Hill and Long Plain, and, in fact, on all Ute
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elevated plateaux in these. districts, origina.ted in the
development of the features of the country as they
appeared in late Tertiary time. All these isolated areas
are portions of au uplifted peneplain, whicb, at that time,
~tood at a much lower elevalion. Across this peneplain a
very broad, slow-moving stream, which had reached the
base-level of erosion, n1.eandered in a ret:narkably sinuous
course westward towards the sea. Traces of this Tertiary
stream are seen in the waler-worn quartz, granite, and
porphyry wash on the summit of the plateau Ilear \Varner Creek, at the source of Free-aod-Easy, on Bald Hill,
Long Plain, and Badger Plain. In what direction beyond
Badgel Plain the old river originally found access to the
!'lea ha!'; not yet been ascertained. Ovorlying this old river
wa~h. near the source of Free-and-Easy Creek, are thin
seams of... Tertiary coal, and in olher placeR near-by are
bed~ of basaltic clay. Basalt remnallts are jotted here and
there is every quarter of the old peneplain, indicating an
exten~ive. though shallow, lava flow during thi~ period.
\Vith the snbsequent upl~ft of lhe region the pre'lent
~ycle of erosion was introduced. The \V'hyte, TIeazlewood,
:lnd Savage Rivers came into being, and have sinC'e
entrenched themselves in deep ravines with terraced slopE"~,
while their numerous tributaries have in a le~ser degree
accentuated the relief by shallow subsidiary channels.
'''he resultant topography at tbe Reazlewood and Long
"Plain districts, which form one physiographic unit, i~ very
hilly. Th~ Heazlewood River JOins the \Vhyte River sOHth
of Long Plain, and the latter flows into the Pie man River
about a mile above Corinna settlement; and the Savage,
also an affluent of the Pieman . meet.~ the ma;or stream 2
miles below. The larger stream'l have a general south-west
trend. while the ~maller ones are usually trftnsvenle. and
the courses of some are governed by the gE'ological form!\.tion8. Thus are found deep-channels at the iunctions of
; . . . neous and sedimentary formation~ None of the streams
ha.s reached maturitv .· all are fast-flowing and activelv
engaged in redncing their beds towards base-level.
GE~RAL

GEOLOGY.

Sedimentary Roch.
The oldest rocks, consisting of schistose sandstones and
~late.8, occur in t~e western part of the region, especially
In L_6 Long Plam area.
These strata are considerably
sheared and contorted having been subjected to regional
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metamorphism. These old slates and sandstones are not
only interpenetrated with silica but are 30 saturated
with it as to be simply quarlz s~hists. The argi11aceouc::
members have been converted into micaceous varieties.
The. ae:,e of this series canoot be definitol) dete:-mined.
but on hth.ological c:nd stratigraphic grounds they have
been ten~tlvely asc~Ibe~. t? the Pre-Cambrian, and probably are ldentlcal WIth SImIlar strata in t.he Slanley River
district.
Succeeding these are g~y to black slates belonging evidently to the Dundas senes, and therefore of Ordovician
age. Intercalated with them are felspathic sandstones,
and a dee!l .dun-oo]oured, completely decomposed rock of
obscure anglO.
Strata belonging to the Silurian system crop out in the
valley of th~ Whyte River at Godkin Mine, and also south
of t~e 14-mlle east of Mt. Jasper workings. They consist
of lImestones and sandstones replete with fossils typical of
the syst.em. The latter occur in all gradations, from the
fin.e-gralOed,. evenly sorted. white sandstones. through
gnts to white water-worn pebbles cemented into conglomerates. A characteristic feature of these strata is thepeculiar cylindrical borings which traverse the sandstone:::
generally at right-angles to the bedding-planes. Not al!
the layers. howevt>r. contain these borings and trails The
Hmestnnes are argillaceous, and of no great thickness,' rarelv
exceeding 100 feet.
The fol1owing is a list of the more important spe('j~
of fossils occurring in tbefie strata.:Trilobites- Genus H ausmannia. Sp. M eridianwL
genus Cromw;, Sr. M'u.rchisoni
Annel~da.-Genus oornuliteli, Sp. Tasman1c1l3.
Brachiopoda-Genus ,.hynclHJnella, Sp. decimplicatn.
and capax.
Pteropoda-Genus TentaculiteR, Sp. indo
Cora11ite&--FmJosites Grandipora.
The species present both a Lower ann an Upper Silurian
fa('ie~, with a preponderating tendency towards the l~tter
On part of Long Plain and over nearly the whole n!
Brown Plai n ~he're is a superficial coverin~ of water-worn
~ravc>l of ~on8Iderable depth. In places the gravel, whi('h
13 of TertIary age, has beern. firmly cemented, forming a
ha~d conglomerate resembling rocks of much greater geologIcal .ge. Probably ;he. cementation of th.... gravele has
been Illduoed by too baking effect of b ....ltic I.v. flows
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which at that time were out6pread on these formtlltiollS.
Between Brown Plain and Corinna the surface is covered
v.rith similar grav..el and occasional patchee of conglomerate.
and like formations occur on Badger Pla.in on the west sida
of Savage River.
The alluvial gravels on Long Plain and on the pla.teau
!in Heazlewood district contain granite -and porphyry
pebbles and boulders and also fine-grained tins tone.
Probably portion of that on Long Plain came from Meredith Range granites, but not neoesr.arily so, for the gravels
on the eleva.ted country north of Nineteen-mile Creek were
conveyed from the direction of Mt. Cleveland. It has heeo
observed that the elevation of <his old Tertiary peneplain
shows a gradual declination westwards. At Upper Nineteen-mile Creek it is' 1640 feeL above sea-level, Long Plam
is 1600, Brown Plain 1400, and near Lucy Spur these
gravels are from 850 to 1000 feet above sea-level.
Zgneo'us Rocks.
The oldect igneous rocks are the hornblendic, serpenbinous, and talcose schists, which penetrate the PreCambrian (7) schistose sandstones and slates. It is noteworthy that the trend of the structural planes of thes(lo
igneous schists is a little east of north, whereas the strike
of .the zone is north-westerly. Although these schists have
suffered greatly from the effects of regional metamorphism
and decomposition, in places the rocks are only slightly
altered and are fairly fresh. They were originally gabbro
amphibolites, and apparently represent the basic phase of
the porphyroid intrusions so prominent in neighbourD'lg
districts. These have heen doubtfully aocribed to the
Ordovician.
The nexit younger are the fernie and salic intrusives of
Bald Hill and Meredith Range. These rocks were injected
into the Ordovician and Silurian sediments at the close
of the latter period, and have been generally referred to as
of Devonian age. They are coarse-grained. crystalline
rocks of typical plutonic character, and as such were form~d
and consolidated at considerable depths below the surface.
The femic are represented by the peridotites, pyroxenites,
and gabbros of Bald Hill , and the salie by the granite of
Meredith Range and the numerous porphyry dykes protrud!ing here and there in these districts.
Remnants of a larg<' ba""lt flaw of late Tertiary age ar.
scattered in every quarter of Long Plain and Heazlewood
di.tricts. Although widely diotributed and parte of &
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former oontinuous lava sheet, the total extent of thest\
isolated masses now amounta to only 1000 acres. Appar*
ently all of these occurremoes represent lava sheets lying
in the trough of an old Tel't-iary stream. These sheet& overlie in places old river gravels containing the precious
metals.
.
The basalt is the olivine-bearing variety SO characteristi.
of the erupLions of basic lava of this age in Tasmania. n
is a fine-grained, dark rock, and sbghtly vesicular in the
upper lay.....
Amygdules filled )Vith an undelermined
zeolite are not unoommon near the top, but the lower part
18 compact and extl emely dense. The thickness of thess
sheets is nowhere great, ranging from 100 to 200 feet in thA
large.!r masses.
BALD HILL AREA.
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Bald' Hill is occupied by a mass of serpentinised fernie
rocks constituting one of a number of projections extend
iog OVEr an area about 30 miles from north to south and
from 3 to 5 miles from east to west. Other exposures of
serpentine have been reported several miles farther northward, but of these there is no official record with the e<xooption of comparatively small fernie dykes. These ultra-basic
protrusions OCCur seveTal miles beyond any exposure of
granite rock. They consist of peridotites, pyroxenites, and
saussurite-gabbro, and represent the result of >the ultimate
differentriation of the initial injection from the main magma
Nineteen-mile Creek marks the line of contaot on the northwest side between the igneous and sedimentary formations.
The latter consist of soft grey and dark slates, and show
little evidence of metamorphic action The line of contact
is emphasised by the luxuriant vegetation of the sedi.
mentary rocks compared with the almost barren appear.
ance of the serpentines. Land where serpentine OCCurs ~s
unsuitable for agriculture or any other purpose because
the soils resulting from the deoomposition of this rock lack
the alkalis 90 necessary for plant growth. Bald Hill, as
its name implies, is almost completely devoid of vegetation,
only button-rush and allied plants find~11g sustenance
thereon.
This is, perhaps, the most important source of 08miri
dium in Tasmania. The area from which the 06miridium
has been shed does not exceled 500 acres, yet all the mebI
found ~n the rivers and creeks hereabouts was derived from
the solid rock in this area, having been liberateld by t.he
agencies causing decomposition and denudation.
The

.'
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phenomenal rainfall of the western region is respou9ibl~
for the present rather rapid erosion. The serpentine format:ons have b&n subjected to erosive agencies since early
Tertiary time, and probably even so far back as the Mesozoic era . The deposits dElrived from them therefore represent the metallic content of an enormous amount of disintegrated rock. In this locality osmiridium of the be"!t
quality and grainsize is found.
The d~9tribution of
osmiridium on Bald Hill area is confined almost exclusively
to the north-westelrn fall. However, the peridotites extent]
right up to the summit, and primary deposits may he
looked for there; but the gabbros occupy the! south-easteru
fall, and, consequently, there is no likelihood of occurrences
in th ~ latter quarter.
Coudry's Pr08pect.-A reward claim, 6251-M, of ~O
acres , was granted to W. Caudry for the discovery uf
osmiridium in serpentine on the westt'rn end of Bald Hill.
The discovery, was made by loaming up the hill on tha
north side of },lcGinty CrE.lek to the source of the osmiridium
in planes coursing 111 a. north-westerly direction. It is
stated that" colours .. could not be obtained from the rock
beyond this point. The workings are situated at the northwest corner of the section near the foot of the hill. Thev
consist of an open trench, 150 feet long, 4 to 6 feet wid~,
and 10 to 15 feet deep, cut along ;h. course of the plane.
The soft , crushed, slickensided, white to yellowish-green
serpentine of the so-called lode is derived from rocks rich
in olivine and bronzitE. Mioroscopical examinabion of this
rock shows it to have been a typ'ical peridotite consistin~
essentially of olivine and bronzite or f'onstatite.. It is almost
completely serpentin:sed, but the rock section shows hero
and there small particles of bronzite, chromite, and chryso·
til~. with secondary magnetite. The rock is very brittlt!
and cleavf!6 in all directions. although more freely parall~l
to the lines of orimtation. In its normal condition it is a
beautiful , de<nge, dark-green rock surrounded by concentric
weathering rings from brown to light-gr~', according to
the degree of decomposition.
Magnesite occurs on joint
planes, opaline serpentine rin reticulating veinletB and talc
1S commonly but irregularly distributed. These rocks a few
chains to the eastward give place to others consisting esselltially of orthorhombic pyroxenes such as enstatite and
broDzite.
From the first excavaEons made on this line several
ounces of osmiridium were obtadned, principally f"rom
steatitic or talcose rock. Specimens of serpentine picked up
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at random in this trench and containing no visible specks
produced fine" colours" on crushing and panning. It is~
nevertheless, extremely erratic in its distribubion, for many
specimens taken from ,thei same place showed not a trace of
osmiridium. The mineral is almost invariably coated with
iron oxide and associated with clusters of crystals of
chromite or magnet,iteJ. If rit were not for its high specific
gravity it would, on account of its rustJyr appe'arance, pass
unnoticed. Chromite has been repeatedly obs.elrvoo here
adhering Ito or interpenetrating the l'a rger nuggets, ind.icating theti'r contemporaneous formation. The owners of
this property, more ambitious than thetir neighbour<),
eTeoted a small five-head stamp-battery in order to crush
and treat the mate'l"ial in bulk. The test was not satishctory, for only a small qualllt~ty was put through. It is
understood, howe\er, that the owners contemplate an early
resumption of operations, and they intend to prosecute. th~
work on a much larger scale.
Since the writer's visit the detritus immediately below
,t his formation and derived from its disintegration has been
found to contain r·e markably rich values, and the whole o~
this surface material is now being sluiced.
Pursell'. Prospect.-On the summit of Bald Hill some
sections were leased years ago for silver-lead ore. n. was
considered at that time that all gossano.u9 eappings indi.called the presence of galena underneath. The gossan outcrops here are composed of limonite: intermixed with chalcedony and opaline silica, frequently quite oellular or
cavernous. In some' cases the walls of the cells. are extremely
delieate and appe·ar rto have a regularly, formed, honeycomb
structure.
Intersecting these gossanous sihca veins· are
numerous irregular bands of pyflite, pyrrhO'tite, and sel'pentinised materials. These formations consist of the filllings of structural planes developed in the serpentin'ised
pyroxeruites during cooling and consolidation. Their trend
is generally north-east in conformity with th-e: boundary cf
the intrusive rock, but subsidiary branch veins lead off
from the ma·i n fracture planes in a norrth-weste.'rly direction. These veins are not continuous, but are members of
groups of veins arranged en echel'Jn and extending for
several miles. They vary in width from 1 to 3 foot, and
have been exposed by numerous trenches at various points
along their courses-. The idea of their being reposd..ories of
Jead ore has long since been abandoned, but 9ubsequerutly
they were considered. bY' the miners to be the sources' of th~
osmirldium shed into Nineteen-IDIil·e Creek. These so-called
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lodes have proved disappointing, but osmiridium has
actually been recove'l'ed from the serpentine wall-rock in
several places, and probably rich pocketa of the mineral
may yet be found along this line:. It must be borne iu
mind, however, that the gossanous silica was deposited in
these planes subsequent 1.0 the osmiridium; thereforf there
is no relationship whatever between them. Both limonite.
and chalcedonic and ol>aline silicas were formed as by-products of pyroxenites and peridotrites in the metamorphic
processes involved in their alteration into serpentines.
About It mile north-eastward a trench, 20 feet long by
4 feet wide and 5 feet dele}>, has been cut across a 3-foot
formation, sim-ilar to those described, bearing about 35
degretS east of north and dipping north-westerly.
The
outcrop is encased in soft bluish-green serpentinised rock,
throu§h which ramify veinlem of pyrrhotJite-, pyrite, and
magnetite. These minerals are found also in the gossanous
silica. Osmiridium, it is reported, occurs in the- hangingwall rock at this point; and several specimens of metal·
bearing serpentine have been found in this locality. Th~
walls of these so--called lodes are possible loci for osmiridium deposits. The distribution of the mineral along these
planes is extremely erratic, as elsewhere, and only by very
careful and diligent search can the small deposits bo
located. Between these two groups of workings an attempt
has been mad. by the aid of a puddling plant to reoova"
the liberated osmiridium from the clayey and peaty
materials in which it is now contained. A block of ground,
200 feet long by 24 foot wide and 4 feet deep, has been
puddled and sluiced in these workings. These operations
would have been more successful if a larger supply of water
had been available. There are, neverLheless, several very
good claims in this locality, and doubtless as exploratioli
goes on many other rich alluvial deposits will be located
along the summit of the hill.
Nineteen-mile Creek Deposits.-This creek, one of the
major afHuents of Savage River, rises near the north-eastern
end of Bald Hill, and flows on a south-westerly course for 5
miles before junctioning with the parent stream. Its channel follows the line of contact of the serpe.otinee. with the
intruded slates, schists, and porphyrolds. As Savage River
is approached its valley becomes deeper and deeper very
rapidly, until at the point of confluence it has attained. a.
depth of 1100 feet below Bald Hill. Nearly all it.
llUmerous tributaries flow northward from Bald Hill, carrying with them, to augment the accumulations of then
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parent, the materials of their own excavations. Practically
the whole of the 08miridium and a large portion of the gold
contained in Savage River valley were conveyed through
this channel. This being the medium by which other Large
deposits received their quota. of mineral wealth, the accumulations here are naturally vfHY ricb. and provide a large
proportion of the total output. Moreover, ,this stream ~n
cutting its deep channel liberated from the serpentine rock
on the south side the bulk of this matenial, and its tributaries oontributed. nearly ~he whole of the remainder from
other original deposits in se-rpelltine.
A little has been
derived from defunct streams by the reassortment of their
gravels through present subsidiary drainage channels.
The" wash 11 varies in depth up to 15 feet and in width
from 30 to 150 feet. It consists largely of the harder rocks
such as gabbro, pyroxer.ite, ba.:9alt, indurated. slates, and
schists, with occasional pebbles of granite, porphyry,
magnetite, limomte, and opaque quartz, the whole held
together by comminuted serpentine.
The osmiridium
ranges in size from the finest grains up to nuggets weighing over 2 oz. Associated minerals are gold, gold-platinum
chromite. picotite, magnetite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite.
The mineral in this crook is gradually becoming scarcer
and scarcer, and the ground remarining unworked is now
comparatively small. In many places the bed of the stream
has been \l{orked over again and again, and if larger areas
of sluiced ground wel'-e granted to diggers the deposits would
be further treated by hydraulicing with a large-r volume of
water. At present, on these small claims the general wa.v
of winnirig the mineral is to pick or blast up the creek
bottom and empty the stone into riffled sluice-boxes. The
bottom has to be broken up to the depth of a foot or more
in order to get the mineral which has settled into the
crevices of the rock. The greatest care is taken in cleaning
up the bottom rock, for on this the whole success of the
venture de-p ends.
In addition to the alluvial deposits in this valley a considerable area of detrital material high up on the hillside
contains rich streaks. All that is necessary for their 8UcceS~
ful exploitation is to conduct water t.o them at a sufficient
elevation. Master-joints in the serpentine have in certain
places provided reservoirs for the collection of metal carried
down by water. No doubt man)" rich pockets will yet he
discovered in this locality.
Attention should be given to the open planee in the serpentinised peridotites. No serious aA.tempt has been made
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to develop the primary deposits in t.hese joints because the
erra.tic distribution of, the mi~eral has discouragf!d
?perators. When the mmers acqU'lre a true conception of
Its mode of occnrrence the exploitation of these deposits will
not prove very difficult.
Warner Creek Workings. - This was the home of the
largest nuggets of osmiridium found up to the present timp,
The stream is about one-half mile long, and flows north·
westerly on a very tortuous course to Nill'et~n-mile Creek.
[t has carved its channel through Tertiary basalt deep into
the underlying serpentinised peridotites, and near the point
of confluence with the major stream it falls in steep
catal'act.s through a gorge strewn wlth enormomt boulders
of basalt. Ou the surface of the massive serpentine a
peculiar conglomerate, consisting of fragments of serpentine, peridotite, and chromite. held together by a mag·
... nesian·iron cement, has been developed, probably as the
result of the physical and chemical effects of the basalt
lava. Similar cemented material, now partly disintegrated,
underlies the basalt eastward and is being worked for ita
content of osmiridium by Richards Bros. These miners
have panelled a block of ground 50 feet x 40 feet hy 6 feet
deep at a depth of 20 U, 30 feet below the surface. The
top soil, 10 feet deep, consisting of clayey material derived
from basalt, and the subsoil containil1g fragment-s of serpentine, are barren. According to the operators the pa:-able ground is confined to a 2 to 3 feet band of soft, ironstained agglomeration of broken serpentine resting on massive material of the same kind. In some places this broker.
rock contains very rich va.lues in ooarse-gra.ined .. metal."
in others that of much finer grain predominates. Nearl y
all the specimens found here WeTe ooated with chromite Qr
iron oxide. and most of them showed intergrowth with
olivine.
Only one other attempt has been made to locate simila.r
claims underneath the basalt cover. It is surpcising that
the failure of the second party has 80 discouraged others
that the ground has remained unexplored to this day.
There is no reason whatever why good claims do not exist.
under any part of the basalt area; in faot, the oonditions
there are particularly favourable.
The valley of Warner Creek bas been worked from one
end to the other, and a large quantity of osmirimum has.
been recovered in the process. Some of the small wa.tercourses leading into the creek produced very rich materia.}
In all cases the bulk of these accumulations has been shed
From structural planes. The materia1 in the bed of the
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creek oonsista largely of wa.ter-worn pebbles of granite and
quartz, evidently carried down from ~he- bed of the defunt:t
Tertiary stream on the plateau. Tws wash rests OD decomposed serpentines contBiining rich 08miridium values.
A
considerable portion of the " metal
of this material is
evid-eutly concentrated in place, beeause further depo8i~8
are shed 89 the disintegration of the rock goes on. Afkr
the lapse of a iew mont-he the sof.taDed surficial material
is chipped up again and sluiced as before. Gold in appreciable quantities is recovered with the oamiridium, and gold
with platinum attached in small scales js not infr~uen'ly
met with.
It is worthy of mention that the v6T}11arge nuggets were
ev:denUy shed from planes trending in a north-south direction across a small waterCOUrBe worked by G. Fenwf-.
Very good. results were obtained in slU!icing the detritus up
to the planes, but. only the amalleet traoee were obtained
beyond them, indica.ting their derivation from this source.
Free-and-Easy Workings-.-The eouroe of this creek is IJ~
the plateau between Savage River a.nd Nineteen-mile Creek
It is a very small stream draining the flat, almost 8wampy.
bed or an old (Tertia.ry) river channel, now covered with
thick .crub and .tunled t........ The re8.8S()rtment of the
gravels of this old stream and the concentration of the contained minerals by the waters or Free-and-Easy CreP.k
resulted in the formation of the richer deposits at preeeut
in prooess of -exploitation. In the lower part or the Cre6K
the wash i! 80 it can be ca.lIed, consists dominantly of !t&t!!
and 8Cbist fragmenta with abundant basalt, quartz, and serpelltinised basic rock. and occasional pebbles of gabbro and
porpbyry. lu the summit of the· plateau j. approached
the alluvial ground spreads out and the wash completel.f
changes in character. Here it conai.ata of freD gabbro.
white felopar porphyry, basalt, homatane, j88J>"r, and
igneous IChistoee rock. In iK)me placee this wash is cavered
with a peculiar conglomerate made up of schist, gaboru .
quarh-felspar porphyry, quartz, and Tertiary coal,
O&mented by basaltic material; in others & soft, grey,
basaltic pug, which has nol yet been penetrated, occupi ..
the surface. The b«Irock near the southern end is indurated elate, succeeded in a northerly direction by hornblendic ""biota and by dark-green &erpeRUnes, the l.st
probably derived from the decompooition in place of basie
dykeo_ ProopootB 01 the waab near the lower end show
" oolours" of osmiridium and gold with picotite and
chrcmite in abundance.
Higher up otream the met.alli~
tJ
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compone.nts increase in quantity and size of grain. Tne
precious minerals here are accompanied by rub~coloured
zircons, sapphires, tinstone, pieatite, and chromite. Some
specimens of gold show rounded outlines, others are sharp
<!-nd jagged. This portion of t.he creek wash contains
osmiridium in payable amount. Near the head waters of
the creek the' metal values decrease, Rnd the wash becomes
shallower and shallower until the cost of production exceeds
the value of the material recovered. It is impossible at this
st.age of development to delimit the boundaries of payable
osmiridium-bearing ground on the plateau.
Other rich
concentrations may be revealed as exploration goes on, for
traces of these metals are found over the whole area. The
thick scrub grea,uy interferes with exploration, and the
scarcity of water for sluicing purposes is a serious draw
back in the development of this portion of the field.
Before concludnng. tbese remarks it may be mentionffi
that the materials of the old river gravels 011 the plateau
have bum derived from formations lying to the eastward.
It, is known that quartz-fe/spar porphyry dykes outcrop 011
Mi. Cleveland, and here ~lSO hornstone has been develop~d
by the metamorphic effect of the6e acidic dyke rocks ?n
the slates. The jasper and quarb., and perhaps even the
gabbro pebbles, were brought from the same locality. It.
is possi ble also i hat part of the metallic minerals came
from unknown basic formations in that direction, as the
flow of the old stream was south-westward .
Jones Creek Workings.-A very narrow divide separates the source of this from that of NjneOOen-m;1e Creek.
This stream Bows north-easterly for 3 miles to Heaziewood
River, while Ninebeen-I!lile Creek takes the opposite COUNe;
to Savage River. Jones Creek follows closely the northeastern bounda.ry of the intrusive serpentinised rocks and
the Ilorlhenl fringe of basalt. The workings are confin{'d
to the bottom of the valley, and extend fron}> one end of :t
to the other . It is found that the richest oonoenJtratioClS
are oonfined to oertajn sections of the creek, and from obser·
vations ;t "ppears that the bulk of the osm;cidium and gold
has been shed fr01l1 the upper reaches along the basa.lt
fringe. This occurrenoe is almost exactly identical with
that of Warner Creek. The osmiridium obtained here ;s
supposed to be of poorer quality than the Nineteen-mile
mineral, but in appearance it is difficult to distinguish ana
from the other.
Gold is a.bundant, predominating overoom;cid;um ;n places, aJld gold-platinum has been reported.
In the lower workings 6 feet of detrital maternal overlies.

,

2 feet of ID7tal-beacing wash resting on decomposed serpentm-e ongma.lly d.enved from pyroxenite. The greater
part of tho metal. ts found embedded in the baMI rock
There is onlr a small area ~ll this locality rema,jning
un.worked. ~llgher up the stream, near its source, the superfiClal matenal has been sl\~ced, but no attempt has beell
~a.de to remove th~ 9E>rpenline oonglomemte in the bottom
III order to ascertam wha.t v:alues lie underneath.
In the
loam and detritus ~m both. sid-es of the valley II colours JJ
are found, but. not w suffiCIent qua.ntities to prove payable.
~he sub-basaltic deposits should be worthy of more atteYJbon.
Burgess Creek Deposits.-This creek has its source in a
d~p em~ayment on the south-ea.st. side of the long basalt
ndge whIch separates these from Jones Creek waters. Thjs
?utt-on-rus-h covered basin is about 40 acres.in extent, and
18 almost complete-ly surrounded by hills.
On the south.
e-ast side the c.reek fin~s an outlet and junctions with
Heazlewood River 2 mIles farther on. The fiat surf,aoe is
occ~pi~d by, 6 !nches to 2 feet of peaty soil, underneath
whIch IS a fe.w.lDches of sc')>611tine rubble ~ting on fairly
hard serpenhmsed pyroxemte. In places massive serpentine
outcrop.~ the top soil hayjng been completely removed bv
freshets Ill. the creek . Both the osmiridium and gold foun~
here have Irregular outl'n~s. and nuggets up to 5 dwt. ha.ve
hf"ell recovered. A cou91demble portion of these metals,
]loweVel', occurs in very fine-grained particles. This are:}.
has be?n neglected for ~icher. deposits ~n the neighbour.
hood , but further a.ttention WIll be djrected here as thos"
are depleted. Outaid-e the basin very little osmiridiuDl has
been found 011 the southern side of the basalt biB and in
the lower strctche~ the cr~k is. oo,?paratively barr~n.
Ra~urse .Plall1.-:-ThlS plam IS' oovered with Tertriary
allUVIa.} ~~tenals restlllg on ga.bbro. Only very small tracP.3
of osmlndnuYl and gold have b~n found in the many holes
sllJlk thr~ugh the gravels at WIdely-separated pointe. The
comparative barrenness of these gravels is due to the general
lack of osmiridimll in gabbro rooks.
. Heaz.lewood River Deposits.-Along the banks of this
I1v~r are nurnero'!s, remnants of terraces marking alternate
penods . of dCpOs.ltlon and degradation. These remllants
of alIuVlal matenal extend on Olle s:ide or the other in some
place~ for many chains.
Nowhere however, are' there
dep"",~ of great value in this valle),.
All of tho
osmlrJdlU.m, and practically all of the gold, found here has
been denved from the north-west border of the peridotite
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formations, having been conveyed to its prese-nt positioll
through the channels of Burgess and Jones Creeks. None
of the streams' flowing into Heazlewood lliver from the east
slope of Bald Hill contains osmiridium in more than minu~e
quantities, consequently this area as a contributing SOUTC-...6
of supply is excluded.
The "wash" varies from a fetw inches up to 10 fOOt in
depth, and consists largely of quartzose rocks with ga.bbro,
granite, and pyroxenite. The osmiridium and gold are of
fine grain size and are sparsely distributed through the
material from top to bottom. The richest concentra.tions,
naturally, are found all and near bedrock.
Several attempts hav" heen made to profitably exploit
these deposits, but all ha.ve ended in failure.
Fitzgerald's Prospecl.-Originally held by G. Fenton
and later inoorpor&.ied in the Bald Hi1ls Osmiridium Mines,
N.L.~ this property is now leased by James Fitzgerald
From the workings in t..he valley of Fenton Creek over 100
ounces of osmiridium of exceptional grade and quality have
been produced. All of the metal recov'fred was of fairly'
coarse grainsize, some of it in nuggets up to ODe-half ounce
in W't'ight. These nuggets consisted of clustered crystals
welded together without aid of foreign material. Neither
the osmiridium nor the accompanying gold show marks of
attrition, and evidently their source is in the bronzite and
peridotite rocks disseeted by the c,...,k and its tributary
streams.
On the hill summit at the head of Fenton Creek ther~
is an outcrop of limonite and cellular silica in evelj"l way
similar *0 those occurring on Bald Hill . Opaline and chaleedonic silica occur with· the cellular fonn. The walls of
the cellular variety are extremely deJicate and fragile. It
may be definiteJy stated here that the formation of th"""
limoJlite-silica deposits was subsequent to the deposition of
the osnriridium; therefore they have no economic significance at all. Serpentine is an alteration product and not
a primary rock. It is generally recognised now that large
masses of serpentine are fonned from peridotit-e and
p). roxenite rocks by the· chemical action of hot carbom~
acid solutions containing silica. In this reaction part of
the iron component of the peridotite or pyroxenite is car·
ried off and redeposited with silica in fissures, and par-b of
it is converted into magnetite. This accounts for the depOSItion of chaloedollic siEca. and limonite (hydrated OXide of
iron) in the fonn of lodes.
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It is stated that prospects of osmiridiulD have been
obtained from this maternal, but such reports have not beea
confirmed by subsequent tests. Samples examined by the
writer showed. no trace of osmiridium . This formation has
been tested at depth by means of a crosscut put in frora
the head of Fenton Creek a.t right angles to the strike on a
hearing of 109 degrees. SeveTal b~nds of chalcedornc silica
and limonite were passed through, and at 150 feet from
the entrance the main body was intersected. This bod'}, was
further explored by driving 40 feet along its course in a
northerly direction. The siliceous ma..terial occurs here in
a very irregulair manUE,r intermixed with bronritic ser"pentine, and apparently is quite barren.
At the entranoo to the tunnel the serpentine is a greyishgree-n to dark-green and almost black rock, showing d'ark
blotches set in a ground.mass of lighter shade. The light
serpentine is deoomposed olivine and the dark an alteration
product of pyroxene. In the tunnel the peridotite gives
place gradually to pyroxenite, and typical bronzitic serpentinee prevail. It is considered that the bulk of the
metal recovered. from the creek detritus has been liberated
by denudation from the olivine-rich J'ocks west of the tun·
nel. Attent,on should be paid to this rock on both sides
of the stream down to the point of confluence with Nin~
teen-mile Creek.
MT. STEWART AREA.

Osmiridium has been known here for many years. Th~
district was visit<>d in 1914 by Burge and Smyth, wh>
recovered. 17 dwt. of the lriserskite varietJy1 from wash ne':l.r ~
thel silver·lead mine. In 1917 Stanton and Loughnan were
granted a reward claim of 10 acres for their di900very of
osmiridium in Loughnan Creek. The mineral was founn.
to occur here in such attractive quanbities that a I< rush ..
set in and soon the whole area was taken up.
This field lies about 5 miles by tramway south of the
14-mile peg of the Wara~ah-Corinna-road. The so-called
mountain, from which it takes its name, is only 1645 feet
abovfJ sea-level and 750 feet above Whyte River. From
Whyte River the serpentine belt extend. southward U
mr.les, and from east to west it is from] to l~ mile across.
On the WEst, south, and east sides ~t is wa.lled in by granite,
and narrow dykes of this rock penetrate and actually int~r·
sect the serpentine near the oentl"e of the mass. In Castra
River, close by the tramway bridge, diopside crops out, succeeded a little farther south on the hill by gabhro-
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amphibolites, which in their turn give place to pyroxenite
and peridotite formations. The surface of nearly the whole
ana is oovered with limonitic ironstone set free during the
gerpenbinisation of the basic rocks. On the silver-lead mine
sections granite porphyries near the serpentine contact have
been so completely' transformed into schists that they are
almost un.recognisable as igneous rocks.
Other peculiar
metamorphic effects illustrated here are the development of

}Jentine is seen studded with chromite, and minute veinlets of secondary magnetite t raverse the rock in all directIons. It is possible to distinguish the outlines of olivines,
and the original pyroxene was evidently enstatite, although
the visible undecomposed mineral appears to be bronZlte.
The eastern plane courses 20 0 east of north, and dips
north-westerly at 65 degrees. Two holes, a few feet apart.
have been sunk 6 and 10 feet on very rich pockets or
" schlieren" of osmiridium. The matrix, consisting or
steatite, limonite, and clay, is contained between two we~l
defined. walls, from 3 to 8 inches apart, which cO~lVerge 1.11
both directions. The middle plane, 20 feet distant, IS
parallel but dips south-easterly at an inclination of 85
degrees. This one has not been developed at all, and does
not apP¥r 90 attractive a~ the othe~. About 25 feet away
is the w\stern plane, which also dips south-easterly, but
courses 35 degrees east Qf north. Running in~ this fro~n
the western sid~ are two lateral planes whIch contam
unusually rich material at and near the point of junction
with the main one. At this point a hole has been sunk
25 feet deep on rubbly ironstone, interspersed with t.alcose
and clayey materials containing an .unusual . quantIty. of
osmiridiurn. The plane is 12 to 18 lllches wlde, but hke
the others, the walls converge along their course and along
their dip. It is intended to sink the sh~ft to a. much
greater depth in order to thoroughl.y test thIS d~poslt, B: l1d
provide an easy means of attacklllg the neighbourlllg
planes. At the bottom of the pit the .val~ee aTe much
poorer; so poor, in fact, that the materIal IS unpayable.
From the shaft the transverse plane contained rich values
for 10 feet only. Numbers of samples of the solid rock
from the walls and from points between planes were care·fully tested for osmiridium, but everyone failed to show a
trace of the mineral. A little has been recovered, howfrom transverse joints, connecting north-south
ever
plan~s. but whether or not the osmiridiuI? .con~ained
therein was conveyed there by surface waters .It IS dIfficult
to say. The surficial irons~ne rubble ?verlYl1lg the ~as
~ive serpentine rock contained very nch concentra~lOns,
a.nd from these deposita ,t he greater part of the IDlllera.]
has been recovered.
When it is remembered that the area explored by this
syndicate is only 30 yards square. an idea of the richness
of these places can be realised. The failure in understanding the habit of these deposits is responsible for the tem-

opaline serpE'llbines and the (aonation of large veins 'If
crystallised talc of remarka.ble purity. At the southern end
of the field on Cast ra Plain the serpentines are extremel'l
brittle ,and have a peculiar baked appearance suggesting
~hat the granites were intruded after the consolidation .)i
the basic rocks', Apparently there has been little or no
resorption of the aerpentines by the later salic magma, for
the poiqi; of contact of these dissimilar rocks is very sharply
marked.
The rich osmiridium deposits in this field are confined t()
the narrow valley of Loughnan Creek, which rises- in a serpentine spur leading off eastward from Meredit.h Range
This creek flows due north for 3 miles before emptying int-o
the Castra about i-mile above its confluence with Whyte
River. Its channel is wholly contained in serpentine, but
very close to the western border thereof. On its course
towards the Castra the creek has cut obliquely across.
numerous osmiridium-bearing structural planes from which
large quantities of the mineral have been liberated and
conoentrated in the gravels. The watershed. of the creek
is a broad basin lying between Mt. Stewart and Meredith
Range. At the upper end. of this basin is Caudry and
Ramsay's 10-acre lease, which has produced more osmiri·
dium than any other section of equal area. in Tasmanid..
Directly below this ~n the flat country are other rich claim~,
and farther down, where the stre:am flows swiftly through
a narrow gorge, are shallo"," depomts now nearly all worked
out.
Section B121-M, 10 acres; lessee, W. Caudry.-This property, situate at the head of Loughnan Creek, iR owned by
five prospectors, who located very rich nuggety " metal
there in June, 1918. Since that time the fortunate discoverers have recovered several thousand pounds worth of
osmiridium from talcose ironstone material shed from three
sharply-defined structural planes in massive serpentinised
peridotite and bronzitite. Generally, complete serpentinisation of the rock has been effected, but in places it shows
only partial alteration. Under the microscope the serOJ
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porary stoppage of work. The operators should continue
developments on the planes, both in a linea.l and a vertical
direction, in order to locate other '1 schlieren." It will
be found that the walls will converge and diverge along
their oourse and along their dip. This should not be can·
sidered a discouraging feature. as such deposits invariably
occur in this manner.
Generally J the osmiridium occurring here is coarse, and
even uuggety, the largest weighing 1 oz. 9 dwt., and several
others have been recovered 14 dwt. and upward.
The absence of osmiridium in the wall-rock and in the
serpelltinised brollZ'itite between the planes is a peculiar
feature of these deposits, and of such import that this
fact should not be overlooked in the design of future operation~ It is reported that the mineral has actually been
detected in the rock in this locality, but the fact remains
that the rich concentrations are confined to the planes.
The quarrying method is the most suitable for the
exploitation of this class of deposits. By this means the
barren rock can be easily diecardoo, the rich material
recovered, and the vagaries of the deposits can be closely
followed.
Acknowledging the notorious capriciousness of osmiridium deposits, there are here decided possibilities of their
successful exploitation by quarrying methods, providing
that the current market rate prevails.
Humphries Creek.-Very shallow deposits have been
worked for 20 chains up the bed of this small affiuent ryf
Loughoan Creek. The rock, e soft peridotite in wh;ch
olivine predominates, decomposes into a light y~!lowi~!l
green serpentine. By further metamorphosis, the s~rpen
tine has been converted into talc and lepidomelanc, tbe
former of exooptional purity and beauty. Near the mouth
the rock consists wholly of bronzite exhibiting unequal
stages of serpentinisation, and presenting a peculiar.
mottled appearance. Coursing across the creek are several
sharply-defined structural planes bearing 3400, and dip ping north-eatserly at an inclination of 85 0 . It is quite
evident that the bulk of the osmiridium obtained here has
been shed from these planes.
On the south-west branch of this creek two very distinct
and continuous planes, 6 feet apart, with several others at
greater intervals, occur in peridotite rOCK, These have not
been prospected.
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Tunbridge and. KeUy 's Pro:spect.-This claim lies' north
and a.djoining Section 8121-M, and, like the latter, is occupied by bronzitite and peridotite, rocks, now almost completety a.ltered into serpentines. These rocks are traversed
by planes coarsing in a meridional direction, and by numerous lateral jo:ints connecting them. The surficial alluvium
and detritus' yielded very . rich material, and from the
decomposed filling of the cracks very good nuggety metal
is now obtained. ' There is no doubt that the oSlIIliridium
occurs here 1:n situ. The bronziLite and peridotite rocks in
this area and elsewhere are the homes of these metals, and ·
whe'rever they occur osmiridium may be found.
The present methods of exploitation are primitive in
the extreme. As the metals are contained in the ferruginous steatite fillings of joints and planes, the object is to
effect a separatio n of the massive boulders of serpentine
and their removal from the workings. For this purpose
blasting is resorted to, and tile broken rocks are removed
by hand or wheelbarrow. The metal-bearing material is
t,hen carefully gathered and sluiced.
Th e small aUlount of ground worked on this claim ha'·~
yielded about 60 oz, of osmiridium of very good grade.
It occurs here usually in nuggety or shotty form, and is
almost invariably coated with limonite. The largest nug·
get found here weighed 1 oz. 12 dwt., and many more
upwards of 1 oz. have Qeen recovered. Occasionally nuggets of the peculiar mineral containing iridium, ruthenium,
and iron sulphides with mechanically involved osmiridium
are found in- the ioints and pl-anes in the serpentine on
this property. Oth er specimens are found in Humphrie.s'
Creek and in olaces lower down-stream in Loughnan Creek.
Clementson's Claim.~The formation and conditions
e-enE'rally are essentially similar to those obtaining within
Tunbridge's area. Nearly the whole of the alluvium a.nd
detritus have been t.reated. and att.ention must soon oe
E'iven to the underlyine- serpentine rock.
In the alluvial material the operator freQuently unearths
sm:'!,ll nugg-ets of iridium·ruthenium sulphides, containing
a. large amount of finely.dividerl grains of osmiridium.
Freshlv broken the s'PecimenS' possess a bluish-black . semimetallic surface, in which minute dull-coloured grains of
osmiridium can be perceived. Nuggets of this materiaJ are
commonly found also in Humphries Creek, Tunbridge'&
claim, and in Caudry and Ramsay's.
high iron con tent
i~ characteristic of the metal obtained in this locality .
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Stant-on and Loughna~''5 Reward Claim.-This is situated.
about 30 chains north of Caudry's section, in the valley of
Loughnan Creek, which passes through the centre of the
property. From the detrital material Oll this section ~)Ver
100 oz. of osmiridium have been. produced. Very httle
unworked ground of this nature remains, but what little
there is continues to produoe the met.aJs in highly paya~le
quantities. Osmiridimn is accornpa.l11cd here bX gold, tlnstone native bismuth, and chromlte. The tmstone and
bism~th, as indicated by the lal'ge 'Pl'Oportion of granite
pebbles and boulders in the wash, have been conveyed to
this position from Meredith. Range.
Some of the osmiridium nuggets found here are smooth
and compact; others are m~de up~.of Cl'ystal aggr~gateB,
and are coated with iron OXide. 'FlOe. flaky metal 1S also
found with that of shotty grade.
No attempt has been ma.de to loca~. primary ~eposits
in the rock on this section, the condItIOn for whICh are
decidedly favourab1e.
Castra River.-The richest deposits of osmil'idiuID in this
va.ney have been found at the point of confluence with
Loughnau Creek. Whyte River flows into the Castra
about;, 20 chains further down-stream, and the valley
between that point and Loughnan Creek is broad and
coveTed with alluvial gravels containing tinstone, monazite, and gold, as well as osmiridium. Only a very small
portion of these extensive :Bats has been worked, and
probably, as exploration goes on, other payable concentrations will be found. This ground may not prove payable
for osmiridium alone, but with the added value of the
other salea.ble products it is considered t hat success will
attend the operators.
Up to the pr:esent time operations have been coufmed to
• the left bank of the Castral above the point of junction
with the Whyte. The workings, in granitic wash 3 to 8
feet deep, are jotted here and there over the plain from
ODe end to the other.
All the metalg obtained here are of
good grade and size_ The ti~stone .j~ coarsely cryst~l1:ised
and compar-atively free from ImpuntIes. Ruby, ~esll~ous.
grey and black varieties are. foun~. The monazl~e. l~ of
good qur!.lity, but rather fine III gra.m, and the oSIDlTldmll
and gold associated with it are typical of the Loughnan
Creek deposits.
On the_ north side there is a. large unprotected fiat
oovNed with U horizontal" scrub. This is the flood-plain

of Whyte River::, and may contain met.a.ls of value. Whyte
River has not been carefully prospected in its upper
reaches} therefore it. is impossible to estim.ate the value of
the productivepla.cer ground.
Mt. Stewart tramway.
between Castra and \Vhyte. Rivers, passes through the
centre of a.n old river-bed fully 20 chains wide.
The
gra.vels of this valley-at one time occupied by Castra
River-have been worked ill a desultory fashion for gold
and tillstone.
Reports are current that rich concentrations occur at the
j11l1ctioll of Heaz]e\vood and \'Vhyte Rivers. Credence cannot be placed in these statements, because no payable
deposits have been found in the upper waters of either
'Of these streams.
Om~tr(t Plain.-Th:i.& plain is the centre of a granite
amphitheatre, frOID. which a means of egress is found
through a narrow gorge to the north-east. Castra River
flows in a great semi-circle, and passing thr'o·ugh the gorge
mentioned, continues in a. general northerly direction for
2 miles, thence westerly to join tbe Whyte River. This
plain marks the southe.rn boundary of the Heazlewood subsilica. rocks, which are succeeded by the !;lightly posterior
granites. It is noticed that the serpentines have suilereo
greatly from the effects of the intrusive granite, possessing
now a peculiar baked appearance.
In the river-bed the
Tack -is seen in large tesselated plates, and is very brittle
and flaky. Like all serpentine areas the plain is almost
devoid of vegetation, stunted shrubs and coarse grasses
and reeds alone finding sustena.nce thereon.
Tho serpentines here consi!Jt Largely of altered pyroxenites, in which osmiridium is seldom found_ A small are3
of peridotite crops out jn a creek near the northern border.
8"1d From this rock the little osmjridium recovered here
has been shed . Pot-holes have been sunk without success
through 1imonite rubble into the bed-rock in all other
quarters of the plain. Where the metal d~' occur it is
~o sparsely distribut;ed through the detritus that its
recovery is unprofitable.
SAVAGE RIVER DISTRICT .

As far back as 1880 the sands of this river and ita tribt:.taries were worked ' for gold. In those days the presence
of osmiridium added to the difficulties of the diggers in
effecting a complete separation of the yellow metal from
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it.:; heavy associates, and for long it was regarded as a
nuisance. It is only within recent years that these depoSIts
have come into prominence again, this time on account vf
the osmiridium content and the gold is now regarded as
a.n offensive associate of the 08miridiurn. The larger part
of the mineral in Savage River obviously came from Ninelteen.mile Creek, as very little indeed has been found
above their confluence. Naturally J being so fa.r from l~
source, the mineral here is much finer, however, the bulk
of it is of nice grainsize, and commands the highest market
rates.
The largest and richest deposits occur on the bed uf

the strea.m or on the sides near the water's edge.

Rem

llaots of old terraces still cling to the valley sides at variau ..
elevations, some of them hundreds of feet above flood-water
level. The steepness of the walls of the valley precludes
the Pb3sihility of their pr~serv~tion, in extensive masses,
A t the pre!'"ent time the river IS being, worked by 70 to
80 men over a distance of about 15 mIles; but doubtless
it is osmiridium-bearing down to the confluence with the
Pieman, Beyond the deep waters of the river ~nly the
finest particles have been conveyed , and the deposIU! there
are economically unimportant.
The river-bed, which is strewn with large conglomerate
boulders, call be worked during the short summer season
only, Floods are not infrequent, even at this time of the
year, and the work is interrupted ther~by , Th,e general
practice is to divert the wate~ to one 8~de b~ wmg dams,
while the wash and bottom dll't are belllg plOked up and
sluiced on the other. In some places old terraces are
panelled, and the rich bottom dirt blocked out; in others
the whole material is sluiced, The Savage River Gold
Mining Syndicate has recently tunnelled 370 feet through
the neck of a narrow spur at a sharp bend in the river, for
the purpose of diverting the water from a long section of
the river-bed, Unfortunately , this work was not completed in time to take advantage of the dry weather, and
work has consequently been postponed unt,n next summer.
A bout October next the tunnel will be reopened and
cleaned out. and it should then be possible to obtain four
monthg work on the dry river-bed. Tests of the value of
the ground drained by the diversion of the river have
proved entirely satisfactory . From trial pits nuggets of
gold up to 14 dwt. have been obtained, and the osmiridium
va.lues likewise appear very high. Near-by is an old elevated terrace of alluvial material oontaining 8 to 10 grains
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.of osmiridium per ton, evenly distributed throughout its
mass. It is proposed to work this ground during the
winter months.
Further down-stream Thurstuu and Leary are panelling consolidated gravels just above 800d-Ievel. The bulk
of the osmiridium here, as elsewhere, in such depos.i~ is
found near, and on the bed-rock. On the lower stretches
of Savage River Valley there are a aucces8ion of gravel
terraces on both sides of the valley corresponding in altitude with those observed in the valley of the Pieman, whica
have been deposited a;; the str.eam approached base-leveL
Subsequent slight uplifts resulted in successive cycles of
rapid erosion, leaving these remnants hlgh up on the valley
sides. In addition to the gold and osmiridium derived
from the osmiridiwn-bearing serpentineR, the ~ravels of
these terraces contain the gold shed from the Long PlainSpecimen reef line of ore-bodies, and also that brought
down by the reworking of pre-existing Tertiary gravels.
remnants of which still cover Long Plain , Brown Plain.
and other; elevated plateaux.
The gravels vary considerably in oompositioll; the higher
terraces consist of quartz and quartzite pebbles, intermixed
with fine to coarse sand, but in the lower deposits there
is much clayey material.
From lhe head of the Savage southward to the Pieman
diggers have been at work since 1881, and a great deal
of gold and osmiridium has been WOll. 'rhe most primitive methods have been employed, usually dishing and
cradling; but hydraulicing Oll a small scale has been
resorted to in a few instances. The higher terraces have
been attacked only in a desultory fashion by panning and
. cradling at points where water is available. There is a
very extensive field here for hydraulic sluicing, the ground
being too poor to be treated in other ways.

BADGER PLAIN AREA.

Owing to the difficulty of access, and the short space ?f
time available, this outlying portion of the Long PlalO
district was not examined. The area is rather extensiv('l,
and lies between Mt. Donaldson and Savage River. Baeiger Plain is part of the old Teritary peneplain. and wa.~
at that time occupied by a broad river flowing from the
direction of Bald Hill. From information gathered it
appears that the surface is largely occupied by soft Ter-
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tiary conglomera.tes and alluvial materials, and in these
are found osmiridium, gold, and diamond. The underlying rock is reported to be limestone and sandstone.
It seems probable that the Tertiaryl deposits here
have been reworked by the action of Badger and Harvey
Creeks and the several minor streams, for in them the
concentrations are much richer. The absence of magnetite
has been used as an argument in opposition to the opinion
that the precious minerals were conveyed by way of Savage
River channel. A point worthy of notice is that the rich
deposits occur usually about the same level high up the
western side of Savage Valley. Possibly this is due to the
change in bed-rock from a good to a poor catchment.
These diPosits are fairly extensive, but the easily-worked
pl<'tbers are nearly exhausted, 'a nd the large Tertiary placers
are too poor to pay unaer present conditions.
WILSON

DISTRICT.

GENERAL FEATURES.

The alluvial deposits of this district contain tinstone
and gold as well as osmiridium, and some of them are of
considerable extent. So far as is known they constitute
the only deposits of value in the district, but exploration
may yet reveal payable bodies of osmiridium in situ.
Developments Qate back to 1903 , when C. Riley and W.
Kinsella . discovered osmiridiulli. in paying quantities in
Trinder Creek. Shortly afterwards J. T. Riley located
osmiridium in foliated serpentine, about 25 chains northwestward of Riley Knob, and applied for a reward claim
of 80 ,a cres. Only the very richest deposits were :Paya.ble
at that time, and the market was so unreliable that operations ceased in 1905 . The reopening of the markets at
• very much higher rates drew attention once more to the
field. Among the particularly successful newcomers were
J. Sweeney and J . Dooley, who found the largest nugget
recorded for this district. Progress since 1910 has been
remarkably rapid, and remunerative employment is now
found for 60 men.
The district is easily accessible from Renison Ben by
way of the Argent River route, and also by means of a
pack-track leading off the Stanley River track, 20 chains
north of the suspension bridge over the Pie-man. There is
yet another way by which the district may be reached.
namely, the Huskisson River route from Rosebery.
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In 1913 a hurried visit was paid to this district by L. L.
Waterhouse, in connection with the examination of the
tinstone deposits of Stanley River and neighbourhood. In
Bulletin No. 15 of the Geological Survey Mr. Waterhouse
brietly refers to the occurrence of osmiridium, gold, and
tinstone in this area.
TOPOGRAPHY.

The \\Iilson River district, lying between the Huskisson
and the river from which it receives its name, is bounded
on the south by the Piemau; but on the north it has no
defined limit. The accompanyiug sketch-map (PI. VII.)
does Dot extend fa.r enougb northward to embrace the
col:lntry intervening this and the Heazlewood district, but
it shows the full extent of the igneous intrusives from which
the deposits of osmiridium are derived. Wilson and HU8kiSSOD Rivers flow soutbward on parallel courses to the
Pieman, which has a general westerly trend.
The present subdued surface outlines are largely due to
the erosive action of glaciers which once occupied all the
valleys. In Pleistocene time the valleys of these rivers
were QC<..'Upied by iea tongues ex.tending up to the high
mountain ranges. The most prominent feature of the
district is Parson's IIood, the southern extremity of the
grea.t granite mass of Meredith Range. The interstream
area is largely occupied by comparatively low serpentine
ridges with rounded surfa.cez,.
.
About 350 feet above the beds or the flvers are old
terraces covered with morainal material conl'isting largely
of enormous boulders of West Coast Range conglomerate
and quartz-porphyry (porphyroid) intermingled with
granite and granite porphyry of Devonian age.
The
former were conveyed down the Pieman Valley, and the
latter by way of the Huskisson. The rivers since that
time have deeply entrenched themselves in the bedrock of
the glacial valley, occupying narrow, steep-walled channels
considerably above the base-level of er08ion.
GENERAL GEOLOGY.

On the west side of WilSOll River schists, slates, and
quartzites of probable Pre-Cambrian age occur. The chief
varieties of the schists are biotite, muscovite, actinolite.
and quartz. Their strike varies from 3000 to meridional,
and the dip is north-easteTly at 800 to nearly perpendicular.
J
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Unconfo1'mably overlying these strata to the eastward
,is u, series of slates, sandstones, and tuffs, with intercalated igneous l'o('ks. This series 1S cout.iuuous with that
developed at North Dunda.s, which is provisionally placed
i11 th~ OrdQvi(~iau
The averagf> strike i~ 3100, and the
dip is ~<llll!t-west()rly at about 750 l'hp 3equel)Ce of this
and tlw J)ext ':i.UG(.~(~d.ing formation is intt:"Tuptecl by the 001' peUGill:(8Cd gabbro dyke-rock, occupying the> ~ntersta·<ca,ro
fLl'(HL Th(' Silurl8.u sedlmeni-arioo on the other side of the
dyke daTcr from the preceding in many pllrtJiculant., Tn.,a y
('()nsist of soft~ RQm~.hat friabJe. ~and3tones, soft greenishgrey to htue s-Iato~ and compact, dark l argin~ous 1ime~
stones, an of which C{»)liain ablmd·....llt ~(}e:sn6 cha.racooristic of the periorl. J'l)ell' st,'ike varies froBJ 260 0 to 280°,
and their dip is norihel'1y a. t lllcUna..ti.ows betw-een 600 and
800. [t is l'wj",bJ& ;,1, .... (,h e iutrllsion of th<> gabbro dyke
has affected the t.rue stJ"jk~ alld dip consider6.b1y. and these
reading'!, therefD)'e, ll1ay lIot r-epresent the normal position,
'The ord~r of slweession of these beds from bh<l' serpentine
i.: slate, 20'; s,.ndstouo, 100'; greenish-grey .Iates, 200';
blue slates, 400': sandstones in flags, 1400'; and, finally_
blue fissile- slates extending beyond r-ruski~on River. It
is noteworthy that only nea.r the poiut of jUllction between
one member and anot.her are fOSRiis very abundant. The
fossils have not yet been preci!!ely ident;ified, but among
the determinate re-mains 'Rl1ynchonella.. bOl'cali$., OrLhis,
Very good
Tentvc:nlites and O"thoceras were fo~md.
impress-ions of lmdetermlJ,ed Trilobites are common, as are
<:1180 certain diacoidal impJ'ints.
These Silurian sj,l'ata $l\'~ ?(!'uetrated by several ~la.rrow
rlyk$ of quartz·felspar porphyry I the trend at which is
j,amUel to that Dr tho reJatively largo gabbro dyke . From
th~i' TDCNS the grey, browlI, and rnhy ct(lswne occurring
here has been shed.
Dy t'e(erencc to t.he geological map it. win be pef'<.~i.v-ed
tllat the lime-8tone m&mber of U)e Si1\.o'ian formation shows
a serie.s .of horizonfal disph\ce.Ttlenu" each of which is {tbout
2~ rui]e~ ill extent.
Theoo di~pJacemcHts heve boon bL'Ought
a.bout by thrust faulting Olt 6. vertical plane. the direction
of thrust being souUHmsterly. This is one of those rare
occut'6nces of horuonta.l clisplaG'6merlt on a,laTge aca.le. The.
fa1llting is directly due to t11e int..l'llsion of the igneous
rocks.
Th& igneousfocks, alr6l£dy referred t01 consist of t..hree
classes, narnely-extl'emely femlc, dominantly fernie. and,

Pyroxtl1lte _ _____ ~

Peridotite Serpentine ___ _
8ronZltlte _

_ ____ ~

aflnile Porphyry _ _ _

_~

81.t" Limwones.nd Sandstone. _~
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salic; represented
respectively. The
described in some
differentiation of
Plate VIII.

by serpentines, diorites, and granites
rocks typical of these classes have been
detail in an earlier chapter, and the
the gabbro magma is illustrated bv

OSMIRIDJUM

DEPOSITS.

Riley Creek.-Originally worked by J. T. and C. Riley,
after whom the creek is named, these deposits have proved
wonderfully rich . They are not merely surficial concentrations, like so many of those found in the beds of creeks.
but are deposits dernved from the underlying serpentinised
bronzitite and peridotite rocks. The bottom of the valley is 5 to 8 chains wide, and is 06miridiuni-bearing right
across, but only a. narrow strip about a chain wide and 3mile long, comprising the central channel, has received
attention. The detritus, 2" to 6 feet thick, consists of
limonite rubble in discoloured steatite rest~ng in places on
a floor of whi~e talcose mat.erial, which, in tum, gives place
to soft aerpentinised bronzitite. The removal of the soft
decomposed cover has revealed large structural planes and
t.ransverse contraction joints in the serpentine. The fillings
of these planes was the original home of the osmiridium
shed in the creek . Near its upper end the creek enters one
of these crevices and emerges about 700 feet further down
the vaHey. Pr(Y';pecting operations along the course of
these pl811es is strongly recommended. In the detrital
material the richest osrniridiulll is near bedrock, commonly
in potholes and shallow depressions in it, and as a rule 1S
coarse and even nuggety in form. Some of the crevices
1n the bedrock have been cleaned out to a depth of 6 feet .
and th'e steatite fillings extracted in the operation yielded
excellent return s.
It seems incomprehensible that no sU!'ltained attempt
ha~ been made to quarry the rock in order to get at the
rich interstitial material. Nowhere are there better prospects for succe~sful operation by this me~hod than are
presented here. where the geological conditions are decidedly favourable.
Conglomerate Plain.-This is a button-rush-covered
plain on the right bank of the Pieman . between the Hu",kis."Ion and Wilson Rivers. It forms portion of the preglacial bed of the Pieman, above which it is now 280 feet.
and a.bout 480 feet above sea-level. The surface is largely
occupied by glacial morainal materiaJ. consisting of enOT-
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mollS conglomerate and schistose-porphyry bould~rs derived
from West Coast Range formatio~s maux nules ,to t~8
st
d
Th preeence also of tm-beanng grarutes In
a:undance shows that this is the pomt of COllfluenoo of the smaller lluskissoll gl~ier with the la:rger one
flowing down the valley of the Pleman. In theIr movements lowards the sea these glaciers sp.r~ad over the ~r
pentinc hills, reducing their irre~ulanhes. and )~:;~:!
behind enormous erratics aO,d mor8J~lal deb,!s as e 1
mof their actions. This gla~la] de,bns. contams muc.h. C?
minuted serpentine matenal, wIth lllcluded o~m~ldl~.m
and old. Tinstone , evidently cOllvey~d do:W1l t e us ~s
s n
with the Devonian gral1ltes, IS sparsely dlSt Ob .-~ through the mass. Portion of it, however, may
n Uwu
.
have
been derived from the under Iylllg
porp h yry ddykes .
Excepting where small streams have rewor.ked an co~.
centrated the""valuable minerals. ~hese. deposits are unpa)·
hi
S ch concentrations occur III SaIlor Jack, Po:rphyry,
a e.Holland
U
. I
. h recov erIes havp
and
Creeks, from which fair
y rtc
been made.
f C
Several small streams (numbered. 1 to .5) ;rest 0
o~:
uloooerate Plain flowing nort.hward IOto RIley s Cr~~d'oo
otain rich concentratIOns
.
t' tone , and OSOOlTl
0 f go ld ,m~
'd tl lUm .
The de osits are not at all extenSive, and eVI. en yare
reOOllan PtgO f 'h
", e Husk,'sson River series of allUVIall ' graveLi.
d
The wash consisting largely of quartz-tourma me nan
, and pe bbl es, res ts In
. so me
ow·
granite ~ands
. places onha ye
decom.
ish-brown to gr~elli!Oh cI.ayey rock den~~. ~~;:; \ eSilurian
osition of diOrIte. and In others on a uta
ac
I
;Iate. On the ridges betweeu these streams only
t ces f the valuable minerals have been found, and
r~;h gr~vels extend about 15 chains only up-stre.~. .
Trinder and Fowler Creeks are other sources. 0 ~mlri
. .
d old in this locality. Their metalhc mlll~ra
been derived from the peridotite formations
no~lh-w(>st and west of Rilev Knob , and from the rework·
ing by these streams of glacial debl'is.
.
Three-mile Creek. emptying int:<> the m~lor stream fro:
the north. bas also produced a faIr quantity of g~-gr~ ~
metal It is rather 6..'l:traordinary that below thiS pom
thp depQ!':its in Riley Creek are very poor.
Kershaw , Roberts , Biscuit, Berkery. ~ones. and Go~ld
C eeks having their sources on the west Side of Serpentme
are tributary streams of Wilson Rive;; All
streams are producing fair quantitIes of
metal
an

:ns7d~rable

~annel

Sl~~e

~:lU=it:~av~

R~dge.'

0;, th~
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gold. Th~ bedrock is ~oft 8erpentine near the headwaters ,
Rucceeded lower down-stream by slates and diorites, which.
near the point of contact, a.re slightly schistose. There is
very little " wash" in these streams, which are fast-flow_
i~g, a.nd occupy narrow steep-walled gorges. The 08miridlUm and gold are usually of fairly fine grainsize, and
appear. finer and scarcer as the deposits are further and
further from the serpentine.

~o

far as is known there

15

very little osmiridium in

Mam Creek, and lower Wilaon River deposits are very

poor.

Limestone {'ruk.-This stream flows north-westward
along the north-eastern boundary of the serpentine formations, and empties into the Wilson River at a sharp bend
below Websterite Hill. The bed of the creek is occupied
by Silurian limestone, striking 2880 and dipping northerly
at 65°. Por some dist.&nce the stream follows the strike
of the limestone, which is exposed in long combed ridges.
In places the waters enter caves, 20 feet deep, emerging
again .near the. river. At the point of contact the puggy
maten~ resultlll.g from the decomposition of the argil1a_
aeous lImestone IS so soft that a stake way be driven 20
feet into it without diffiCUlty. On the surface of this
puggy material, and also in crevices and depressions in
the compact limestone, the osmiridium and gold have been
coll~d. These minerals OCCur here in about equal proportlous, and in places in very rich conoentrations. It is
i~ter~ting ~ note that th~ gold is commonly found crystal_
hsed III reticulated. and filIform shapes; sometimes in thin
threads 3 to 4 inches long, and twisted as if by hand.
Specimens showing gold attached to, and even completely
enclosing, osmiridium are not uncommon. In addition
to these forms it occurs in flattened scales. and more rarely
in rounded ovoid nue-e-et&. In appearance it is lighter
in colour than that so commonly found in association with
osmiridiwn. Analyses show th.aJt the lighter shades a~
due to the preoenoe of silver. Specks of galena and pyrite
a.re frequent1y observed in the rock.
Evidently at this
point the segregallion of the metal. reached the border of
the intrusive basic rocks.
At the confluence of Limestone Creek and Wilson River
a limeetone. bar extends right acrom the latter, providing
an ideal catchment for metals of high specific gravitiefl.
It was intended to divert the river into a channel cut
through the narrow point. but it was found that: the oost
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of draining the river-bed. would be so great as to make
the venture too hazardous. The river wash in the banks
contains osnllridium, and a little further down-stream
it contains gold in payable quantity. Above this point
the metals are too sparsely distributed through the wash
to pay for recovery, indicating that the lower deposits
wefe derived largely from Limestone Creek.
Just south of Limestone Creek is an uunamed stream
heading out of a broad basin. It is stated that rich slIDeing-gtound occurs, and that the scarcity of water is the
only obstacle to its exploitation.
Ahearne Creek and the several small streams- in the
vicinity have all produced fair quantities 01 metal. The
supplies have been drawn from puggy soils, 2 to 3 feet
deep,.. resting 011 serpentinised peridotites. The available
detritus is of very limited extent.
Tobin Creek, flowing into Alfred River, a tributary of
the Wilson, about a half·mile north of Limestone Creek;
is also another source of osmiridium. Good prospects of
shotly ". grade were obtained at several points down·
stream below the road. There is room here for several
::11 uicing cl aims.
About a mile northward of this point a stream has been
worked for tinstone and osmiridium. These are the most
northerly workings in the Wilson district.
Harman River Gravels.-Between the Wilson aud Har·
m.an Rivers, above their confluence, is an extensive deposit
of alluvial river gravels.
These gravels carry. sparsely
distributed through their mass and more abundantly near
the bottom, gold, tinstone, and osmiridium with associated
chromite. There are many conflicting reports about the::.c
deposits. Some state that here are rich accumulations.
others aver that the alluvial is too poor to treat success·
fully. The reconoentration of the metallic components of
these gravels by creeks cutting through them have resulted
in the formation of local enrichments of small extent.
Keenan Creek, flowing due east into Wilson River, forms
the extreme northern boundary of the serpentine fonna·
tions. The oontact..rock at this point is Silurian lime·
stone, and represents the lateral displaoements of the
Limestone Creek formations, due to the intrusion of the
basic magma. The bed and banks of this creek have been
worked for a mile above its mouth, and have produoed
high·grade metal in paying quantities. The occurrenco
of ~old bere is exactly similar to that at Limestone Creek.
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Riley Prospect.- Osmiridium was discovered here in
,serpentine detrital material many years ago. Since then
schlieren in foliated serpentinised peridotite have been
uncovered by the removal of the thin mantle of soil, and
a considerable amount of metal has been extracted therefrom. The strike of the serpentine here is 25 0 • and the
dip south-easterly at an inclination of 68 0 .
The schlieren or pockets, 1 to 2 inches wide, and 12 to
20 inches long, are very irregularly distributed along the '
planes. One such, cleaned out at the time of this examination, contained coar~ely crystallised grains of osmiridium in a matrix of limonitic steatite.
Occasionally
specks of osmiridium are found in the wall-rock, but such
occurrences are unusual, and the serpentine between planes.
is comparatively barren. From a block of ground 60 feet
by 30 feet by 2 feet over 20 oz. of metal have been
recovered.
Between these workings and the western edge of Riley
Knob the surficial material at several pointa has been
treated more or less successfully. One small patch in particular near the north-west edge of Riley Knob has yielded
very rich , returns, and probably the whole of this would
pay to crush and concentrate.
HUSKISSON VALLEY AREA.

This area has been neglected for long. because it is
comparatively inaccessible, and because the eastern side
in particular is covered with an impenetrable tangle of
" horizontal " scrub. On the western side sever:al tributaries are now being worked, and are contributing largely
to the output of the district. On the other side prospecting
has been confined to Chromite Creek, which has yielded
osmiridium, gold, and tinstone. No sustained attempt
has been made to prospect the river-bed, so that it is
impossible to state whether O'r: not it contains metal values
in payable quantities. There is here a very large field
for investigation, and one, perhaps, which may well repay
the diligent prospector.
On the western side the tributaries have their sources
in Serpentine Ridge, and the metaL:! are directly derived
therefrom; -but in the bottom of the valley and the terraces on the east side the gravels are largely composed of
granite, and have been conveyed many miles from a quite
different source.
The gold, tinstone, and osmiridium
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obtained from these placers are fine-grained, and show
much evidence of attrition.
The Huskisson valley gravels have been divided into
three plains that rise one above another in the form of
teI:races. The uppermost of these terraces is that represented by the glacial debris of Conglomerate Plain, and
the elevated gravels on the east side of the valley. These
are v,ery ?xtensive accumulations, but are comparatively
poor In mmeral content.
Along the inner margin of the glacial deposits, and
confined to the present valley of this rivel', is a second
terrace of much greater ecol101nlc import. This terrace
extends up the valley for many miles, and on the east
~ide in particular occupies a very large area. The terrace
18, represented DOW by discontinuous remnants having been
dIssected and eroded by numerous tributary streams of
the ~u~kisson.
Only one of these streams, named
" Chromlte Creek," has..as yet been worked for osmiridium.
Several others to the north and south are known to carry
equaJly rich concentrations. The materials of the gravels
consIst largely of quartz, granite and porphyry, quartztourmaline, sandstone and slate, and rest 0111 slate bed-

limestones and felspathic porphyries formed a safe catchment for the heavy metals, and s:u.ch spots, i~ particular,
have proved especially rich. The bed of thIS creek has
be~n worked in patches fr:om one end to the other, the
un worked ground being of inconsiderable extellt and ~uch
lower value. Both osmiridium and gold occur assoCIated
with a little tinstone and abundant chromite. In addition, specimens showing gold on one side and platinum
on the other have been repeatedly noted. These metals
tt.re contained in wash consisting of porphyry, gabbro,
pyroxenite, sandston"e, and quartz.
Crossing Merton Creek aoout a mile above its juncti.on
with the Huskisson are two veins of quartz about 6 chams
apart, coursing 10 tQ 15 degrees east of north, and cutting
across the bedding-planes of the slates and sandstones.
They are 1 to 3 feet wide, and continue unbroken 'a t l~t
10 chains, and apparently are quite barren of economic
minerals.
'
On the flat between McArthur and Christina tributaries
are very shallow deposits of clayey alluvium containing
tinstoue. The extent is very small, and the depoeifts only
1 to 2 feet deep.
• Osmiridium Creek flows northward along the eastern
border of the serpentinised intrusive. Its channel has
been cut through deep puggy alluvium containing fai.r
osmiridium values very irregularly distributed.
This
puggy material consists alrrl.ost wholly of ~ec~mposed ser
pen tine ull to 8 foot deep m places. It is smgular that
the metals here are distributed through the decomposed
mass and the bed-rock is comparatively barren. Near the
sOllrce of this stream the watercours€.s contain coarse-grail!
metal, some specimens weighing over 1 dwt.: and one oveL
1 oz. A little platinum attached to gold IS found occa·
sionally. In additiQn to the preciou~ me~ls, g~y, brow~,
and rubv tinstone is recovered. ThIS mmeral IS shed eVl
denUy {rom the porphyry dyke, which intrudes .Silucia.n
sandstones a few chains to the eastward . There IS a faIr
extent of unworked alluvium here, but very little water is
available for washing. Rich pockets of met.a.1 have been
found in the master-joints in the serpentm.e near the
border.
Sweeney Creek.-Sweeney Creek is -a trn1butary o.f ~erton
Creek, and is onl')'l about a mil~ long. Ita- source 19 Ill- Ser
pen tine Ridge on the ~stern SIde, b~t the greater part of
its passage is over stratl'fied rocks WhlCh are penetrated by

rock.
The third and lowest terrace is only a few feet above
present flood-level. The thickness of these gravels ranges
from 4 to 20 feet; their extent is considerable, but undeterminable owing to the irregularity of their outline.
Their composition and content are essentially similar to
those of the higher terrace.
Merton Creek.-This creek is formed by the confiuenco
of Osmiridium and Christina Creeks, which l'eoeive their
waters. from the wester~ fall of Serpentine Ridge. Onehalf-mdo down-stream Its two major tributaries ent.erSweeney Creek from the south ) and McArthur Creek from
the north. The main stream follows an extremely irregular course in an eastward direction for 3 miles before
emptying into Huskisson River.
Up to the present time this stroam, with its affluents
has p:oduced .more osmiridium than any other tributary
Husklsson RIver. The rocks exposed in its channel are
Silurian limestones, sandstones, and &latee, and narrow
porphyry dykes. Into the cleavage-planes of these rocks
osmiri~iurn and gold find their way, and by the action
of flOWIng :water are concentrated in payable deposits. Tho
clayey res'lduum from the decomposition of argillaceous

of
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narrow porphyry dykes,
The valley i. coinp" ....tively
broad and the stream !is slow·:fiow'ing, consequently the allu·
vial consists largely of finely oomminuted material decived
from the disintegration ot serpentine. The bottom wash,
however, is much coarser and is varied in its components.
The Jargest nugget of ostruiridium found in the whole
Wilson River district was recovered by Jas Sweeney near
the source of rthis creek. This specimen was purchased by
the Department of Mines for £30, and is now stored at theGeological Survey Offices, Launceston. By far the riches~
deposits occur in the upper reaches; down stream the
osmiridium is fine-grained. and covered with 4 to 5 feet ()f
barren clayey, material. Below the big marsh BOrne very
rich patches have been worked, but there deposits were
very sma1l. Pot-holes sunk in many parls of the marsh
show up to 6 feet of peaty material over the wash, which
is about 2 feet deep and consists largely of granitic and
quartzose pebbles. The osmirid~'llm content is small and
erraJtical1y distributed. Hig:p.er up stream, besides the larg~
nugget, J. O'Meara and W. Knight found other p'ieces
weighing over 1 oz.
Near the point whe'l'"e the track
crosses Sweeney Creek rich pockets of metal are likely to
be met wtLlth in the master-planes The eastern fork of.
Sweeney Creek has been namoo Gold Creek , on account of
the high proportion of gold contained in the concentratf'
The deposits here, although fairly rich , are small and
unimportaDJt.
Christina Creek is wholly contained in serpentinised
pyroxenites, and about 30 chains from the border. The
wash and detrital material are comparatively poor in COllSBquenoe. McArthur Creek flows south-ea.stward a few chains
inside and parallel to the border of the serpentine. It.9
channel for a mile is cut through deep clayey alluvium
resting on a foot or two of wash containing osmiridium awl
gold in payable propoI'lt,iomt. A large quantity of metd
has been recovered from the bed of this stream, but these
deposits are now nearly worked out.
Tin Creek is a torrential stream flowing eastward. and
empties iruto Huskisson River about a mile below Merton
Creek. Its channel is cut through greyish-green calcareous
slates and bands of crystalline limestone. The wash, consisting .1arge:ly of glacial conglomerates and grits, sandsrone, quartz, and porphyry, contains fair values in
osmiridium and gold. It owes its name to the occurrence of
greyish-brown tinstone in ooruriderable abundance, derived
evidently from the narrow dykes of quarlz-felspar porphyry
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which outcrop here and there in the vicinity. In the bed
of the stream are botryoidal masses of Iimollite deposited
~ntly from 901utions traversing the limestone formatioD.i.
:Sarnes Creek is an inconsiderable stream emptying into
the Huskisson from the eastern edge of the serpentine belt,
a mile south of Tin Creek. With its tributaries, Carpenter, Hill, Beale}', and King Creeks. its source is in the
per:dotite rock north-west of Briley Knob, whence the bulk
of the osmiridium found on this fall has been shed.. It
cuts through glacial morainal material near its source, and
through Silurian slates, limestones, and 8aludstones and
narrow porphyry dykes, covered. with reoent fluviatile
deposits, lower down stream. This stream and iOO affluents
have been worked from the mouths upwards, and gav~
good returns in osmiridium, though they yielded little. gold.
The. wash consishl dominantly of water-worn grani te.
quartz-tourmaline, and quartz, resting in places on a soft
white bed of kaoli~ , and contains tinstone throughout.
This wash belongs to the HuskiS80n River terrace deposits,
and probably portion of the osmiridium concentrated in
these small streams has been derived from these rivf'r
gravels by reassortment. The banks of these streams contain very little values in gold and osnriridium, and in the
beds the metals are found in the bottom wash and bedrock
only.
Some of the osmiriclium found in these creeks is
dull-coloured, resembling tarnished bismuth. In grain it
us fine to coarse, but preponderatingly fine. The gold is
sometimes coaree and flat-shaped \vith rounded edges.
There is even yet a fair amount of un worked rich material
in this area.
FUI'1ther southward there are several other small tribll
t.aries of the Huskissoll. . All of them contain the preciou,
metals, but not onc of them in payable quantit ies.
Chromite Creek.-The source of Chromite Creek is in a
button-rush plain about 550 feet, above sea-level, and
apparently the bed of a former Tertiary" stream. It flov.:s
for 2 miles in a south-westerly direction, and empties into
the main channel about a mile below the mouth of Merton
Creek.
The concentrations in this channel have been formed by
ri:e reworking of the older terrace deposits , which hav'e
been completely dissected to bedrock. Wire gold, osmifldium of fine gra.insize, and black , resinous and ruby tinstone are found here in intimate association. These
minerals a re found in the -bottom wash and embedded in
the underlying slwte accompanied by perfectly crystallis£>d
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chromite and picotite in great abundance. A small &mount
of the valua.ble metals is contained in the top wash. Tt
is quite evident that portion of the gold in theee gravels lS
derived from formations in the vicinity, as wire-like specimens from! to ! inch long are commonly found with fin&
and coarse grained scales. The tinstone occurs in parlicler.
as large as pea.s;, but usually fine, and 06miridium in shott)'
form is occasionally recovered.
The operators had oeased work aA the time of this exam·
ination.
From indications very little ground has been
worked, although test.. of the gravels showed that sluicing
operations could be successfullY' conduated. These deposit.
will never be remarkable for extraordinary yields I)f
osmiridium, gold, and tinstone, yet they will provide a
good sout'be of income for capable men. There are EmOTmous quanti tries of material awaiting treartment in trod
locality. The high~level terraces have not yet been prospected. A few pannings of the top wash gave disappoint·
ing results, but the values below the surfiaial material
have not been revealed. Outside the valley of Chromiu
Creek no exploratory work has been carried on at all.
In working these comparatively low-grade depOBito old
methods should be abandoned, and hydraulicing on a larg'3
scale instituted.
Near the great bend ill the course of Huskisson River
is an outcrop of serpentine and ga.bbro extending BOuth·
ward towards Colebrook. Osmiridium in very small quaDtit,ies has been discovered in creeks leading from this belt.
at several points. The predominating gabbroid characWr
of the rock at the area examined. however, does not
enoourage. the idea. of paya.ble occurrences !in that local'itv.
but the rock type southward may vary and 'better results
may be obtaiueO in tha.t direction.

the reworking of the m.a.terials of the alluvium, oontain
richer ooncentrations of the precious metals. It is probable
that a oontmbuting source of these metals is the southern
extremity of the WilSIOn dyke of femic rock which is know.l
~o extend beyond the Pieman.
The greatest obstacle to the successful exploitation of
these deposits is the lack of a sufficient water-supply and
the difficulty; in its conveyance to such a brigh elevation.
About 4 miles to the westward is Melba flat, a serpentine
area. from which a considera.ble amount of gold has been
recovered. In this lA:xm.1ity gold is the predominant mineral
and osmiridium is quite subordinate.
Although of no
economic importance, this occurrence is ~nteresting io
emphasising the association of gold with rocke oontaining
hornblende. This association has been repeatedly note<t ,
not only here, but in many other parts of Tasmania.
Eastward of Ren.isoll Bell, beyond Ring River, a broad
dyke of femic oomposition and variable lithological type
follows the western flank of Colebrook Ridge. This dyk..
roc~ IS a pale to dark green serpentine of peridobite and
norlte types, studded with minute octahedra of chromite.
which on weathered surfaoee stand out in relief. From
this outcrop of serpentine oemirid!ium and gold ha.ve been
liberated, and by the sorting adlion of water have been
concentrated in stream beds. One of the richest of th~~
deposit. is lhat in Star Creek, a tributary of Ring illver.
Here, osmiridium, gold, and tinstone O(Xmr in assciatior..
The deposits in this and' neighbouring creeks are almost
worked out, but other deposits, of limited extent, may be
discovered in this locality. The concentrations of 08miri·
dium in Ring River are illoonsidemble.

RENISON BELL DISTRICT .

Immediately northward of the township of Renison Bell
is the old flood-plain of Pieman River a. it appeared In
Pleistocene time. This old plain, which is now between 200
and 300 feet above the present bed of the river, is covered
with alluvial material of va.riable character and from 1
to 12 feet in depth. Osmiridium and gold of fine grainsize
are fairly evenlY' distributed through the wash; hut, unfortunately, not !in sufficient qu&nJtities to prove of any gre1\t
economic importance.
On the: fa.ll towards the riv~r
numerous tributary streams heading· from the plain by

DUNDAS DISTRICT.

In the township of Dundas a litHe osmiridium a.nd gold
is being reoovered from concentrations in stream beds. The
great serpentine belt extends through this area to tho
western fall of Mt. Dundas. A careful explora.tion of tho
area. ma.y reveal richer deposits, for peridotirte oocurs in
fairly large bodies.

Tm:

GORDON DISTRICT.

PRELIM.INARY STATEMENT.

Fro~

time to time rep~ts have been received by the
Geologtoal Survey oonoerrung the occurrences of osmiri.
dium-bearing serpentilUl8 in tho valleys of the Styx, Floren-
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tine, Weld, Serpent'inoe, and Boyes Rivers. It was known
that the outcrops werre not eXJten~ve, and that the deposits
there were, probably, not of great commercial value, but
.they were considered of sufficiem.t importance to justify the
undertaking of .a detailed examination. Accordingly tho
writer was deputed to visit these areas a.nd prepare plans
and reponts of his investigations.

ACCESS.

The region is' acoessibl'e by horse~track from Fitgz.ertald,
the tenninus of the Tyenna nl.il,way, which junctions with
the Derwent Valley l,i'lle at Gl,enora. From Mayne's f.ann ,
6 miles west, of Fitzgerald railway ~tation, the track has
a generll westerly course for 36 mil€S to Serpentine Valley;
thenoe it turns northerly, and continues in that direction
for 10 miles w Gordon River crossing. ]t passes along the
foothills of a great series of mountain ranges which divid(}
the watersheds of the Derwent, Huon . and Gordon Rivers,
The route is wen chosen, nowhere exceeding an elevation
of 1800 feet above s·ea.~level, but Ithe grades could be greatly
improved by slight deviations here and there from the
present line. Up to to the 14-m.ile peg (measured froUl
Rolls' fann) the track has been cleared reoeniJ."j'1, and is
in very fair order; thence to the 29~mile it is blockpJ
by fallen trees and young scrub, and is generally in a state
of disrepair. In its present condition it is impassable by
horse, and only with extreme d1fficulty and inconvenienc~
is it passable by the pedestrian. In addition ~o the personal discomforts incidental to expeditions through such
mountainous country, the clci.maJe is most sev~re during the
winter and the ground is completely covered with snow for
consid.erable periods.
TOPOGRAPHY.

This region is one of the most rugged pOl'lhon~ of Tas
mania. It consists of a serieS' of high mounit.ao.n ranges
tflending in a g·eneral north-westerly, direction, with b:road
intervening valleys possessing abundant oWidence of Pleistocene glaciation.
The valleys are from 900 to 1200 feer
above sea-level, and the mountain peaks and ranges rise
3000 to 3700 feet higher. Thi. is the gathering ground
of many large tributar:;es of the Gordon , Derwent, an.d
Huon Riv·e rs. ' which have accentuated thfl' topographld
rel'ief by the corroding effect. of their waters.

Many of the higher peaks are capped by 6rosion-re8istin~
diabase, and the long serrated ranges are crowned by
equally resi~t ,ant quartzites and conglomerates.

GENERAL GEOLOGY.

This region is occupied chiefly by Palreozoic rocks ranging from Lower Algonkian to Permo-Ca.rboniferous. The
Algonkian formations occupy the surface from the 28mile peg westward beyond Frankland Range, and consist
of foliated and sericitised quartzites and micaceous schists.
These rocks are too mu.c h metamorphosed for complete
identification, but apparently they are of sedimentary
origin. They have a general south-westerly dip, and have
been compressed into irregular folds with north-west axes.
Apparently reposmg unconformably on the Algonkian
formations is a series of pebbly sandstones, conglomerates,
and quartzites, with intercalated slates and softer sandstOnes, which have been indefinitely ascribed to the CambroOrdovician. Their dip is variable, but a' north-westerly
direction appears general.
East of this series, between the 14 and 11 mile pegs,
are two belts of grey limestone with black sericitised calcareous slates. This limestone is sparingly fossiliferous,
containing obscure casts of m,inute cr.ustaoean remains
resembling certain astracods, on which identification the
formation has' been tentatively placed in the Ordovician
proper. The true structural relationship of this to the
precedit!-g formations · could not be deciphered. ~hey: m~y
be faulted against those beds or occPpy synchnona m
them. These old strata have been intruded by Devonian
ultra-basic igneous ro·c ks of the peridotite and pyroxenite
types, now completely. serpentinised.
EaSJt,w ard of the
limestone country as far as the 7-mile peg lies another area
of the Cambro-Ordovician formations in which are contained the Mt. Humboldt copper mines.
Sandstones and mudstone-conglomerates of the PermoCarboniferous system prevail from the 7 ·mile to Tyenna,
They occur at several elevations indicating down throw to
the eastward,
Glacial morainal material f)f Pleistocene age is scattered
here and there over the whole region.
Diabase of Upper Mesozoic age occupies the summits of
Mts. Mueller, Wedge, Ragged, Anne, Wherrett'. Look-
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out, and. Mt. Field West. :Lt rests on quartzite at Anne.
Wedge, and Ragged Mountains, but at the others it is
underlain by Permo·Carboniferous ~trata, and occurs in
the form of sills.
At Mayne's farm and properties adjacent thereto are.
thin sheets of the familiar Teritary basalt so common to
many parts of the country.
OSMIRIDIUM

DEPOSITS.

:Fourteen -mile Creek and Styx River.-This creek is
crossed by the South Gordon track at 2-1- miles from
Mayne's. The wash in its banks contains· a little gold,
oonsiderable chromite, with pink pebbles of garnet and
fine, flaky specks of osmiridlum, and oonsists of sandstone,
quartrite, biotite granite, and quartz-felspar porphyry.
Nd"'oorpentine stones were seen in the creek-bed, but the
osmiridium and chromite. and probably the gold, originated from, that rock. This deposit of osmiridium is of no
economic importance, and is evidently derived from the
same serpentinised ferromagnesian formation as those
exposed in the bed of the Styx. River. The latter occurrenee 1S reached by turning due south, from the 4·mile
peg and crossillg two high east--west ridges which separate
the watersheds of Fourteen-mile Creek and Styx River.
These hills are ~mposed of a massive conglomerate.
through which the river has carved its valley, exposing to
view a small section of ferromagnesian rock now completely
altered to serpentine. The rock is massive and dense.
light to dark green in colour, and carries disseminated
grains of chromite. The microscopic structure is that of a
peridotite, in which the chief constituent was olivine. 1t
is reported that other smalJ outcrops of Qerpentine occur
in Jubillee Range and Weld River.
In the Styx River sands gold and osmiridium, af":companied by the;r congener. chromite. are found, a.nd several
small parcels of good grainsize and quality have been produced from this source. The exposed. area of serpentine
is too small to admit of large accumulations, consequently
it is notanticipated that either rich or extensivp deposit~
will be found .
Plorl'nti-ne Ril!l'r Depolfit.

At the 17 -mile peg, about a mile beyond the Florentine
River, a belt of intrusive ferromagnesian rock converted to

serpentine occupies the surface.
Its actual dimensions
could not be accurately determined owing to the deep soil
oove~ and the almost impenetrable undergrowth of scrub,
b~t l~ has been ascertained that it extends nearly half a
~::Ulle .111 a north-westerly direction, and is fully 10 chains
In Wldth. Its trend coincides with that of Boyes' River
occurrence o~ t~e other side of the Gordon, and probably
they are proJections from one subjacent body,
The ro~k is greyish-green to dark green in colour, in
places fohated a nd fibrous, and showing slickensided surfaces due ~ .diff~relltial movements during and subsequent
to serpeutlnlsatlOll .
Chromite grains are disseminated
through the rock. and ace extremely abundant iu the
det~it.al ma~eria.1 resulting frolll its disintegration,
MicrosCOpIC exammahon of the rock shows a predominance of
pyroxene over olivine components. In order to test this
rock for osmiridiUlD deep pits were sunk, at points near
the bed of a ~mall cree.k .fiowin.g, over the outcrop. through
clayey. materIal contall'lmg dlsmtegrated serpentine and
quartZIte. Down to a depth of 5 feet osmiridium and gold
of extreme fineness only were recovered: thence to 7 feet,
flaky particles of much ooarser grain were found, The
~ctual value could H,ot be ~et.ermined! as it was impossible
to reach bedrock oWl11g to mfiux of water. However, like
Styx occurrence, the deposit is of small extent, and the
output. therefrom will not appreciably affect the total
production.
It is noteworthy ~ha~ in Florentine Vaney, a mile to
the eastward, chromJte IS extremely abundant in the river
sands, but whether derived from this or some other source
could not be determined.
SERPENTINE RIVER AREA.

~his area coll!;ists of a very broad, button-rush-covered
plalll, bounded 011 the we~t by the Frankland and Wilmot
,R~nges, and extendi,ng from Lake Pedder to Gordon
River. The .slow-flowlllg Serpentine River meanders in H.
rem~rkabl~ S11lUOUS manner down the centre of this great,
g~acl&l pla/,n, and empties into the Gordon at the interse~
tlOn of "ll~ot and llamilton Ranges . Old exploratory
?ha~ con tam records of the occurrence of serpentine rock
1ll thls valley.
Credence was given to this identification
by ~be reported, discovery in the locality of a mineral posse8Smg the phYSical characters of osmiridium. Both identi-
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fications were incorrect.
Green micaceous schists wcr&mistaken for serpentine and titaniferous iron ore for
osmirjdium.
Although these reports could not be substantiated, it
has been found that a belt of serpentine extends from the
northern end of this plain at the Gordon River for over
a mile along the eastern flank ~ of Hamilton Range. Unfor.
tunately th e river was at fun flood and un fordable al the
time of the writer 's visit. and in consequence the reports
~uld not be verified . Thi R occurrence is of the greatest
lmportance . and is worthy of the closest investigation .

BOlIn RiN!r Area.
Osmiridium, with its parent serpentine, has been
observed by prospectors on the east bank of Boyes River,
west 0;' Denison Range . The grainsize is small, and the
habit is flaky, and com,equently uHsuitable for the chief
commercial uses for which osmiridium, is in such great
demand. The occurrence here is not extensive, and is
similar in every other respect to those ill neighbouring
areas, and does not warrant on elaborat.e description ,
From the foregoing account it may appear at first sight
~hat the results of the expedition are somewhat disappointIng, .and that this region is never likely to become an
e8'ech.ve producer of o~miridium . The paucity. of these
depOSits compared with the rich concentrations in the great
fields of the Western District is directly proportional to
the sizes of the serpentine outcrops here and tbere. 'Mor&over . in the latter loca1iti~ erosion has removed enormou!'.
masses of serpentine, from wbich the osmiridium content
has been Ret free and collected in the heds of arijacellt
~trpams, whereas in this locality denudation has not been
carried deep enough to expose large areas of this 'rock.
From the economic viewpoint these deposits. with the
possible exception of that to the east of Hamilton Range.
are comparatively unimportant. The occurence, however,
of the parent serpentinised intrusives so far south is of
more than scientific interest. and t~eir closer investigation
may lead to the discovery of deposits other than those of
the osmiridium group .
8p'ro Ri1" " and Bire-h', Inltt .
A belt of serpentine outcrops on the SQuth·east bank of
the Spero River about 12 mil.. south of Point Hibbs. and.
according to the reports of prospectors, this is the southern
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projection of the Birch's Inlet body. The outcrops are not
very extensive, and the known deposits of osmiridium are
neither large nor rich. At the Spero the serpentine is the
yellowish·green derivative of peridotite , while the Birch ' 8
Inlet rock is largely altered pyroxenite, and of a dark-green
colour.
It may be mentioned bere that osmiridium occurs in the
creek flowing through Harris' Reward claim near Lynch.
ford, and it is doubtfully reported from Conglomerate
Creek above the fa1l5, near Gonnall8ton.
SALISBURY DISTRICT .

The occutrence of osmiridium in the Salisbury District bas
been known for many years. No serious attempt has been
made to explore tbis serpentine belt, nor has there been
an official examination of its osmiridium resources. There
are decided possibilities in this area, and it is worthy of
very careful attention.

~9
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CHAPTER II.
MINING "hiETllODS.

The methods employed jn mining and washing the
a.Huvial gravels in the osmiridium dist~icts are o~ the lllost
primitive character. The process varJes accord,mg, l~ th&
nature of t.he deposit, a.nd the preference ?f the Indlvldua~.
Rome miners prefer to work singly, while othen find \t
conveni.ent. to work ill pairs or in parties of three or more.
As is only. natUTal, the shallow gravels in steeply-inclined
creeks, being so easily accessible and cheaply work~d, aTe
t.he first resources to be tapped. The na.ture of this work
tends to create a class of fossicker who, equipped only
with pick, shov~lJ axe, and di.sh, leads a nom~ic existence, continually moving on from place to place 111 search
for Ticher pay-dirt. The morc ambitiolls miu(>f has DOW
turned his attention from these depieted !.hallow gravels.
to the larger terrace deposits .and the more exteDsi~e ri,,:er
graveols. The miner'~ complam that the prospector s.cl.a~m
of 50 yards square is too small to warra~lt the heavy lOlua.l
expenditure in lime and money ~eqUlSlte for preparatory
work, in order to attack the depOSIts to the best advantage.
This disability oould be obviated somewhat. by the ~roup·
ing of contiguous claims, and thelT co·operatlVe expiOltatlon
by the owners. Certain of these oxten~ive low.grade
deposits, wh.ich cannot be. worked succ~ssful1y by slDall
parties of nunen, must ultimately p~ lllto the hands ~f
mining companies capa-ble of operatmg them systematically. A more serious drawback is t}le lack of all adequate
wa.ter.supply . Even during winter months> wh~n. there
is an almost continuous rainfa1l , the local supply 18 madr·
quate for hydra.ulicing p~r.poses, and .costly oonduit~ ~re
n _ r y to oonvey addltlonaJ ouppheo to th., workmg
faces .
In deep wash , where the values ~re contained in the bed·
rock and the immediately overlymg gravels, tunnels a.re
driven to t.he bounda.ry of the claim, headings are the~
driven at right-angles thereto , and the whole ground II'
blocked out from the back towards the entrance. The pa.y
dirt is washed in cra.dles or in sluice·boxes, and the con·
oontre.ted gold and osmiridiu~ is finally cle;aned by panni~g
off the Jighter gangue. WlD~-dammmg 10 resorted to m
the river beds in order to divert the water to onB slde,
while the material on the ot.her is being 6XC&vated . A

river diversion method of a. quite different character lla..
been adopted by Wood aud party, of Savage River. The ...
opera.~ors have been granted a 40-acre lease of a section of
the flver·bed, \~hich cannot be exploited in the ordinar
~anner. In t~llS case the river at a sharp bend has bee~
diverted from Its channel through a tunnel cut ill at bMe·
lehve!. Wherever the conditions are suitable this method
S onld be adopted.
In t~e. deep river gravels and t.errace~ dredgiu g aud
hydrauhcmg methods of rccovery will be. employed and
there are ex.tensive fields for such enterpnst'
'
The pockety n&tur., of oomiridium deposits in the rock
mustI.always
a. serious obs·--Jo
to tb elf
. success f ul
t · pr.ove
'
Wl\i ...
eXI~ Olt.a IOn;
l'here ~re, hO"":6ver, oertaiu featuTe6 in
bodlet1 of t)u~ ty~e. whlch prOVide indications of value to
the operator I~) aldmg the scarch for successive / I makes"
of ore. , It IS frequently found that the amal1 pockets
ex.posed 1U plan.es outcropplOg at surface when followed
to a depth of a rew feet abruptly peter out without ,howIIIg dl~ect. eVidence. eIther of their continuance in depth
or thelr probable recurrence in some other part of the
plane. The .only indications of the possibility of their
~e.currence. either alotlt{ the co~rse of the plane or at a
eeper level, are t.he gradual divergence of the enclosing
Talc
walls .snd . the presence of its congener chromite.
8-?d hmorute, the ultimarle decomposition produet8 of oli·
vms, u.sually constitute the rest of the fining material
but theIr occurrence is of no significance in this respect
smaIl body o~ o~miridium exposed at surface might be~ome
exhausted Within 10 feet, and sinking might proceed on
the plane .th~ough many feet of barren rock before the
next depOSit IS encountered.(16) It is considered,however,
that the collverg1'nce and divergence of the walls of the
planes along the strike .and also along the dip will be
found to t~ke place at fairly regular intervals. and a.dvan·
tnge o.r thls fact may be taken in the design of future
operatIOns.
. It will be ~rooived from the foregoing that the exploitabon of. osmlndlUm ~eposit:.a is often atoonded by much
un('~r~a.mty. and t~elr sporadic occurrence precludes the
pos~lhlhtv of formlDg an approximate estimate even I)f
their extent and value
. It ""em. feasibJe to ~xpect tbat, in sbarply denned con·
tlJ1UOUS
"Clanes stich as t hose cou--l'm'ng
. :d'HIm
\.a
Q8mln

A

(tI) Pep p1ate 111., )"\'ge 00.

•
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deposi~ ~D the Mt. Stewart a.rea, the ordinary methods o~
l~e mllllllg may prove the most suitable means of exploit-

a.hon. In the event of one of such methods being adopted
the operators may find it oonvenient to stope out the
barren portions also even when the walls have come
together.
In so~ne cases tbe~ methods cannot be applied, and
excavatIon by quarry!l.ng will prove preferable.
PROSPECTING FOR OSMIRIDIUM .

Alth?ugh there. are ~l1uvial deposita in the valleys of th'9
large rIvers sufficlent III enent to provide employment for
a large number of men over a long period the easily acces·
sible deposits in. the smaller channels a.:.e. nearly wOTkoo.
out. The depletIOn of the latter deposits has been hastened
bY'"the mfl~x of the ~j ver diggers during the winter month.;
when the nvers are In flood . With the decline of alluvial
mining in these! areas the prospector turned from the
creek beds to find the source of the 08miridium in tho
serpentine rock on the hills. He believed the osmiridium
came. from lodes. and this .opinion is hel? by many even
~ ,thl~ day . He sought out Ironstone cappmgs, and pinned
hIS faith to all the phenomena. indicative of lode formations.
The occurrence of long lines of secondarv chalcedonic silica
and limoni.te. on En Id ~iI1 was seized. · upon as proof of
th eo lode on~m of the Jruneral and. much time and energy
~as wasW III th.e endeavour to discover payable deposits
III these formatlOns .
It is reported that a speck of
osmiridium was found actually in chalcedony or attach-p.<l
to it, but this, probably , is due to accidental inclusion from
the serpentine wall -rock , which is known to contain th'.!
mineral. It is evid e'llt that the solutions from which the
chalcedony was deposited found their Wt1.y into structural
planes contaiuing irregularly distributed pockets or
" schlielen ~ I of osmindium, and thl\t. al~hough the sup·
posed lode IS barren , the eo--called wall-rock may contain
rich streaks. In this way it may happen that these chaloedony-limonite bodies indirectly indicate t he presence of
the mineral in the neighbouring serpentine, although
actually they have no significance whatsoever .
Since the discovery of osmiridium in the parent rock hv
Thos. Purs:ell .
Caudry . and Fenton brothers, in 1912,
a great deal of hme has been spent in the search for pay·
able deposits in place. That the effort.s of these and other
prospectors have not been ent.irely successful from an

w" .
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~oon.Qmic viewpoint is
Dl~tlO!l revealed by

not surprising, nevertheless the infor·
their operations is of very great
sCl,?ntlfic value. In order to provide safe criteria for the
~Uldanoe. of prospectors in future explorations, all available
mformation haa been carefull)'l sifted, and the results are
now plaood before them. The mode of occurrence of the
mineral in. the !or~ .of " schlieren" in structural planes
developed 10 pendotltes and pyroxenites confined to definite
P?Bitions in the igneous complex has already been fullj
dISCUSSed. It has been pointed out also that the richest
~ccum.ulation.s occur towards the basal margin of the
mtruslVe baSIC rocks. This lim~t6 the distribution consider·
a.~ly, and leads ODe to suppose that systematic exploration
W'tll reveal payable sections of rock.
After having established the presence of osmiridium in
an area, the gullies leading from the serpentine belt should
be carefully panned, and any material obtained should be
tra<Jed up to its source. In tiUs rock the prospector should
eeek for lines of differentiation or struotural planes. Thege
are frequently inconspicuous, and can be recognised only
by careful examination . Their trend is always parallel
to the margin of the intrusive rock . It may be mentioned
here tha.l lateral joints connecting groups of planes sometimes contain "metal " values. Although the largest
deposits of osmiridium are found associated with chromi~
a~d li~on.ite in t~ese joints or planes isolated nuggets and
dlssemmated partlcles have beatn observed in the solid rock.
The abundance of chromiLe in !{he nuggets would lead one
to search first of all for this mineral, but its presence is not.
necessarily indicative of osmiridium, a9 chromite occurs in
some plaoos where osmiridium is entirely absent, and vice
versa.. Hundred~ of. specimens of serpentine in which the
~nta.lI1ed chroDllte IS abundant were carefully examined
~lth the lens, and without exception it failed to reveal
osmiridiuID. However, chemical tests showed in some cases
fairlv.rich values in specimens obtained near the planes.
I~ .IS. only after long experience in the recovery of
osmlndmm that the extremely erratic nature of its occurrence and distribution is fully realised. The value of a
block ~f ground cannot be arrived at by sampling . U.s
approxnnate value may be determined to a certain extent
by cutting trenches across the body and submitting the
whole of the material broken to treatment but even then
rich pock~ may be passed. For instan~, large samples
of ser~ntlD~ were cobbed, crushed, and panned, but without dI8COvenng the smallest .tJrace of osmiridium. ThCSTJ.

samples of solid rock were taken from several of the most
important prospects in th" Heazlewood , Mt. Stewart, and
Wilson River djeitrict8 at pointe within a foot or two of
structural planee known to contain rich pockets.
Having all these facts in mind, the question arise8: Can
these depooite he profitably exploited 1 Of oourse, the
market price of osmiridium is the most important . factor .
but there are many other considera.tions to be taken into
account in arriving at the. precise value of any particulH.r
deposit, and only by actual test on a large aca.le can it hf'
proved whether or nol it is paya.ble.
In answer to the question, where is the moat likely pla~
to prospent j the following local,itie. may he mentioned:On the north-western fall of Bald Hill extending from the
19-mile in an eastward direction, a.nd pa96ing under Basalt
Hill ", in the valley of Loughnan Creek in the Mt. SteWII;rt
area; along both margins of the intrusive serpellltinised
rocks, but especially on the 8Outh-weetern and 8Outh6&stenl sides, in Wilson lliver district. North of Ninetee<n·
mile Creek j,t is probable that other outcrops of O6TIliridiurnbearing rocks will be found, and along the road BOuth of
Luina is an outcrop of peridotite which may contain the
mineral. These are some of the most fa.vourable localities
for deposits of osmiridiurn in place. In addition there are
several large undeveloped alluvial derposits in these district:J.
notabl y on the east side of Huski880n River , in the ]owt>r
Savage, and in the lower Whyte River.
THE CONCENTRATION OP OSMIRIDJUM .

The separation and conoentration of 08miridium and gOld
from alluvial and detrital ma.terials consisting essentially
of sand, gravel , and de<X>mposed serpentine, can u!JUally b6
elJented by washing. If the gangue material. are soft and
friable this is a simple operation; if the .. wash" is
cemented together or clayey it will require crushing or
puddling before washing . On a small scale the metals are
separated from the lighter gangue by means of a pan ()r
dish. The barren overburdm 19 first removed , then the
bottom wash, the scrapings from cracks, and several inchE's
of the soft bedrock is set aside for dishing. As a very large
proportion of th-e- osmiridium is deeply embedded" in the
basal rock the necessity for the exercise of care in cleanillg
up the bottom is evident. This method i. eonployed only
when the water-supply is poor. On the avera.ge the quantity of material dealt with by
man in a day i. 30 dish...
full.
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Cradles are sometimes used, and by this means at le8~t.
twice the quantity is handled.
Where water is available in sufficient quantity the sluicebox is generally preferred. With th~s plant two men ca.':.]
wash several tons of material in a day. A certain loss is
sure to occur in sluicing, but it is <& very simple; and cheap
method of handling a large quantity of material. The
ground sluice is- employed in places where :it is difficult to
construct wooden sluie&-boxes, but in any case a small bo,
is always used oin the final clean-up. This method is almost
always employed on the Tasmanian fields.
U may be mentioned here that appreciable amounts of
. osmiridium and gold are lost by attempting to sluice in
boxes set 8Jt infJufficient pitch. With little water and the
sma.ll , narrow boxes in general use a pitch of 8 inches in
12 feet is necessary, and in extreme cases it may be convenient to incTea8e the pitch to 1 in 12.
It is essential, 4n order to effect a complete recovery, to
keep the ironstone rubble in motion 80 that the 06miridium
ma.y settle to the bottom of the box. Frequently it is
noticed .t hat operators allow the rubble to set in a compact
mass through which the metal cannot penetrate.
If the conditions are suitable for hydraulicing undt:r
pressure, low-grade deposits, otherwise unpaya.ble may be
exploited successfully. In this operation a jet of water
flowing through a nozzle under preesure is brought to bed.[
on a deep face of alluvial material, which is broken down
and carried into slu.ices, where the metals are caught and
serparated from the gangue as before. In exceptional ease3
this method has been adopted here .
The alluvial., ground in the deep-water stretches of the
rivers can be treated only by dredging. The lower part
of the Savage River , and perhaps even the Pieman, may
contain payable deposits, and , although the osmiridium and
gold are fine-grained there. these grounds are worthy of
careful attention. In 1899 long stretches of Savage River
above its confluen06 with Nineteen-mile Creek were leased
.to a Melbourne syndicate for dredging purposes, but no
actual attempt was made to eX'ploit the river wash by this
means. The difficulties encountered in dredging are rart.her
formidable . In the bhallower reaches the river bottom is
strewn wit.h large boulders and encumbered W!i.th trees.
Again , (he larger part of the osmiridium and gold is deeply
embedded in the basal rock, which consists of soft, partly
deoomposed schists, and a special type of dredge is required
for ita recovery.
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The separation of. osmiridi,?m from serpentine. rock ilt
very easily accomplished, owmg .to the great diff.erence
between the specific gravities. of thIS alloy a?d the mmerals
composing the gangue. Again, th~ serper:tt~n~ gangue rock
is very soft and easily crushed, whIle osmlndlU~, although
hard. is found usual~y B? fine-Iy divided that It .does no!
require further comminutIOn. In fact, the sole obJ~ to b
aimed at is to release the metals from the gangue WIthout
damage, In effecting this result it is _.n~~ary to reduco
the gangue Ito the grainsize of the osmlndlUm. "
It is evident from the foregoing that a pulvensmg plant
is no~ required. The reduction may be effooted by the use
of an ordinary jaw-crusher and t.wo sets c>f rolls. The separation of the metals from the crushed material is then madB
by meaps of the usual oonoen~r3.lt~~g appl~ances.. In order
to test any particular deposIt WIthout lDcurnng ,?ndue
expenditure in plant, boxeSi and strakes may be substItuted
for mechanical concentrators.

CHAPTER III.
STATUS OF THE OSMIRIDIUM INDUSTRY.

THE WORLD'S SUPPLY AND PRODUCTION.

To-day Tasmania, Russia, Colombia, and Papua are the
principal osmiridium-producing countries of the world,
and of these the first mentioned is by far the most import..:
ant. In no other country are Ithere deposits so rich that the
mineral becomes the sole objoot of quest. Moreover, these
are the only occurrenoesin situ in a quantity at a11
app roaching what is suggestive of commercial value. In
these respects the occurrences in Tasmania are unique. It
must be mentioned, however, that the foregoing remarks
applJ1 only to the production of I I free" osmiridium, for
this mineral in alloy or in mechanical association is a constant and appreciable constituent of crude platinum. In
fact, fully nine-tenths of the world's supplies of iridium,
osmium, rhodium, and palladium come from this source.
But as iridium and osmium are such desirable constituents
of commercial platinum, upon which they confer speci 11
qualities. only a very small portion of this potential supply
finds its way into the markets in the unalloyed condition.
The mineral in Tasmania, unlike that found in any other
country, occurs always in the free state, and the platiuum
associa.te is very rare.
The universal association of the
metals of the platinum group and their employment in allo,V
in the arb and sciences precludes the possibilitY' of thffir
Mfparation in the discussion of the eoonomic situation. It
has been found necessary, therefore, to give statistical infor.
rnation concerning them all. so that a true conception may
be formed 01 the prEsent status of the industrv.
The appended table gives the prod~ction of osmfridium
in Tasmania for the last eleven years:(OUT

TABLE

Year.
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
19i9

-1-

._ ... _

....
..

. .. -..-...i

. ... . ..... ____ ..
... _ ..... .
.. . ... _......... .
... . _......... .
.._ .
Jan , to Junf', 1920

Quantity.
Ounce!:l, Troy.

I.

' A~Nl,l!eprict!
per
Ounct-' (Loctll) .
.t:

I

Value.

.t:
530

120-00
~'71 88

4'::17

778'71

7 ·37

1261·65

6742

9·52
9-89
6·40
8·65
14·75

12,016
10,076
1581
1899

27'90
2:1-78

44,833
39,614
41 ,642

JOI8-~S

247'05
2'!2'15

33'2'08
1606'74

1669-72
109S'12

4 ·42

38·09

1188

4898
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Prior to 1910 no official records of the output were made.
but sinoe that time the Department of Mines has kept a
strict account of the production from the several fields.
A little osmiridium, of which no record is received, is !'till
taken out of the State and sold direct to foreign buyers.
A survey of the figures contained in the above table
shows that production follows the rise and fall ill price.
There was a gradual advance in production up to the outbreak of war in 1914 ; thence until , 1917 the output was
greatly reduced. Since that time, however, a wonderful
recovery has been made, and th is year will be signalised
by an extraordinary advance hoth in production and value.
In March last the local price reached £42 lOs. per oz.
The very great demand, and th e consequent high price
offered, for the Tasmania n mineral are due to the dearth
of " point metal" in other countries. Point metal is
so called because of its use in the tipping of gold nibs
for fountain-pen s. for which purpose the mineral produced
here is so admirably adapted. The price obtained for
point metal is greatly in exc6St'; of that obtained for the
ordinary fine-grained material: but the actual value cannot be definitely arrived at. as it i!l. determined by negotiation between seller and buyer.
Probably the ultimate
value at the present time is not less than £50 per oz.
The value of the material of fine grainsize is governed
by the fluctuations of the platinum market. which. in
turn. wa~ until recentl y , controlled by a body of financiers
in Paris. It follows that so long as thc d?ll1and for point
metal continues. the industry in Tasmania wi11 remain in
a flourishing condition. Up to the presellt tillle no satisfactory substitute bas been found for o!'lmiridium in its
employment in the manufacture of fountain-pens.
The
instability of the market hat'; heretofore greatly militated
against the systematic development of the industry, and
has had a retarding influence on production. In the event
of a serious faU in price. following a glut in the market.
many of the poorer prospects will become unpayable, and
production from others will suffer in like measure. Concerted action might be taken by producers in order to
regulate the prioe by withholding !\upplies until the market has recovered, but such a drastic step should not be
undertaken before ascertaining the true relation of the
local output to that of competing countries. At the present time the demand is greater than the supply, and tho
market is buoyant.
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TABLE

II,

Imports of Allied Platinum M etals into the United

States for the Years 1916 to 1918:
Yffir 1916.

Ounces, Troy. A verage Price
J}('r Ouncf'.

I

Value.

Iridium ....... ..
Osmiridium ..... .. .
Osmium ........... .
Palladium

3346
414

£
15'61
8'64

£
52,23U
3592

6513

9'05

ML939

Iridium ............... .
Osmiridium ......... ,
Osmium ......... .
Pt111adiunl

361"

21'~O

78,891

259
'00

·W·47

6137

12'16

4867
24,4.15

Year 1917.

,

1239

10·71

Year 1918.

Iridium ............. .
oSlIlln
' 'd'lum .....
Osmium ........... .
Palladium ....... ..

'. 1

'27

23'79
22 ' 60

240

31'99

1106

7878

Referring back to Table 1. it will be noticed that the
average price of osmiridium in Tasmania was £14.75 in
1917. Th~s compares unfavourably with the purchase-price

(£20'47)

10

that year in the United States,

But in the

following year the local average price was £27.4, while the
average ~n Ame~ica was only £22·6. This apparent
anomaly 1~ not dIfficult of explanation. Tasmanian point
metal IS III such great demand that it commands extraordinary prices, and its value is determined by negotiatio"n,
and not by current rates for crude metal
This does not
eI~lain, however, the low value of the· metal in 1917 ,
whIch was 30 per cent. under that paid for crude~.
The only country in Australasia likely to become a seriOUB ~ompetitor with Tasmania in supplying the world's
reqUIrements of coarse-grained metal is Papua. At the
present time, so far as can be learned . the output does
~ot .eI~ 100 oz. of good-grade metal per annum, but an
lIldlCatlon of the potentialities of the several districts
where it is known to occur may be gathered by reference

to the production from the Yodda goldfields , in the north-

easterll districts. In 1904 a well~known gold-buyer had
ID his possession over 100 oz. of osmiridium obtained from
that :"rea. The material of this parcel consisted ot PieceS
of pomt metal selected from a oonoentrate of varied grainsize. Accompanying gold and osmiridium in these river
gravels platinum is found in appreciable amounts.
No attempt has been made yet to demonstrate the preCise extent and value of these deposits, \mt they occur
over a very wide area, and are evenly distributed.
In New South Wales osmiridium constitutes 5 to 10
per cent. of crude platinum concentrates. The fields in
which these minerals occur are never likely to become
effeo:ive producers of osmiridium, but their output of
platinum is sufficient for present local requirements.
IU ~e vicinity of Byron Bay. Victoria, the mineral
occurs III such a highly comminuted condition that it caDnot be profitably recovered from the black sand in which
it is contained. The other occurrences noted are unim·
portant.
In arriving at the production of other countries from
official ~tatis~ics great ~ii?~ulties are encountered owing
to the lDcluslOn of 08IDlndlUm under the comprehensive
heading" platinum.
No attempt is made in the official
returns to differentiate between "free" osmiridium aod
that chemically combined or mechanically involved with
platinum. In consequence of this it is impossible to arrive
at even an appr.ox.imate estimation of the production of
free osmiridium in foreign oountries and no accurate
figures concerning the output of combined metal are avail·
able for purposes of comparison. The universal association of the metals of the platinum group, and their frequent employment in alloy one with enother in thearlaand
sciences, precludes the possibility of their separation in
the discussion of the economic situation. It has been
decided. therefore, to give statistical information concerning them all.
For the purpose of tbis report the figures quoted are
compiled largely from statements appearing in "Th6
Mineral Industry."
According to a Ru~sian authority the output of that
country has dwindled from 153 oz. of free osmiridium in
1904, to 4~ oz. in 1911. But by far the larger port,;or of
the total production is obtained from the treatment of
platinum residues. of which unfortunately no definite
records of late years are. available. In the crude platinum
~btained in the Ural Mountain districts the platinoid
OJ

metals constitute 83 per cent. of the material, and of this
amount iridium, osmium, rhodium, and palladium,
together form 4 to 6 per cent. Of the 17 per cent. of the
remaining residual material, consisting largely of chromite
and sand, fine-grained osmiridium constitutes one-twelfth.
As the normal output of Russia in pre-war time was,
approximately, 250,000 oz. of crude platinum per annum,
it is e.asy to see how completely the production of this
country dominates the markets of the world, both as
regards pure platinum and iridium and osmium as well.
The Russian official figures are far from correct, for 10
addition to the recorded output, there is a great deal of
metal that is produced and market~d surreptitiously to
avoid the payment of the Government tax. The quantity thus. mined and disposed of through irregular channels is not so great now as formerly, as most of the mines
are in the hands of companies operating on a large scale.
The production of platinoid metals in Russia since the
outbreak of war has shown a progressive decrease.
The iucreased demand for platinum, coupled with the
almost total cessation of the Russia.n supply of this metal,
stimulated production in Columbia, where the alluvial
deposits of the Choco River, and in the basins of the San
Juan and Condoto Rivers were actively exploited. Since
1910 the output has shown a steady and progressive
increase, and when the several compa.nies recently organ·
ised commence operations this country will supply a. large
portion of the deficit in stocks.
Many large dredging
plants are being erected by these companies, and others are
preparing to attack new fields, which apparently show good
prospects of the platinoid metals and of gold.
Two analyses of platinum from Colombia are interesting, as showing the difference in allied mineral contents.
The first sample was of 15,460 oz. of platinum mineral,
and produced5'21 oz. platinum. sponge.
4'47 oz. iridium.
0·47 oz. gold.
The second sample, comprising 6200 oz. of platinum·
iridium minera.l, gave.-3·36 oz. platinum.
0·11 oz. gold.
0'04 oz. iridium.
2'16 oz. 08miridium.
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Summarising the foregoing it is seen that so far Rl;
point metal is concerned Tasmania may be relied upon
to meet requiremenu; for many years to come. Not only
are these deposits comparatively rich, but they are far
more extensive than is generally believed, even by those
engaged in their exploitation. There remain untouched
enormous accumulations of 08miridium- and gold-bearing
gravels, which, at existing rates would pay handsomely if
proper appliances were used in their treatment. As the
world 's supplies of platinum minerals are far below the
demand, there can be no doubt that the high prices offered
to-day will be maintained. The annual consumption of
platinum and its associates amounts to 325,000 oz. The
production in pre-war time was insufficient to meet this
demand, and the deficiency was made up by the purchase
of scrap metal. At the present time it is quite impossible
to arrive at a close estimation of the world 's production,
and it would be hazardous to speculate even on the-approximate output of the principal producing countries. It is
quite certain, however, that substitutes for these metals
must be employed where possible in order to obtain adequate supplies for industries in which they are indispensable. The outlook for the future is decidedly
enoouraging. and operators need have no fear of a serious
fall in price. In fact, the shortage is so great that it is
now proposed to place these metals under interna.tional
control, by which the world output will be a.pportioned,
according to the requirements of the rEl6pectiv~ nations.
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CHAPTER IV.
OS~lIRIDIUM IN OTHER COUNTRIES.
~Vew

SO'uth Wales.

Osmiridium has been reported from several districts in
New South Walee, but nowhere in that country has it been
found in commercial quantities.
(")In 1885 F. A. Gffith described the occurrence of
osmiridil~m ass?Cia.ted. with cassiterite, native copper, gold,
and pla.tmum III SOfie sand from the Aber/oil River. He
says: :' Th~ so~call~ iridosmine seems to be present both
as nevlsnsklte III tm- white, flat scales and as siserskite in
greyisb.white or lead·ooloured scales. Some of the scales
~re indistinCl:. hexagonal plates, but mostly have an
lrreg,ular sha~.'· Samples of the platinum from this
locaht~ ~~tallled as much as 30 per cent. of osmiridium.
OsmlTldlUm ,has been authoritatively identified in the
gem·sand at Bmgara, Mudgee, and Ba.thurst; in the beach
~nds of the northern coast .. In some cases. as for exampl.,
m the beach sands of Ballma, the 08miridium and other
plat~noid metals amount to as much as 40 per oent. of the
plahnum, or about 28 per cent. of the whole- metallic con~nt. Small samples of the crystallised mineral, purport.
109 to come from the Dalmorton district have heert
received at the Mining M:useum, Sydney. T't is reporded
also, on competent authority!, from Barnet River district.
No analyses of the mineral from this Sta.te are availablr·
The li'ifield area is the' chief souroe of platinum rin New
South Wales.
Firtnria .

In Victoria, osmiridium has been found near Foster, and
at Waratah Range, South Gippsland. It is reported that
It has been found with gold in black beoach sand at several
points on the ?Cast o! Victoria .. At Bvron Bay vicinity the
metal occurs 111 a hIghly commmuted condition which has
baffled efforts to handle it commerciallv.
Pap-I/{f

(I1}There are large' belts of serpentine occupying certain
portions of the older rocks about the Owen Stanley Range.
(7) Pl'OOI. Amer. Phil. Soc" 18R6, XXXtlI, p. 51.

(I)" Osmlridlnm in Papua" by Evan R. StanleY, F.G.S .• Government
Geol(1,ilt.

They are associated with quarttz and -apidotA!l veins and limest-one in the northern extremes of the mountain chains in
the Territory. These latter are intima.tely aasooiated with
the gold-bearing rocks, and can be traced into the uppe~
waters of the Waria River. With the gold colleoletd from
the alluvial areas in the vicinity the osmiridium has been
noted, and in SOllie cases collected bY' the miners.
The
small quantity of oS"miridium thus collected has been
derived from the borders of the serpentine areas, which
have become denuded, and spread sparingly into the gold
plaoers.
The main belts of serpentin.,. pass through the head·
waters of the :Varia ~o the Gira and Aikora Rivers, and
follow up the rIght bank of the Yodd. in th.. Ajula Kajal.
Range. thence through Oivi into the valley of the Kumusi.
It is also met with in the Mugoni River and at Milne Bav.
Osmiridium has also been found at Lakekama in the gold
placers, and appears to be associated with a variety of
serpentine called .. verde antique."
Certain samples of gold reported to have oome from the
Brown River in the Central Division were found to contain
small specks of 06miridium.
In th .. Yodda goldfield the osmiridium and gold ha.ve
heen shed from serpentinised peridotites oonsisting of
olivine and rhombic pyroxene.
HU8sia.
.T~e districts fro~ which the platinum is produced are aU
wlthlll a comparatIvely small area. The Iss River and some
neighbouring streams account for all the platinum that
CO,mes from the Shuvalof Estate. The claims on this river
are mostly in ,the hands of the Societe Anonyme d'Indus·
trie du Pl",tine of Paris. It is safe to say that 80 per cent.
of the Ural platmum comes from the Iss and Pura Rivero;.
The Demidof or Tagis Estate , 50 miles
the south of the
Iss, produces the bulk of the remainder.
The lower course of the Iss, some 25 miles, is mostly
located under patented claims. averaging about 200 acr~
each. Most of .these belong to the French company, but
BOrne are held by private individuals. The product of thi8
river Oat is estimated at a little over 1 dwt. per cubic yard.
for an avera!!" width of 350 ya.rds and with a depth of .H
yards from grass roots to bedrock. At the present rat;.;;
of extraction the richest Iss deposits will be exhausted in
ten years. , There will remain in the 40 miles of its coursa
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between 75 and 100 million cubic yards of the material in
which there may be expected values corresponding to 20
per cent. of those previously extracted from the rich p3.V
gravel.
The Tura River is a promising dredging field, and OOlltains an immense and practically untouched st-oTe of a.lluvi1.1
platinum and inidium. The rights of the former owneors.
however, according to existing laws are an effectual har to
the development of dredging on this river.
The native source of the Iss platinum ~s dunite, a basic
rock consisting essentially of oliviru:. The prese~ce ~f
platinum has been frequently detenmned by assay m thIS
rock. No serious attempt has as yet been made to exltract
the plaot!inum from the rock, and the .g~neral opirnion is, th!l.t
it is not,.workable under present condItIOns, as the platmum
does not occur in wellMdefiued leads, but scattered irregu·
larly through the rock in association with nodules of
chromite.
Japan.

Osmiridium of good grainsize and quality is found in th.}
platiniferous sands of the River Yubari. The extent and
value of these deposits are not great, and the output ha'3
never exoeeded 400 ounces per annum and is diminishing
Only the high market ralA>s ruling at present enable the
miners to work at a profit.

Brazil.
In the province of Minas Geraes osmiridium and ~lati
num occurs in gold drifts. Here also are .found palIadnl:~.
gold (porpezite) and rhodium-gold (rhodlte). The 08mmdium is very fine grallled, but occurs m very 6xt.eDBlve
deposits and evenly distributed.

rue in the \Vesteln Cordillera. Relatively little platinum
occurs in the streams tha.t flow east from the eastern side
of these mountains; hence it is probable that the rocks from
which this metal is derived are chiefly on the western slope.
l.t. is stated that specks of platinum have been found in the
amphibolite rocks of the Condoto section, and specimens of
a basic igneous rock, probably a peridotite, carrying platinum in small flaky particles, have been found in the ChOCt>
district. The Coudoto is a small stream which flows into
the headwaters of the San Juan River near the town of San
Pablo. The gold washed from this small stream carries al
much as 40 per cent. or more of its weighL ill platinum,
which is always combined to a greater or less extent with
iridium, osmium, palladium, and rhodium.
Sluicing is practised. to some extent, but most of the
platinum recovered is washed out bY' hand in dishes. How.
ever, in late years several dredges have been installed, and
much more progressive methods are now in vogue.
Reports are current .that the recent explorations ana
washing tests on the Cimarronas River have proved the
deposits of platiniferous gravels to be much greater than
was at first thought. It is said that this field is likely to
prove more impoI1Lallt than the districts on the Coudoto
and the tributaries a.t the headwaters of the San Juan, a3
it has more extensive dredging areas and better transpom·
tion facilitries. Most of .the gravel in the district carries
gold, and in some cases it is said enough to pay operating
expen868.
The recent organisation of the South American Gold and
Platinum Co. promises a large increase in the pro<iu<A.ion
of platinum and its associates in Colombia. There can be
no doubt that the best methods will now be introduced,
and that mining opera-tions will be carried on energetically.
Owing to the disorganisation of industries in Russia there
is some prospect ,t hat, with extensive mining in Colombia.,
that land may before very long displace Russia as the
chief source of these extremely valuable and useful metals.

Colom.bia (Solah America).
Colombia is, after Russia, the chief producer of platinum.
The gradual depletion of the Russian deposits and the stoppage of supplies from that source du~ng the war ha:ve gtven
a decided impetus t.o developments III th~ Colombla .6.el~s.
The most important deposits are found III the Choco dis·
trict near the headwaters of the Atrato and San Juan
Rive'rs. Here the alluvial platinum, osmiridium, and gold
deposits are found ill the beds of these small streams, which

--

Umted Stat .. and A.la,ka.
The production of pla.tinum metal. from placer deposits
in the United States amounts to about 700 ounoeo .. year.
It h ... not been possible to """"rlain accurately the quantit.<
of osmiridium produced.. The crude platinum which is won
in Trinity and Siskiyou Counbieo, North-Weotern California, a.nd in Josephine, COO8, and Cuny Countiee, South-

-
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Western Oregon, carries a little osmirid:.um. The crude
platinum from Hay Fork of TrinitY' River, Trinity County,
Californ"ia, is probably the richest in osmiridium, and some
lots have carried as high as 46 per oent. of this anoy.
The black sands of the Pacific Coast have reoentlv
reoeived a.ttention, but except in a few favoured. spots they
are unpayable. The reported occurrenoes in Arizona and
Ida.ho were invesbigated and proved diS91)1)ointing.
In connection with the prospects of mining for the platinum metals in Alas.ka, it is interesting to note that palla.dium is reported to have been obta<ined from the copper
ore of the Salt Chuck Mine near Ketchikan in that territory; some platinum was also recovered. In the Koyuk
district of Seward Peninsula more platinum was taken from
gold plaoers in 1918 than during the previous year. A ricn
find is Jlleported from the Gum and Nome areas on the Kaslo
River.
Canada.
Small quantities of platinum and ita associated metalS
are produced from the placer gravels of the Similkameen
district of British Columbia. Tbis, however, only covers
a small part of Canada's platinum output, for it takes no
account of the quantity secured by treating the matte. from
the great nickel-copper mines of the Sudbury dlstnct )n
Ontario.
In 1918 attention was directed to the known deposits in
.the Tulameen Rriver, and active prospecting revealed payable gravels. There seems to be a good prospect of secur
ing platinum from the Franklin Camp. Grand Fork~,
British Columbia. Here the metal is contained in copper·
ore at the rate of 2 to 3 dwt. per 'on.

South A/Mea.
Platinum and osmiridium ha.ve been located in the Gwelo
district Southern Rhodesia. TheYI occur in a. gold-bea.ring
reef in' such small quanti·ties as to ha.ve no eoonomi~
significance.

M adaga<cor.
During the past few years. small quantities .of platinum
have been found in the sedlments of some nvers on the
eastern coast of the island. It 'accompanies gold, in small
rolled grains, the surfaoe of which is sometim~ polis~ed,
more rarely pitted; occasionaU,.. there ~s a oover:ng of Iron
oxide. So far as is known these deposlts are urnmpor:tant.

--..
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Platmum and Osmiridium Deponi& tn the Dutch Ead
lndie •.
Platinum and OsmiridlUm have been

found

iu-(l)

J ava, and (2) H:)rneo.
(I) In the island of Java, platinum was found in minute
quantities III the black gravels along the seashore near
TjdalJap (Banjaemas).
In a communication of Maier
(Natuurk. Tijdschrift voor Ned. Indie, XVlII., p. 395)
he relates that in sand of Tjilatjap, together with gold
some grains of a metal with a bluish silvery lustre were
found. On account of an analysis he thinks this metal to
be platinum. The value of these deposits bas Bot been
ascertajned.
(2) In Borneo, according to llooze (J aarboek vau het
Mijuwezen, 1893) platinum is rather widely distributed,
yet rarely is it found in really important quantities.
Borneo platinum, all the peninsula Tana-J... avet, is always
accompanied by gold and osmiridium, but the former in
most cases greatly predominates ill point or quantity. It
is found also in the gold and diamoud grounds of the
"Afdeeling Martapoera.." Tbe metal is not generally
recovered separately, but mostly together with gold. In
outward appearance the platinum ores of this island differ
considerably from those of tbe Urals. While the latter
are found in the form of grains, tbe Borneo platinum consists of much worn small Bakes or scales, and is seldom
crystallised. Their blend is n:ietallic, and the colour is silver white. Frequently there are found flakes, one side
of which is. of the colour of gold and the other platinum.
These metals are found in alluvial and diluvial accumulations. Hooze states that one-tenth of tbe gold concentrates
consists of platinum, and this more especially near the
Goenoeng Lawak, where the grounds are richer in platinum
thaD elsewhere.
Dr.. Verloop estimates the value of
platinum in the diamond grounds about as high as that of
gold.
The precious metal, as it is recovered from the diamond
grounds, consists of rather pure platinum. An average
of eight chemical analyses showedPlatinum from 57·13 to 82·80 per cent.
Gold from 0·0 to 9·73 per cent.
Iron from 5·45 to 10·67 per cent.
Copper from 0·13 to 0·73 per cent.
The rest from 4·76 to 20·07 per oent.
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Analyses of other samples of platinum ores showed their
constitution to beP'latinum from 58-0 to i5'O per cent.

CHAPTER

Osmiridium from 0·18 to 10·07 per cent.

1t is noteworthy that. the mineral I.urite (Sp. Gr. 7,
chern. oomp. Ru. Os WIth 31·73 per oent. S.) was first
detected here.
Krol, who inspected the diamond grounds of south-east

Borneo in 1?19, says that the richest diamond deposits,
those near TJampaka, at the same are richest ill platinum.
But the~e is a~so one .gol~ placer .wi~ho:ut diamonds (the
placer Rlllaat, 111 the dlstrIct of PleI3n), III which platinum
occurs. In this placer the metal takes the form of small
nugget.s; in all other places it is found in scales and
minute grains. It is oollsidered that the source of the
platil\1wlm must be looked for in the peridotite and serpentine rocks, but that the primary deposits are so poor
and so small that even at a close examination they are
overlooked.
.

Aooordiug to Krol, the production of the whole Martapoera district is about 1 kg. of metal, with some 70 per
cent. of platinum plus iridium.

COMMERCIAL

V.

ApPLICATIONS OF

OSMIRIDIUM,

The application of osmiridium to industrial uses has
extended greatly during recent years. In presenting this
summary of its employment in !the arts and sciences it may
be mentioned that the infonnation has been gathered
from all available sources. An endeavour has been made
to find OlJ,t the cause of the recent augmented demand for
the mineral, especially for that produced in Tasmania.
The rapid progress made in the consumption of this shotty,
well-crystallised "metal" is indicated by the buoyancy
of the market, apd the oonsequent increase in production.
Each of the subsidiary, as well as the essential, metals
composing osmiridinID has commercial applications, and
the mineral itself is also employed in the arts without dissociation of the metals.
The principal applIcation of osmiridium pertains to the
manufacture of iridium-platinum ware, in which the
iridium content ranges from, 5 tQ 30 per cent.
Such
alloys are hard and difficult to work when containing from
10 to 20 per cent., and are not at.tacked by aqua-regia
when the proportion of iridium exceeds 30 per cent.
Nearly all platinum dishes, basins, and crucibles contain
iridium. ,It forms an alloy with 9 parts of platinum,
which is extremely hard, as elastic as steel, perfectly unalterable in the air, and capable of taking au exceedingly
fine polish. This alloy has been employed in the production of bars for standard weights and measures, and for
making electrodes to be used in corrosive liquidt:l.
An
alloy of 15 per cent. iridium can be rolled to a thickness
of 0'007 of a millimetre, and yet have sufficient resistivity
to be u!'led on an industrial scale in electrolytic work. A
similar alloy is used for the wires employed in high temperature pyrometers. Iridium in the condition of sponge
and oxide is used in photography and the ceramic art for
obt.aining a dense black, and by jewellers for obtaining
black under white or transparent enamel. It is used also
to a limited extent for surgical needles and for jewellers'
drill~.
The substance phosphor-iridium was employed at
one time a9 a substitute for osmiridium in tipping the gold
nibs of fountain-pens. In this process it is first treated
with ,Phosphorus, which renders it more fusible and easy to
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work. The phosphorus afterwards can be removed by
heating the material in a lime crucible. Phosphor-iridium
is said to be superior to steel for draw-plates in the manufacture of fine wire from gold, silver, copper, and iron.
It has also been successfuIly employed for knife edges and
bearings of very fine bala.nces.
O~mium has been extensively used as a stain in micros(:opy and physiology. On account of its high meltingpoint it bas been employed for the preparation of the
filaments of incandescent electric lamps, but owing to its.
high cost tungsten is more generally used now. The
" Osranl " filament consists of an alloy of these two metals.
Osmic acid and osmic chloride afe such very poisonous
gasE*) that they may be employed in warfare. The substitution .f osmium for iridium in the widely-used platinum alloy has been proposed. It has been found that
a.lloys with 6 to 10 pe~ cent. of osmium are as available
for electric apparatus as those with 15 to 25 per cent. of
iridium. The platinum-osmium alloy, while it bas equal
ductility, resists the action of acids better than platinumiridium. Osmiridium in the coarse-grained form, in which
it generally occurs in Tasmana, is used almost exclusively
for tipping the points of gold fountain-pens. The mineral
here is usually the rounded or shotty kind , ~o much sought
after by manufacturers. The requisite qualities are a
rounded shape, medium grainsize of particles, and compactness. There is a tendency in some specimens to break
into thin flakes owing to the perfect basal cleavage possessed by this mineral. Such specimens for this purpose
are valueless. Crude material is separated into the different sizes required by sifting through brass sieves; finally ,
the best grains are picked out by hand, with the aid of
a microscope. A much higher price is paid for the graded
material than for the crude.
Coarse metal may be
reduced rt.o point size by crushing in a mortar, the proportion of fines resulting from this opera.tion being very
small. Other things being equal. there is no reason why
the siserskite variety should not be as suitable for penpoints as nevyanskite. In BOrne specimens . however, the
high proportion of iron seems to destroy the qualities
required for this purpose. Inasmuch a8 it is unoxidoi8-able and non-magnetic, osmiridium has been employed
for the bearings of the mariners' compass, and for watch
bearings.
No suitable substitute for this alloy has yet
heen produced.

III

Rhodium alloyed with platinum (10 p ar cent. Rh.) is
chiefly used for th~ th~rmo-elements employed in hightemperat.1l;~e determl~atlOn.
Pure rhodium is used to
make crnclbles ~nd dishes for chemical purposes when the
vessels are reqUired to sland the action of acids
Ruthenium has a very limited application il~ the arts
It possesses qua~ities which can be adopted to the manu:
~a~ture of electnc filaments. Mixed with zirconium carbide
It 1S used in the zirconium lamp.
Palladium has its most extensive application in the"
?",anufacture of certain alloys for dental work. The metal
~s also used in watchmaking, for the circles of astronomical
lDstru.ments having the advantage over silver for this purpose ~n that. it is not blackened by exposure, and for
eolderltlg platlDum metals. Palladium alloyed with silver
has b~n suggested as a substitute for platinum for contact and spark points. Various percentage compositions
a:e used for various req~irements,. 60 per cent. of palladIUm and 40 per .cent. Silver showmg the greatest resista.llee to spark eroSion .. Alloys of palladium with gold and
Silver make good substitUtes for the softer forms of platinum: An alloy of palladium and rhodium, in the proportions o~ 90 pe~ cent ..of the former and 10 per cent. of
the latt.er IS' used Itl the Jewellery industry.
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Claims Fronting the Sea.
PART

III.

CHAPTER I.
ABSTRACT FROM THE MINING LAWS OF TASMANIA.

"THE MINING ACT,

1917. "

MINERS ' RIGHTS.

Claims under MiMrs' Rights. -Definition 01 Olaims under
Miners' Rights.
14. A single claim shaH be such a parcel of land as may
by virtue of one miner's right be held for m.ining forgold or any other metal or mineral; and a consolidated
claim shall be any number of such parcels of land, not
exoeeding ten, as shall have been taken possession of oonjointly, or any number of such parcels, not exceeding ten,
as shall have boon ama.lgamated, except 88 hereinafter
provided.

Mode of Marking-off, and Area of, Minerg' Right Claims.

15. Miners' right claims shaH be marked off in th..
form of a square, or as near thereto 8S practicable, and the
area shall be as follows:A single claim, ~-acre, 50 yards by 50 yards.
A consolidated claim, of-·
2 men's ground, l ,acre, 70 yards by 70 yards.
3 men's ground, I! acre, 85 yards by 85 yards.
.-1 men's ground, 2 acres, 98 yards by 98 yards.
5 men's ground, 2! acr.., 110 yards by 110 yards.
6 men's ground. 3 acres, 120 yards by 120 yards.
7 men's ground, 3! acres, 130 yards by 130 yards.
8 men's ground, 4 acr.. , 139 yards by 139 yards.
9 men's ground, 4~ acr.. , 148 yards by 148 yards.
10 men's ground, 5 acres, 155 yards by 155 yards.
Provided where it is not practicable to mark off in th~
form of a square, the area shall be equal to one-half of an
acre for each man's ground oontained within the claim.

16. Claims upon land forming a part of the seashore
shall not exceed a frontage to the sea of 20 yards, nor
extend more than 20 yards above high-water mark, and
shall have no limit to the seaward side: Provided such
claims shall be marked as hereinafter provided, at such
angles only as shall be above high-water mark.

Miners' Ri,qht Olaims-How Taken Possession of.
17. Any person intending to take possession of a miner's
right claim shall, himself or by his agent, fix in the
ground firmly at each angle of the claim, a post not less
than 3 inches in diameter J and projecting above the surface
not less than 3 feet, one of which posts shall be deemed to
be the datum post, and shall be marked with three notches;
and shall have affixed thereto a notice in the Form No.5
in the Schedule No.1 hereto, which shall be clearly visible,
aDd shall cut at each angle of such claim a trench not less
than 6 inches deep and 6 feet along each line, alid in timbered or scrubby land shall mark the boundary-line so as
to be clearly visible as aforesaid. The said notice sha.ll
ha.ve legibly written or printed thereon the words" Miners'
Right Claim," and the following particulars, that is to
say-the name of the person for whom the claim is marked
off; the date of marking off; and the position of the notioe
upon t.he land, so that the position of the claim may be
thereby distinctly determined, and the notice shall be
properly maintained during the occupation of the claim.
Any person for whom a miner's right claim is marked
off 8_hall, himself or by his agent, within 48 hours after
the marking-off or as soon thereafter as practicable, lodge
with or post in a prepaid registered letter to a Registrar
of Mines, a notice of such marking-off in the" form No. 6
in the Schedule No.1 hereto, and shall, within seven days
after the marking-off, lodge a. similar notice a.t th~ nearest
post-office, if there be a post-office within 10 miles. The
cl";m of any person who fails to comply with this regulation shall be deemed to be abandoned, and may be taken
possession of by any person as unoccupied Crown land.
A certificate under the hand of the Registrar of Minee~
that he has received the said notice by marking-off, and
stating the day and hour of its receipt, shaH be primll
laoi~ evidence of the particulars stated in the certificate.
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Claim! to be TVorked.-Fol,/elture.-Machulf:ry tfJ--

Represent Labow',
18. \Vithin 48 hours after the marking·off of any miner's

right claim, the person for whom the same is marked off
shall, himself or by his agent, commence mining operations
thereon or in connection therewith, and one man at least
shall be employed for every half-acre of the claim; and
if such mining operations shall be at any time suspended,
without good and sufficient excuse, for a period of 48
hours, the claim shall be deemed to be forfeited, and may
be taken possession of as unoccupied Crown land. Pro'vided that where steam or water power is used, each horsepower-and where horses are employed in draught or in
driving machinery, each horse so employed-shall be computed a.s equal to one man.

Claims may be Rfgilltel·ed.

19. The holder oC a miner's right claim may apply t-o
the Registrar of Mines for the district in the Form No.7
in the Schedule No.1, for registration thereof, and the
Regi8trar shall receive such application, and record the
same in a book to be kept for the purpose; and after the
completion of registration, as hereinafter provided, such
claim shall not be liable t.() forfeiture as under Regulation
18, but shall be dealt with as hereinafter provided.
Fees to Paid.-Notice of Intended Registration.
20. The holder of a claim shan, with his application.
pay to the Registrar an application fee of 2s. 6d., and
8uch survey fee as uS prescribed, and upon the receipt of
,the survey plan of such claim, the Registrar shall post 1\
notice outside his office in the Form No. 8 in the Schedule
No. 1 hereto, stating that he intends, on a certain da.y
to be named in such notice, not less than seven clear days
from the date thereof, to make registration of such c1ari.m.
unless any objection thereto shall be made.

Objut«>m.
21. Any person objecting to the registration of a claim

shall, at any time after the receipt of the application and
before the expiration of the period specified in the n<)tice
aforesaid, give notice in writing to the Registrar specifying
the grounds of his objection; and the Registrar shall not
regtister such claim until a warden shall have inquired into
auch objection, and directed such regIstration to be made.

-
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Mark. to b. K.pt Up.
22. The holder of any claim in respect of which applicat.ion for registration has. been made, or which has ~n duty
registered, shall, during his occupancy of such cl~~ keep
the posts fixed and the marks and notices clearly V1slble, as
prescribed in Regulation 17; and in default thereof ~ch
claim shall be forfeited on an order to ,that effect bemg
made by a warden: Pr~>vided always t~at the warden ma.?
infkict by way of ~ne, mstead of forfelture, a penalty not
exoeeding Ten Pounds.

Registrar to Ai ake Rfgistration.
23. If, at the expiration,oC such period, no objection
shall have been made, or if, after objection haa been made,
such obj6Ction is disallowed by .a warden, the .Regti.strar
shall make registration of the claim uJ>0n the regtster hpt
CDr the purpose, and shall insert therelD a full descr'lptlOo
thereof.
Certificates of Registration.
24. As soon as the regtistration of any claim is completed.
the Registrar shall, upon receipt of the prescribed fee, issue
to the person in whose favour such claim shall have been
registered, a certificate in the Form No.9 in the ~edule
No.1 hereto; and every such certificate .han descnbe full)
and accurately the claim to which tit t'elates.

Claim& may be Amalgamated.-Mode of Amalgamating
Claims.-Division of a United Claim.
25. Any number of adjoining registered claims (oingl~ or
cop80lidated) not excecdmg the area ~f .ten slllgie c~alms,
may by the Registrar, by amalgamatIon, be consolIdated
as o~e claim; and upon the applicatIOD of the holders of
such clBlims made in the Form No. 10 in the Schedule No.
1 hereto, and signed b)'l the person interested t~erein, the
Registrar shall forthwith amalgamate ~uch clatms as o~e
claim; and shall record such amalgamatIon upon the regllSter relating to such claims, under !'he pro~ date! and
shan iasue to the holdel1l of such drum a certlfioa.te m the
Form No. 11 in the said schedule: Provided always, thllt
in the event of the holders Df a consolidated claim agreeing
among themselves to divide s~ch claim, each .8UC~ di,!isio::t
shall be registered by the RegIstrar ."pon apphcation "Ilned
by the persons holding such clau,:n, m .the manner pr?V1ded
by these regulabions for the regIstratIOn of such claIms.

_e>
-
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Tramfen

26. The registered holder of any miner's right claim
may, m the Form No. 12, In the Schedule No.1 hereto
assign or transfer such claim ,to any other person being the
h~lder of a miner's right sufficient to hold such claim; pro-

vided that every such tral1sfer shall be signed by the parties
thereto in the presenoe of some person or persons who shall
attest the signature to such transfer; and upon the completion of such transfer the Registrar shall record upon
the regnster relating to the claim 00 transferred t.he date
on which the transfer shall have been made, and the name
of the transferee, together with such other particulars
relating to such .transfer as to such Regnstrar may appear
necessary, and shall issue to the transferee a duplicate of
the transfer. The Registtar shall retain and file the oertifica.t.e and transfer delivered to him as aforesaid.

the applicant shall cause notrioe of such exemption to be
posted, and kept posted, on some conspicuous part of the
claim to which it relates during the te.nn of the exemption.
F<>r!eiture of Registered Clai"...

29. Subject to the provisions of the last preceding regu
lation, any miner's right claim in respect of which application for registtatrion has been made, or any claim which has
been duly registered, shall be liable to forfeiture, and may,
by a warden, be forfeitOO, if full mining operations as presscribed by Regulwtion 18 are at any time suspended writhout
good and sufficient excuse for a period of 48 hours. Provided always, that the warden may for the first offence
inCiot, by W&Yl of fine, in lieu of forfeiture, a penalty not
exceeding Twenty Pounds.
Posselfsi01l- of a F01"feited Reg;stered Ctm·m.

Executorlf, Trustus, Guardians, J:c., to be Registered.
27. The executors or administrators, or the receiver or
~ru.stee lin bankruptcy, ?r .the liquidator, or the guardians
III mfancy, or the committee of guardians in lunacy, or anI{
person possessed of any: claim, or t~e purchaser or pur.

chasers under an executIOn of any claIm, or the liquidator
of any company ma~ be registered for in respect of such
cIa-1m; and ,t he RegIstrar shall, upon production of the
order or authority under which such executors, administrators, rereivers, trustees, guardians, committee, or purchaser or purchasers, or liquidator as aforesaid clanm to be
re~iste~~, and on .the production of a miner's right or
mmers rIghts suffiClent to hold such claim, register them
or any of them named in such order or authority for or in
respect of such claim so possessed or purchased as afore-said.
IVarden may Grant Exemptt"on.-Notice to be Posted
28. Where it is desired to exempt any claim held under
a prospector's licence or miner's right, as the case rna"
be, from the prescribed cond':itions of labour occupation
or use, ao)'" application for that purpose shad be made by
the h~lder of .the said licence or right (.0 a warden, who
may, If he thmks fit, grant exemption under Section 37
of the Act, upon payment of the fee of Five Shillings j and

---

30. Wnen anr claim in respect of which application for
registration has been made, or any cla.im which has been
duly registered, shall be liable to forfeiture, any person
may apply to a warden to obtain adjudication of forfeiture.
and possession of such claim; and the person who shall first
apply to a warden in that behalf shall be entitled to possession of such clanm if declared forfeited on his application.
RemOl 10l of

Plant in Calf( of Forfeiture.

3!. All provi~jous of these regulations rela.-ting to forfeiture and abandonment or removal notwithstandi.ag, DO
person shall be entitled to take possession of any miner's
right clruim or prospeoting claim in or upon which any
plant, machinery, or engines, of a total value exceeding
Twenty Pounds, may be placed or laid down without first
obtaining the sanction of a warden, who may impose such
reasonable conditions as he thinks fit with respect to ani
,uch pla.nt, machi.nery, or engines.
Registration of Porfeitd Claim.

32. When an order shall be made by the warden directing that any person named in the order shall be put 1n
possession of a forfeited claim, t he Registrar shall forthwith register such person for such claim in lieu of the pet ·
son who shall have forfeited. the claim.

-----
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liS
Protectio n dun ng H olidays,

~c .

33 . All claims, righli;, and privileges shall be deemed t<>
be protected while .t he holders thereof are attending ele<>,t ~ons of members of Parliament or of any public body or
necessarily attending any court of justice, or before a
warden, and also during the following periods, viz: -From
Good Friday to Easter Tuesday inclusive, on His Ma/'estY'B
Birthday , from 22nd December to 5th January inc usiv&,
and on any day or period of time proclaimed a. public
holiday or declared a holiday hy a warden under Regulation 150.

Deserted and A band<med Ground.
34. Grouftd which, having been held under minen
rights as 8. registered claim, or under application for registration, shall have been unworked for a period of three
months shall be deemed t o be and shal! he trl'&ted as ground
.hsolutely deserted and abandoned, and may be taken posseesion of nll the same manner as unoccupied Crown land
but this shall not apply to ground held under pr<>tection :

the e~cess may .be taken possession of by any other person.
PrOVided that If any shaft or works come within the a.rM
80 taken possession of, the person so taking po88e68ion shall
pay compensabion .to the original holder, to be asseBSed by
a ~~rden or any person or persons deputed by him in
wntll~.g for that purpoBe, or the warden may, without
or?~rmg payment of any compensation, require ·the
ongmal holder of the claim ko so mark it off as to inc1ud~
such shaft or works witmn the area of land allowed him
by these regulations.

If'arde n t'o Reservf Roads, Footpaths, &c .-Penalty fO,.
Obstructing.
37 . The warden shall have the power of reserving any
roadway or footpath not exoeeding Twenty feet in width
reqUIred for the gene.ra.l convenience of miners through,
over , or acrOO8 any ID.lDlng tenement or any Crown lands
upon any mining field , and of causing the same to he
marked ; and any person who obstructs or injures such
roadway or footpath shall forfeit and pay a penalty not
exceeding Ten Pounds.

Claims .Vot Forfeited through .Veglect of S e,.vant. «c .
Warden may Authorise lVal t r-races , Roads, «c.
35. The warden maYl in hie discretion 1 by writing under
his hand 1 aut.horise any person being the holder of a. claim
to enter on any other mining tenement1 and to make or
cause to be made ,t hrough , over, along, or across any part
or parts thereof all such water· raoee, tail·raoes, drains,
dams, sluice-heads, reservoirs, tramways, roads, tunnels,
and other works as shall be necessary to enable such person
to mine the claim held by him, and also to keep t he same
III proper repair and cond!tion 1 and also to deposit all soil,
stones,. and substances which may be dug up or removed .on
executmg any. su.c h w~rks. The warden may, in granting
any such authonty, Impose such terms and conditions as
he thinks fit.

Claims in Excess may

b~

takt n by A nothe,.

PU30n.

36. If any person marks of! a claim Jarger than th ..t regulations allow, the holder of the claim shall reduce bia are.l
to the proper limits by meMuring from his da.tum pegl and

38. No claim shall he forfeited through the neglect or
by the act of any hired servant, contraotor, tributer, or
tenant, if after seven days' notioe in writing of such neglect
or act to the owner OT his agent, such claim shall be worked
or otherwise dealt ~th in accordance with these regub·
tions.

Sickness, Unavoidable Absence, and Failure of Water
&:c.
39. No claim, · area, right, or privilege shall be forfeited
for any negleot the consequenoe merely of the sickness or
unavoidable abgence of any person, or of failure of water
or other natural contingency.

Warden ma!J A u thorise Entry of S urveyor upon ClcAm .
40 . It shall be lawful for a warden to authorise by
writing under his hand any surveyor or other person, with
or without assistants, to enter into and upon any mining
tenement, and all mines, work , and buildings thereon and
therein, and to view , examine, and survey the same, a.nd
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for that purpose to make use of any of the roads, ways,.
machinery and works belonging to the said minir...g tenement.

Form No. 5 (Regulation 17) .

Holder of Miner's Clatm or Prospecting Claim to Removt"
Notice, &:c., upon Abanulonmg Claim.
41. The holder of any miner's claim or prospecting
claim shall, upon abandoning such claim, remove his
notice and withdraw al1 posts or stakes from the ground.

Name.
Date of marlring ofI.
This notioe is situate at [here describe the position of the
rvotice, such a.B at the north-east CO'NUr 0/ the land or the
.Bouth- west corner, as the ca8e may be].

J

MINER'S RIGHT CLAIM .

Osmtridi'Utn Minmg Leases.
Schedule Vo. l.
Form No. 3 (Regulation 13).
Tasmania.

(Coat of Arms.)
No.

Fe&Place.
Date.

19

MINER 'S RIGHT .

Iasued to
under the prm--.isions of
The Mining Act , 1917. " To bf
in force until 31st December, 19
Officer Authorised to 11I8Uo.
Not Transferable.
II

~'orm

No.4 (R'g<.lation 13).
Tasmania.
(Coat of Arms.)

No .

Fe&Plaoe
Date.

19

CONSOLIDATED MINER'S RIGHT .

leeued to [here imert manager' s name] [hue insert de,cnption. and trihultio1l of registered cf.aim] under the proV'iaioI1&
of " Mining Act, 1917." To be in foroe until 31st Deoember, 19
. and to represent
miners' rights
Officer Authorised to I..,ue.
Not Tranoferable.
Name.

The ordinary regulations dealing with applications for
mineral leases apply to osmiridium.
The Governor in Council is not bound to grant appliCJI.tio,," although the applicant may have oomplied with the
regulations; and the number and area. of applications for
1eases, if thought desirable, may be reduced to prevent
anyone person or company obtaining a monopoly in the
event of a discovery of osmiridium in situ being made.
Leases for river or alluvia.l claims \\~ll not be granteti
but leases woud be granted to work deposits or lodes occurring in the matrix or serpentine rock.
ReflulatoTV3 under" The Osmiridi'!.llm Act, 1919."

1. In these regulations the words " the 'Act" shall meau
{, The OsmiridJium Act, 1919."
2. The application for an O9ll1iridium buyer'S liOOllC3
shall be in the form contained in Schedule (I) hereto.
3. The applica,tion for a renewal of a lioence under Section 7 of the Act shall be in the form oontaiued in Schedule
(2) hereto.
4. The notice to be served under Section 14 of the Aot
to the Secretary for Mines by any person who transfers
osmiridium from this State, or disposes of it outside this
Sta.te, shall be in the form oontained in Schedule (4)
hereto.
5. The statement to be signed by every licensee when
forwarding his monthly return under Section 10 of the
Act shall be in the form contained in Schedule (3) hereto.
6. Every lioensee shall forthwith notify to the Minister
jn writing any change in .the address of his place of business, and where he intends carrying on same, and shall be
liable to a. penalty not exceeding Five Pounds for every
failure so to do.
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Schedule (4.)
.. The Osmiridium Act. 1919."
(Section 14.)

Schedule (I).
.. The Osmiridium Act. 1919."
(Section 4.)
ApPLICATION FOR A LICENCE AS AN OSMIRlDIUM-BuYER

I, the undersigned.
of
.
hereby make application for an osmiridium-buyer',s:.
licence, authorising me> to buy oBmiridium under the provisions of " The Osmiridium Act, 19]9 ."
(I) My name in full is(2) My busine ... trade, or calling ilt-(3) The plaoo at which business under the lioonoo, if
granted, will be carried on is situ~ted at
Dated the
day of
, 192
(Signature. )
The Honourable the Minist.er for M,ines.
J

If

I,
, of
, in Tasmania, iu
oompliance with the provisions of Section 14 of f f The
Osmiridium Act, 1919, 11 do hereunder furnish particulars
of osmaridi um transferred by me from this State:-l)ttte whpn
TrtUlSferred.

Whence
Obtained.

To whom
Fnrwnrrled.

Qua.ntity.

Price
Obtained.

Sched,,/e (2).
The Osmiridium Act, 1919."
(Section 7.)

ApPLICATION FOR A RENEWAL OF A LICENCE AS AN
OSMJRIDIUM-BuYER.

I, the undersigned,
, of
ili.
accordance with the requiremenrta of The Osmiridium Act ,..
1919," and the t;egula,tions made thereunder, hereby apply
for a renewal of the osmiridium-buyer's licence at pre$E'nt
held by me.
, 192
day of
Dated this
(Signature. )
The Honourable the Minister for Mines.
(I

Schedule (3).
" The Osmiridium Act 1919."
(Section 10.)
MONTHLY RETURN BY LICENSED

OSldIRIDlUM-BuYER

I, the undersigned,
. of
licensed osmiridium-buyer. hereby certify' that the following
sheets comprise ~ complete and correct
copy of all entries made in the Osmiridium Register-book
kept by me pursuant to the requirements of .. The
Osmiridium Act, 1919." and the regulations thereunder
during the month of
last past.
Dated at
, this
day of
, 192
Licensed Osmiridium-Buyer~
The Secretary for Min ...

--

NOTICE OF TRA:\SFER OF OSMIRIDIUBol FROM THE STATE OF
TASMANIA.

(Signature. )
(Date.)
A. McINTOSH REID ,
Assistant Government Geologist.
Launooston, 15th October. 1920.

